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The world this week Politics
focused on infrastructure
projects still overseen by West
minster, rather than devolving
any real power to cities and
regions. And in the shortterm
a huge jump in energy prices
and rampant inﬂation means
that many Britons are facing a
big rise in the cost of living.

Joe Biden dispatched thou
sands more American troops
to eastern European countries
that neighbour Ukraine. A
Pentagon spokesman said the
troops were not intended for
combat but “to ensure the
robust defence of our nato
allies”. Boris Johnson visited
Ukraine to express his support.
Vladimir Putin accused the
West of trying to provoke war,
and insisted his intentions
were peaceful. nato said
Russia’s troop buildup near
Ukraine was continuing. Some
analysts believe conﬂict is
unlikely during the Winter
Olympics in Beijing, which
will last until February 20th.
An electoral college of 1,009
politicians reappointed Sergio
Mattarella as Italy’s president
for a second sevenyear term.
The prime minister, Mario
Draghi, had wanted the job, but
his political allies balked, as
they could not agree on a
replacement to lead the
government. An election is
still required by the middle of
next year. There is speculation
that Mr Mattarella, who is 80,
may not serve the full term. Mr
Draghi might well then take
his place.
Portugal’s prime minister,
António Costa, won a surprise
outright victory at a general
election. His Social Democrats
will no longer have to govern
in coalition with the leftist
parties that brought down his
previous government.
Britain’s Conservative govern
ment published detailed plans
for “levelling up”, its signa
ture policy for tackling region
al inequalities. But its ideas to
redress structural diﬀerences
in life expectancy, pay,
unemployment and so on

Partygate
Boris Johnson was in more
hot water, as the delayed civil
service investigation into
“gatherings” in Downing Street
during strict covid19 lock
downs was published. Of the 16
events looked into, 12 are being
investigated by police. More
Conservative mps said they
had lost conﬁdence in the
prime minister, though not yet
enough to force a leadership
contest.

Erin O’Toole was ousted as the
leader of Canada’s Conserva
tive Party and replaced by an
interim leader. Mr O’Toole had
been criticised within the
ranks for being too centrist; his
sacking heralds a shift to the
right for the biggest opposition
party to the ruling Liberals.
Populists wanted him to show
more support for the tens of
thousands of lorrydrivers who
descended recently on Ottawa,
the capital, to protest against
vaccine mandates.
Argentina’s recent provisional
agreement with the imf ap
peared to be at risk when Máxi
mo Kirchner, the son of Cristi
na Fernández de Kirchner, the
powerful vicepresident,
resigned as head of the ruling
coalition in the lower house of
Congress. The imf deal is less
exacting than usual and does
not require pension or labour
reforms. However the details
have yet to be approved by the
fund. A ﬁnal deal would need
to be passed by Congress, too.
India’s central bank will
launch a digital currency, the
ﬁnance minister said in her
budget speech. She also
announced a tax on gains from
trading cryptocurrency and
other crypto assets such as
nonfungible tokens. The
announcements are seen as
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the legalisation, in eﬀect, of
crypto assets in a country that
had toyed with banning them.
New Zealand’s stringent
pandemic border restrictions
are to be eased gradually over
the year. Even citizens have
found it diﬃcult to gain entry;
many have been stranded
abroad. Jacinda Ardern, the
prime minister, has seen her
popularity slump. Later this
month vaccinated New
Zealanders in Australia will be
allowed to return. The opening
will later be expanded to other
countries.

Coronavirus data
To 6am GMT February 3rd 2022
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Tonga, a Paciﬁc island nation
that had avoided an outbreak
of covid19 over the past two
years, entered lockdown after
the discovery of community
transmission. An earthquake
in the Tongan archipelago in
January triggered a tsunami
and widespread damage to
inhabited areas. The virus is
thought to have arrived with
aid workers.
America’s gross national debt
reached $30trn. That is years
ahead of previous forecasts,
but inevitable given the $5trn
in federal spending pro
grammes that cushioned the
economy during covid.
Building his war chest
Donald Trump’s political
committee has accumulated
$122m, an extraordinary sum
that he can dole out to candi
dates he favours in the mid
term elections and to cam
paign ahead of a possible
decision on whether to run for
president again in 2024. Mr
Trump’s committee and relat
ed groups raised $1.1bn in the
election of 2020.

Mali expelled the French
ambassador after JeanYves Le
Drian, the French foreign
minister, called the junta that
has seized power in a coup
“illegitimate”. Mali also
ordered Denmark to withdraw
105 commandos who had been
sent to help it ﬁght jihadists.
The row has prompted France
and the eu to reconsider their
military presence in Mali.

By country-income group
Low

15

Lower-middle

97

Upper-middle

175

High

183

Sources: Johns Hopkins University CSSE;
Our World in Data; UN; World Bank;
The Economist’s excess-deaths model

→ For our latest coverage
please visit economist.com/
coronavirus

Leaders of ecowas, the west
African regional bloc, are
considering imposing sanc
tions on Burkina Faso after
its government was over
thrown in a military coup.
ecowas, which has already
suspended Burkina Faso as a
member, is demanding a
return to civilian rule.
A militia group attacked a
camp for people displaced by
conﬂict in the east of the
Democratic Republic of
Congo, reportedly using
machetes to hack at least 60 of
its inhabitants to death. Long
simmering feuds between
diﬀerent ethnic groups in the
Djugu area, where the camp is
located, have claimed tens of
thousands of lives in the past.
Galloping annual inﬂation of
61% is once again eroding
conﬁdence in Zimbabwe’s
local currency just a few years
after it was reintroduced in
2019. Many in the country fear
a return of the hyperinﬂation
that forced Zimbabwe to
dump its currency and adopt
the American dollar in 2009.
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The world this week Business
a couple of investment ﬁrms
in a $16.5bn transaction. It is
one of the biggestever private
buyouts of a publicly traded
tech company. Similar deals
could be in the oﬃng if the
shine stays oﬀ tech stocks.

Investors reacted negatively to
the latest quarterly earnings
from Meta. Facebook’s parent
company cautioned that its
revenue growth would slow
because of more competition
for eyeballs, especially from
TikTok, which is more trendy
among younger users of social
media. Facebook’s app lost
users in America, its most
lucrative market for advertis
ing, which contributed to its
ﬁrstever loss of users globally
on a quarterbyquarter basis.
Meta also broke out the num
bers for its Reality Labs unit for
the ﬁrst time. The driving force
behind the company’s ambi
tions for the metaverse made a
$3.3bn operating loss.
Boom and bust
Meta’s warning along with
poor earnings from PayPal and
more concerns about the
health of Sony’s videogame
business, overshadowed a
rebound in battered tech
stocks on the back of solid
proﬁts from America’s other
tech giants. Apple’s quarterly
net proﬁt was up by a ﬁfth,
year on year, as it made $124bn
in revenue, a company record.
Alphabet, Google’s parent
company, saw sales and proﬁt
both rise by a third, driven by
digital ad spending.

Trying to address those con
cerns about its business, Sony
said it would spend $3.6bn
buying Bungie, a videogame
developer best known for the
“Destiny” series of games. The
deal follows the recent $69bn
bid by Microsoft (Sony’s arch
rival in the games business) for
Activision Blizzard.
Citrix, which provides cloud
computing and networking
services, agreed to sell itself to

The digitalcurrency project
originally proposed by Face
book (now Meta) came to an
end, when the association that
governs it sold its remaining
assets to a bank specialising in
cryptocurrencies. Facebook
launched Libra in 2019 to much
fanfare, claiming it would
revolutionise payment
systems. Regulators around
the world criticised the plan, a
backlash that caused many of
its big sponsors, such as Pay
Pal, to withdraw their support.
In a statement Diem, as the
project is now known, said it
would start to wind down, but
hoped its eﬀorts had inspired
future crypto projects.
Annual inﬂation in the euro
zone rose to 5.1% in January,
another record high. Energy
prices were up by 29%
compared with the same
month last year. The currency
bloc’s economy grew by 5.2%
in 2021; output is now back at
prepandemic levels. French
gdp expanded by 7% over the
year, the best performance in
52 years.
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Turkey’s annual inﬂation rate
soared to 48.7%. Turkey’s
president, Recep Tayyip
Erdogan, has forced through a
number of interestrate cuts
that have contributed to rising
prices. A few days before the
data were released Mr Erdogan
ﬁred the head of the agency
that produces the inﬂation
statistics, his latest sacking of
an economics oﬃcial.
opec+, which includes Russia,
decided to stick with the gra
dual rises in oil production
agreed to last year, ignoring
pleas from America and other
countries to increase output at
a faster rate in order to tame
soaring energy prices, which
are fuelling inﬂation. Brent
crude has traded at $90 a barrel
for the ﬁrst time in years.
ExxonMobil, meanwhile,
reported an annual proﬁt of
$23bn, its best since 2014.
A judge in Britain ruled in
favour of HewlettPackard in
its civil fraud claims against
Mike Lynch. hp bought Auton
omy, a British software ﬁrm
founded by Mr Lynch, in 2011
for $10.3bn. The next year hp
stunned markets when it said
it had been deceived about
Autonomy’s performance (hp
took an $8.8bn writedown).
The legal saga isn’t over. Mr
Lynch is now appealing against

the British government’s
decision to extradite him to
America to face criminal fraud
charges.
Like a hurricane
Spotify scrambled to batten
down its contentmoderation
policy, after Neil Young and
Joni Mitchell withdrew their
songs from the platform
claiming covid misinforma
tion had been broadcast on the
Joe Rogan show, Spotify’s
moststreamed podcast. As the
storm raged on (Dwayne “The
Rock” Johnson indicated his
support for Mr Rogan), Spotify
said it would add an “advisory”
to any podcast that discusses
covid. The decision by the two
eminent bards of classic rock
to pull their tunes came short
ly before Spotify warned of
tepid subscriber growth.

The New York Times bought
Wordle, a free game where
players guess ﬁveletter words
that has become popular on
Twitter since its release in
October (driving nonplayers
mad as users tweet their
scores). The Times wants to
reach 10m digital subscribers
by 2025, and may end up
charging customers for Wordle
to reach that goal, which
would generate lots of four
letter words.
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How high will interest rates go?
Higher than you think in the short term, but lower than you might fear in the long run
powell, the chairman of the Federal Reserve, once
Jerome
compared setting interest rates to celestial navigation. Today,
as inﬂation spikes, there is a growing sense that the Fed has lost
its way. It looks as if it is about to make an abrupt change of
course by tightening monetary policy hard and fast. That pros
pect has battered stockmarkets and led many ﬁrms and home
owners to wonder if the era of low rates might be over for good.
The reality is more complex. In the short term the Fed does
indeed need to get a grip. But, as we explain (see Brieﬁng), in the
long run the world’s ageing population will keep a cap on inter
est rates. That points to an unpleasant ﬁnancial squeeze, rather
than a return to the 1970s.
Interestrate rises are daunting because much of the world
has got used to an era of almostfree money. No g7 central bank
has set interest rates above 2.5% in over a decade. Back in 1990 all
of them were above 5%. Cheap ﬁnancing has come to seem like
an indelible feature of rich economies. It has let governments
run extraordinary deﬁcits, propelled asset prices to astronomi
cal highs and forced policymakers to reach for other tools, such
as bondbuying and stimulus cheques, to prop up the economy
during slowdowns.
That is why surging prices over the past 18 months have been
such a rude surprise to the Fed and other central banks. In Amer
ica consumerprice inﬂation has reached 7%
and, far from being transitory, is feeding
through into wages as the idea that bills will go
up is being baked into households’ and ﬁrms’
expectations. Privatesector wages and salaries
in America are up 5% in a year (see Business
section). In December the median American
consumer expected prices to rise by 6% over 12
months. Many of these trends are being felt
around the world: global inﬂation has now reached 6%.
As a result, central banks are stirring. Twelve emergingmar
ket ratesetters raised interest rates in 2021. The Bank of England
has too, and more rises are likely. Investors expect even the gla
cial European Central Bank, which has not raised rates for more
than a decade, to do so twice this year. Yet all eyes are on America
and Mr Powell. That is partly because they have a dominant role
in the world’s ﬁnancial system, but also because American inﬂa
tion is high and the Fed is behind the curve. For months it has
been stimulating an economy that is already red hot by buying
bonds and keeping interest rates at 00.25%.
The Fed says it plans to get interest rates back to about 2% by
2024, not far oﬀ most estimates of their neutral level, which in
theory neither stimulates the economy nor holds it back. But as
the Fed has dragged its feet, the risk has grown that it will have to
go further. Higher inﬂation expectations make the impulse to
raise prices harder to eradicate. For any nominal rate, they also
reduce the real interest rate that borrowers pay, oﬀsetting the ef
fect of Fed tightening. The real cost of borrowing over ﬁve years
is still lower now than it was in mid2020.
The most likely prospect is therefore of a year or more of in
terest rates in America rising more sharply than the Fed has so
far indicated. Some forecasters predict that it will raise rates by

1.75 percentage points in 2022, more than in any year since 2005.
What about the longer run? After all most homeowners and
ﬁrms seek to borrow over years or decades. For an answer, you
have to look beyond Mr Powell to the forces driving the econ
omy. Monetary policy is anchored around the neutral rate of in
terest, the price of money needed to balance the global appetite
to save with the desire to invest. This is a fundamental variable
over which central bankers have little control.
Over the past 20 years this underlying neutral rate has steadi
ly fallen as savings and investment have got out of whack. Rising
global savings, caused at ﬁrst by the hoarding of reserves in
Asian economies, meant that vast amounts of money chased
any return, however meagre or risky. Meanwhile companies bat
tered and bruised after the global ﬁnancial crisis of 200709
were reluctant to invest.
The question is whether these forces have shifted. On one
side of the ledger, perhaps they have a little. Business invest
ment may be entering a new phase (see Finance & economics
section). Since the pandemic, it has recovered faster than it did
after the ﬁnancial crisis. That is partly thanks to the pandemic
stimulus, which is now being withdrawn. But it also reﬂects op
timism about technological progress that is fuelling spending
on intellectual property. This now accounts for more than two
ﬁfths of American business investment. Mean
while the cleanenergy transition is creating an
investment need of perhaps 60% of gdp in the
rich world. If technooptimism lasts and the
world is serious about ﬁghting climate change,
investment is likely to be stronger in the 2020s
than it was in the 2010s.
However the other side of the ledger, the
world’s wish to save, is unlikely to weaken.
Since Ben Bernanke, one of Mr Powell’s predecessors, ﬁrst no
ticed the “global saving glut”, the growth in the reserves of Asian
economies has slowed, and some governments have chalked up
more debt. But the share of the world’s inhabitants older than 50
is projected to rise from 25% to 40% by 2100, and may climb
higher still, given recent falls in fertility in India and China. Ex
perience shows that ageing leads to more saving, because rising
life expectancy causes households to put more aside for their re
tirement and retirees tend to run down their assets slowly.
Bumps and slumps
These factors lay down a map for interest rates. In the long run
any upward shift is likely to be small, and, to the extent that this
reﬂects a pickup in investment, welcome. However, between
now and then there is likely to be a sharp and potentially painful
rise in rates. The world’s debts have reached 355% of gdp, mak
ing ﬁrms and households more sensitive to even small rate rises
(see Finance & economics section). There are few examples of
central banks taming inﬂation without the economy suﬀering a
recession. The last time America’s inﬂation fell from over 5%
without a downturn was over 70 years ago. Fighting inﬂation
could put the world in a slump. If so, the prospect that rates will
one day fall back again would be only some consolation. n
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France’s presidency

Statistically significant
Our election model gives Emmanuel Macron a 79% chance of keeping his job

M

orosité, malheur, dégagisme: these are gloomy times in Le Pen, our model suggests an 88% chance of victory in round
France. Covid19 may be on the way out, but it still hampers two. Because this is the work of statisticians, not magicians, we
daily life and the smooth running of the economy. Inﬂation, dri are happy to reveal our methods (see Graphic detail).
What the statistics do not explain is the politics behind the
ven by diseaseinduced supplychain kinks and spiking natural
gas prices, threatens household budgets. Russia and Ukraine are polling numbers that are the raw input for our model. In large
on the brink of war. Small wonder that only 17% of the French part they reﬂect Mr Macron’s success at straddling the centre
think 2022 will be better than 2021, and that some 45% intend in right and the centreleft in France, drawing into his government
April to cast their ﬁrstround vote for a presidential candidate former Socialists and former Republicans alike. The extremes
from the political extremes. Yet despite it all, President Emman are splintered, which also helps him. And the president has, im
uel Macron has a fourinﬁve chance of winning reelection, ac probably enough, beneﬁted from covid, which his government
has handled reasonably well. The pandemic has engendered a
cording to the new election model that we launch this week.
Our forecast is the latest in a series of statistical models we huge expansion of state spending at a time when some of his la
bourmarket reforms might have caused more
have built that use data about the reliability of
tensions. He has also used the pandemic as an
past polling to analyse elections still under way.
French election forecast
Chance
of
winning
the
presidency
excuse to shelve pension reforms that might
In America’s presidential contest in 2020, for
At February 2nd 2022
have hurt him. Mrs Pécresse has yet to lay out
example, we gave Joe Biden a very high chance
Macron
79
in
100
her full platform, but so far she has not put for
of winning even if the polls were oﬀ by more
Pécresse
13
ward policies that are substantially diﬀerent.
than usual. In Germany’s elections last year we
Le
Pen
6
Even if the election seems almost a formali
calculated a fair chance of success for the Social
Others
2
ty today, that could easily change. Mrs Pécresse
Democrats, who now lead the government
could well beat the president if she can get to
there. And in 2017 we found that Mr Macron was
extremely likely to defeat Marine Le Pen even though pundits the second round. We currently give her only a 32% chance of
maintained she had a good chance of prevailing. In short, our getting through, but that probability will change as the cam
paign ramps up. Besides, a 79% chance of success is by no means
forecasting models have proved their worth.
On February 2nd our model, which will be updated daily, gave a certainty—as anyone would attest who has contemplated a
Emmanuel Macron a 79% chance of victory. This ﬁgure will game of Russian roulette, where the odds are even better.
This election is worth watching closely. Mr Macron is bidding
change as the campaign unfolds. We are more bullish than inter
national betting markets, which rate his chances at around 70%. to be the leader of the European Union, which has a vacancy to
Mr Macron’s comfortable lead in ﬁrstround polling suggests ﬁll. Olaf Scholz, Germany’s new chancellor, seems reluctant to
only an 8% chance of his being knocked out. And he enjoys a sol take up Angela Merkel’s European mantle. Italy has dodged a
id advantage over all of his secondround opponents in headto bullet (see Charlemagne) by avoiding an early vote, but still faces
head polling, even against Valérie Pécresse, his closest challeng uncertainty. Britain is gone. France matters more than for a long
er in such matchups. Against his most likely opponent, Marine time. It matters greatly who is in charge. n

The Winter Olympics

An icy chasm
The Beijing Olympics symbolise a world divided, with China on the wrong side

“T

ogether for a shared future” is China’s wishful motto for
the Winter Olympics, which will formally begin with ﬁre
works and dancing at a ceremony in Beijing on February 4th. Of
ﬁcials say the slogan means humanity should work in harmony
to conquer hardships such as the pandemic and its economic
fallout. China’s staterun news agency says the games will
“break down barriers and prejudices, and illuminate the way
forward”. Sadly, they will not. The event symbolises a world di
vided by politics and the virus, and a China turning inward.
No leader of a big Western power will attend the games. The
pandemic has provided some with an excuse for staying away.
But the main reason is the scale of the repression that Xi Jinping
has unleashed since he took power in 2012. In Xinjiang Mr Xi has

sent about 1m people, mostly ethnic Uyghurs, to camps to “cure”
them of “extremism”—a euphemism for stamping out their cul
ture and Muslim faith. In Hong Kong he has crushed a liberal
society, turning dissent into a crime. His security forces have
kept a chokehold on Tibet.
In December America said that it would not “contribute to the
fanfare of the games” by sending oﬃcial representatives. Right
ly, a few other Western countries have followed suit. But Russia’s
president, Vladimir Putin, does not share their scruples. As ten
sions mount over Ukraine, he will enjoy the limelight as the
most important guest and Mr Xi’s “best friend”.
How the world has changed since China last hosted an Olym
pic event—the Beijing summer games of 2008. The West worried
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about China then, too. The country had been waging a ﬁerce
campaign to crush unrest in Tibet following widespread prot
ests there. Humanrights groups were calling for boycotts. But
many Western oﬃcials still believed that engaging with China
might nudge it towards acceptance of the Westernled global or
der, or at least help tame the rise of antiWestern nationalism.
America’s president, George W. Bush, and his French counter
part, Nicolas Sarkozy, attended the opening ceremony.
A slippery slope
Their gesture yielded nothing. China has grown ever more bris
tly in its relations with the West. Mr Xi has fuelled an ugly na
tionalism and clearly wants a Chinacentric order. The motto he
has chosen for the winter games alludes to this. It is shorthand
for one of his favourite catchphrases, about building a “commu
nity with a shared future for mankind”. That means a world in
which countries cooperate with China regardless of its politics.
Many in the West abhor the idea. Negative views of China have
grown to record highs. Mr Xi’s call for Olympic togetherness is,
in eﬀect, a way of telling Westerners to get over it.
State media suggest that the opening ceremony is unlikely to
be such a fullthroated celebration of China’s greatness as was
seen at the launch of the games in 2008, when thousands of cos
tumed troops took part in grandiose performances. This time Mr

Xi has stressed the need to keep things “simple”. But for athletes
and others involved in the games, they will not be. The most dra
matic symbolism of the event will not be found in the razzma
tazz of the start or ﬁnish, but in the extraordinary lengths to
which China is going to keep the sarscov2 virus at bay.
No foreign visitors, other than invited guests, have been let
into China to watch the games. Tickets are not being sold to peo
ple in the country. Fearful of recent outbreaks of covid19, the
government says it will “organise” people to attend. They may
clap, but not shout. The athletes, their support staﬀ and journal
ists are being kept in a “closed loop”, isolated from the local com
munity. Dozens of them are testing positive.
Protections make sense when admitting 30,000 foreigners
into a country that lacks a highly eﬀective vaccine (because it
has not approved foreign jabs), and whose population has ac
quired no immunity from infections. But they also show how far
China is diverging from the rest of the world in its handling of
the pandemic. China is excoriating other countries trying to co
exist with the virus for failing to protect human lives. It sees its
zerocovid approach as proof of its own system’s superiority.
The world will watch a frosty games. It will be a gripping ath
letic spectacle, no doubt, but it will be overshadowed by a bigger
competition—a bitter, ugly one between China and the West.
That struggle will be the winter games’ shared future. n

The Joe Rogan aﬀair

Free speech’s new frontier
The content-moderation wars have come to audio. Spotify must learn from social media

W

hen neil young and Joni Mitchell saw an injustice, they
used to attack it by writing protest songs, taking on racism
in the “Southern Man” and the Vietnam war in “The Fiddle and
the Drum”. Today, the two musicians prefer to speak out by
pressing the mute button. The pair have withdrawn their record
ings from Spotify, the world’s biggest music streamer, in protest
at “The Joe Rogan Experience”, a podcast that gave airtime to an
tivaxxers. Spotify has decided to hang on to its podcaster.
Mr Rogan is a bigmouth and he has been wrong about co
vid19 and probably much else (see Business section). Yet he has
broken no laws, nor even, Spotify says, the
company’s own content rules. As a matter of
principle, Mr Rogan should be free to speak. As
a commercial question, Spotify has made a
publisher’s gamble that his popular show will
attract more customers than it repels. The fact
that share prices in Spotify and other platforms
such as Meta, the parent of Facebook, are tum
bling because of slowing growth underlines
how that gamble is, in the most literal sense, Spotify’s business.
But the dispute points to a trickier emerging problem. Most
of the 3.2m podcasters on Spotify are not like Mr Rogan, who
sold his show to the company in 2020 for a reported $100m. The
vast majority are amateurs, uploading their shows to Spotify’s
platform as easily as they would to a social network. Likewise,
most of the tens of thousands of new songs uploaded to Spotify
every day are recorded in bedrooms and garages. The result is
that the content mix on audio platforms is starting to look less
like the curated library of Netﬂix and more like the inﬁnite

hotchpotch of YouTube. Unlike other social networks, however,
audio platforms have little experience in moderating content.
They need to learn fast. The vaccines bustup is their ﬁrst
taste of an argument that other social networks have grappled
with for years and which is now coming to audio. On the one
hand, most consumers want protection from the most harmful
content, the best example being the incitement to violence,
which even America’s First Amendment condemns. Facebook
was used to foment genocide in Myanmar: one day audio might
be, too. On the other hand, few want tech executives to become
censors. Plenty of good music features bad lan
guage, disturbing ideas and violence. Some
podcasts will stoke controversy. Free speech
must be the default (see Culture section).
The starting point is transparency, which
the audio platforms sorely lack. Spotify pub
lished its “platform rules” only following the
Rogan explosion. Apple, the nextbiggest
streamer, has content guidelines for podcasts
but a rough style guide for music. Amazon, the thirdlargest, has
published even less in the way of rules. And whereas Facebook
and co release regular reports on what content they have taken
down and why, the audio streamers are opaque. Amid the Rogan
crisis, Spotify casually mentioned that it had removed 20,000
other podcast episodes over covid misinformation. What else is
it taking down? No one knows.
Liberals are rightly wary of more moderation online. Count
us among them. But clear, predictable rules can protect speech
as much as containing it. Rules determine not just what is
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banned, but also help defend what is allowed. Facebook’s arm’s
length “oversight board” routinely orders the social network to
restore deleted posts, if it determines that they fell within its
rules. The social networks are far from perfect, but rules that are
open to public scrutiny can gradually be improved on.
By contrast, the failure to spell out what is and isn’t allowed
risks having a chilling eﬀect, in which people steer clear of con
troversy. Amateur podcasters may choose not to risk debating
the eﬃcacy of vaccines, for example, knowing that 20,000 oth
ers have been deleted for overstepping invisible lines drawn
around the subject by an unpredictable censor. Worse, the lack
of welldeﬁned rules encourages an ongoing freeforall of the

sort seen this week, in which critics hope that by withdrawing
their business or shouting loudly enough, they can force compa
nies to cancel acts that they disapprove of.
With his Spotify contract, Mr Rogan is not your average pod
caster. But the dispute his show has started should be seen as a
warning to Spotify and its fellow streamers of wider arguments
that lie ahead. Facebook, Twitter and other social networks have
long been the focus of fury over what kinds of speech they do
and do not allow. As platforms like Spotify open their gates to
more usergenerated content, the same freespeech battles are
coming to audio. Streamers should get their rules ready now,
and prepare for the next, inevitable explosion. n

Poverty in Britain

Wrong man, wrong plan
Proposals to boost the poorer half of the country fall short

A

fter a month of rows about cake and Prosecco—who con
sumed them; who invited whom; who knew—Boris Johnson
has been badly damaged. Police are investigating a dozen lock
downbusting gatherings, some in his oﬃces and residence. A
report by a senior civil servant, published on January 31st, was
gutted of detail in order to prevent that investigation being com
promised, leading to claims of a coverup. Despite it all, Conser
vative mps seem inclined to wait until after local elections in
May to decide whether to depose their prime minister.
No wonder Mr Johnson is desperate for a policy relaunch to
knock “Partygate” oﬀ the front pages. On February 2nd his gov
ernment released a longawaited white paper on its big idea for
postBrexit Britain: decreasing regional inequality, or “levelling
up” (see Britain section). Mr Johnson is right to sense that his
government should be judged by whether this programme suc
ceeds: it is setting out to deal with one of Britain’s most pressing
problems. Sadly, the proposals fall short.
Britain is highly geographically unequal.
Outside London and the southeast (and a re
gion around Edinburgh) lies a country where
wages, literacy and life expectancy are lower,
and unemployment and rates of illness higher.
It is as if America’s rustbelt or the former East
Germany were home to half the population. Av
erage life expectancy for men in Blackpool is
74.1 years; in Westminster it is 84.7. In Barnsley 15% of disadvan
taged 18yearolds go to university; in London 45% do. The ratio
between gdp per person in Britain’s richest places and its poor
est is 4.8—the biggest of any oecd country. Voters who wanted to
leave the European Union were animated by many desires and
grievances. But some expressed understandable rage at being
left behind and ignored by a distant, selfserving elite.
The work of Michael Gove, one of the government’s most ca
pable ministers, the latest proposals identify 12 “missions”, with
numerical targets attached, to be undertaken between today and
2030. They range from increasing healthylife expectancy and
improving literacy and numeracy in what the white paper calls
“Britain’s forgotten communities” to rolling out highspeed
broadband and encouraging “pride in place”—that is, feeling
good about where you live. New directly elected county leaders
will be created, and given powers in a “devolution revolution”.

By 2030 everywhere in England could in theory have the sort of
powers now wielded by metropolitan mayors.
Targeting outcomes is welcome: this government has fo
cused more on inputs (this many new nurses, that many new
schools). And more devolution is sorely needed. Measured by
where taxraising power lies, Britain is the most centralised
country in the g7. Decisionmaking is also tightly held, with the
Treasury overseeing almost all infrastructure. England’s most
powerful mayor, Sadiq Khan, takes dictation from Whitehall on
how to balance Transport for London’s budget. Andy Burnham of
Manchester, the secondmostpowerful, is locked in a battle
with central government about the design of a railway station.
Look more closely, and the plans are based on a caricature of
Britain. The biggest cities voted to stay in the eu in 2016 and for a
Labour government in 2019. Not coincidentally, ministers often
talk as if the splits in wealth, wellbeing and esteem map onto
the same pattern. They do not. In some regions,
both cities and their hinterlands are rich; in
others, both are poor. The north of England will
not succeed if Greater Manchester does not; the
West Midlands depends utterly on the Birming
ham metropolis.
What ails poor places will not be ﬁxed by giv
ing counties a bit of power and cash. The con
trol over how money is raised and spent needs
to be pushed out of London—and to handle such powers a region
must be large. Better infrastructure, both within cities and con
necting them to surrounding areas, is crucial to regional devel
opment. But how can the planned new phalanx of mayors and
county authorities transform their regions if they cannot even
plan transport links?
The intricacies of the white paper are not the only cause for
scepticism. An ambition as big as erasing Britain’s patterns of
deprivation will require a leader of unusual calibre. The job will
take an ability to unite the country in a common cause and to in
spire it with a grand vision. It will also take a mastery of policy
detail and the discipline to be steadfast when things go awry, re
sults are slow to appear and centralisers cling to power. Mr John
son’s lockdown shenanigans, dissimulation and uturns are no
mere obsession of the chattering classes. They are evidence that
this Herculean task is very probably beyond him. n
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Letters
Let’s be reasonable
I am a big fan of The Economist’s accurate reporting and
liberal values, but I was dis
pleased to see you refer to
“antivax protests” in Austria
and Germany, describing them
as “fuelled by the farright”
(“Must you be jabbed?”, Janu
ary 22nd). You should have a
better understanding about
why some people are frustrat
ed with covid19 measures.
The vaccines have saved
many lives. I think that getting
the vaccine is the best decision
for your health as well as other
people’s. That said, I want to
make the decision on whether
I get vaccinated (which I have)
after speaking to my doctor
and doing my own research. It
upsets me greatly that govern
ment oﬃcials want to make
this decision in my stead
through compulsion. And it is
unclear where the line will be
drawn once government has
decided in eﬀect to force
adults into taking medication.
I am in Germany being coerced
into getting a booster shot. I
am a young person. Govern
ment mandates cannot be ﬁne
tuned to ﬁt all of us.
Many scientists and lay
people have legitimate
concerns over governments’
obsession with covid over
anything else. Most people
protesting in Austria and
Germany are not antivax, but
anticoercion. They do not
want government to micro
manage their lives, for
example deciding that meeting
nine people outside is safe but
11 isn’t. I do not want to be
dismissed as simply “antivax”.
jose garrido ramas
Machinelearning scientist
Berlin

The word vaccine does indeed
derive from the Latin for cow
(Johnson, January 1st). But it
was not named after a treat
ment for cowpox. Live cowpox
was the vaccine itself. Edward
Jenner infected a boy ﬁrst with
cowpox and then with the
much more deadly smallpox
(variola). Luckily for Jenner, us,
and the boy, he survived.
benjamin johnson
London
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Britain’s public broadcaster
Winston Churchill’s suspicion
that the bbc was “run by reds”
(“Telly addicts”, January 22nd)
went back to what he thought
was its unduly impartial cover
age of the General Strike of
1926. He complained that the
bbc “had no right to be impar
tial between the ﬁre and the
ﬁrebrigade”.
patrick barwise
Coauthor of “The War Against
the bbc”
London

No skates allowed
If you got the idea from watch
ing curling being played in
China that it is “skaters” who
frantically sweep debris and
other impediments out of the
stone’s way, then I think we
have a pretty good idea why
China “has not enjoyed much
success at the sport” (“Omi
cronic pains”, January 22nd).
peter ross
North Vancouver, Canada

The hives have it
The letter (January 22nd) from
the British Beekeepers Associ
ation on the problems it had
with quadratic voting (qv)
illustrated Albert Einstein’s
observation that social inno
vation in matters like voting
systems is often harder than
technological advance in
things like rockets. The
RadcialxChange movement
was founded to reform this
imbalance by experimenting
in openminded social
systems, such as Taiwan’s
digital democracy and the
Web3 ecosystem. Ironically,
the letter’s author, an apiarist,
chose perhaps the only context
where the adoption of qv
requires old thinking, not new.
As Rory Sutherland and I
highlighted some years ago,
biological evidence suggests
honey bees use qv to signal the
location of food. If it interests
them, we’d be happy to help
the British beekeepers take a
lesson from their wards.
e. glen weyl
Founder
RadicalxChange Foundation
Kirkland, Washington

Servers not included
Another factor behind “The
point of tipping” (January 15th)
is successful lobbying by the
hospitality industry to ensure
that restaurants are not
included in minimumwage
regulations. Restaurant work
ers’ pay is boosted by custom
ers’ tips, lowering the owners’
costs. This wage subsidy, a free
lunch for the proprietors, has
no justiﬁcation in a sophisti
cated labour market.
The remuneration of wait
ing staﬀ is a cost of doing
business. So the service should
be included in the bill as part
of the cost of the meal, which
is the norm in most of Europe.
Restaurant employees should
become fully ﬂedged members
of the normal labour force,
with minimum wages and
beneﬁts, including health care,
unemployment insurance and
so on. Waiting staﬀ will adapt,
as they will to the coming
robotisation of restaurants,
when diners will be able to
choose lowcost meals with no
service. Tasks that can be
automated include digital
menus, online payment and
robots to perform chores such
as removing dishes.
Call this structural change,
without which living
standards would stagnate.
ira sohn
Emeritus professor of
economics and ﬁnance
Montclair State University
Upper Montclair, New Jersey

Many American states have
lower minimum wages for
restaurant servers, using the
practice of tipping as a justiﬁ
cation. That has led customers
to tip more generously, which
in turn is used by policy
makers to justify the lower
minimum wage, creating a
neverending lowwage cycle.
robert checchio
Dunellen, New Jersey
In 2019 it was estimated that
$300bn dollars was spent in
fullservice restaurants in the
United States, which equated
to $60bn for tipped employees.
More than 13m people were
employed in American restau
rants, approximately 10% of all

American workers. Many of
these employees count on tips
from customers for their life
styles. I personally believe that
everywhere in America these
tips should be legally and
morally divided among the
entire staﬀ for each service.
This was a wellresearched,
wellwritten and wellargued
article, but it is obvious that
the diﬀerences in tipping
customs from Tokyo to Paris to
New York cannot be compared
in any way from the custom
er’s or the tipped employee’s
point of view. It’s diﬀerent
strokes for diﬀerent folks.
alan stillman
Founder of Smith & Wollensky
restaurants
New York
Brazil, Italy, Japan, South Korea
and many other countries
provide much better service
than places where the tipping
system applies. Actually, the
higher the expected addon,
the worse the service is. Amer
ica and the Netherlands top my
tip list for abysmal service and
food. “But you must tip!” is the
common cry by the estab
lishment. Really? Ditch
tipping. You will have a less
ﬁctional, hypocritical server
and a more relaxed customer.
davide cardarelli
Johannesburg
What an elaborate discussion
on tipping. The most common
reason for leaving a tip in my
experience has been to
compensate food servers who
have universally been paid a
cutrate wage. During this
pandemic the tips I give for
even takeout food have been
larger, since the job market has
become more precarious. God
forbid that I should tip a dental
hygienist, car mechanic, or a
vet, all of whom earn far more
than foodservice workers.
Except in New York.
lela hugill
Brush Prairie, Washington

Letters are welcome and should be
addressed to the Editor at
The Economist, The Adelphi Building,
1-11 John Adam Street, London wc2n 6ht
Email: letters@economist.com
More letters are available at:
Economist.com/letters
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Too much of a good thing

The pandemic is unlikely to end the world’s saving glut

I

n 2005, ben bernanke, then a member
of the Federal Reserve’s Board of Gover
nors, wondered at a tide of money washing
over American shores—and worried about
its consequences. Grasping in a speech for
a way to describe the phenomenon, he
coined a phrase. “Over the past decade,” he
noted, “a combination of diverse forces
has created a signiﬁcant increase in the
global supply of saving—a global saving
glut.” Savers of all sorts—from older Amer
icans preparing for retirement to oilex
porting countries accumulating sover
eignwealth funds—were shoving more
money into stocks and bonds than could
be put to use by those looking to invest in
plants and equipment.
In 1999, Mr Bernanke had chided the
Bank of Japan for failing to rekindle Japa
nese growth after a bubble burst, despite
reducing interest rates to zero. Yet in the 15
years after he christened the saving glut, ﬁ
nance ministries and central bankers
around the world became familiar with the
struggle to maintain steady growth in the
context of zealous saving. Since 2000
alone, the value of global wealth held by

households, ﬁrms and governments has
roughly tripled, from $160trn to $510trn, or
from about 460% of global gdp to 610%, ac
cording to McKinsey Global Institute, a
thinktank (see chart 1 on next page). Many
of them have borrowed from each other to
acquire assets, taking debts to worryingly
high levels (see Finance section). But in ag
gregate they are prudent ants rather than
spendthrift grasshoppers. This savings
growth helped push asset prices ever up
ward and interest rates ever lower, creating
macroeconomic headaches worldwide.
Now the pandemic has shaken pillars of
the global economy in ways which could
fundamentally alter saving patterns. Tight
labour markets are shifting money to
workers who are eager to spend, contribut
ing to the highest inﬂation in a generation.
Central banks which had found them
selves unable to push interest rates down
enough to keep inﬂation from falling be
low their targets are beginning to push
rates up to keep inﬂation from soaring. Yet
while new enthusiasm for government
borrowing or a retreat from globalisation
could help to drain savings and establish a
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new normal, it seems more probable that
Mr Bernanke’s glut will persist, thanks to
old habits and old people, who are a grow
ing share of the world’s population.
The rising reservoir of global savings,
most of which is held in bank deposits,
bonds, corporate equity and property, has
been fed by three main tributaries: govern
ments hungry for foreignexchange re
serves, pennypinching households and
ﬁrms, and workers nearing retirement age.
It was the ﬁrst ﬂow, saving by govern
ments, which preoccupied Mr Bernanke.
Governments’ accumulation of foreignex
change reserves adds to saving in two
ways. Resourceexporting economies save
part of the windfall earned from their ex
ports and plough it into stocks and bonds.
Some of these piles are held as oﬃcial re
serves; the Russian government has re
serves, excluding gold, valued at $460bn,
while Saudi Arabia’s are worth $440bn.
Windfalls have also been shifted into
sovereignwealth funds; that of Abu Dhabi
is worth almost $700bn, while Norway’s is
valued at more than $1.3trn.
Other economies pile up foreignex
change reserves as they intervene in mar
kets to reduce the value of their currencies,
to boost exports or to build up a hoard of
safe assets which can be drawn upon in
times of ﬁnancial stress. In eﬀect, these in
terventions squeeze consumption in their
home economies, reducing spending rela
tive to production and thus contributing to
currentaccount surpluses which must be
absorbed by the rest of the global economy.
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Reserves held by South Korea, Singapore,
Taiwan and India have grown into the hun
dreds of billions. No country has engaged
in such practices to more disruptive global
eﬀect than China, which holds some
$3.2trn in foreignexchange reserves.
The contribution of growth in reserves
to savings was most pronounced around
the time Mr Bernanke sounded his warn
ing. From 1998 to 2008, oﬃcial foreignex
change reserves jumped from 5.2% of glo
bal gdp to11.5%, powered by a steady rise in
oil prices and reserve accumulation by
China. During this period, reserve growth
probably dominated other sources of sav
ing; research by Francis Warnock and Ve
ronica Cacdac Warnock of the University of
Virginia suggests that reserveaccumula
tion in the year to May 2005 alone reduced
the yield on tenyear Treasury bonds by 0.8
percentage points. Reserve growth paused
during the global ﬁnancial crisis, then re
sumed in the years after, reaching a peak of
15.2% of global gdp in 2013 (see chart 2).
Reserves plateaued thereafter (and in
deed fell slightly as a share of gdp), and a
decline in the years ahead cannot be ruled
out. A protracted period of postpandemic
ﬁnancial stress could force some emerging
economies to deplete their reserves. If eco
nomic strains and geopolitical tensions
force Russia and China to draw down their
hoards, that might place upward pressure
on interest rates.
Yet it is also possible that the pandemic
will lead to a new surge in reserves. Yes, a
shift to zerocarbon energy may eventually
doom fossilfuel windfalls, but the transi
tion might well mean high prices for oil
and gas, since new production is likely to
stagnate. Meanwhile, the pandemic and its
aftermath will probably reinvigorate the
appeal of defensive foreignexchange re
serves. During the ﬁnancial panic of March
2020 and again in recent months, as strait
ened global conditions squeezed emerging
markets, the economies which weathered
stresses best were those with ample for
eignexchange reserves. This lesson has al
ready been put to use. By the autumn of
1
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2021, reserves were roughly $1trn higher
than they were before covid19.
The eﬀects of reserve accumulation
could also be oﬀset by increased govern
ment borrowing. Government debt loads,
already high prepandemic, have exploded
over the past two years; in 2020 alone, pub
lic debt as a share of gdp surged by nearly
20 percentage points across advanced
economies, to 123%, and nearly ten points
across emerging economies, to 63%. Work
by Lukasz Rachel, of the London School of
Economics, and Larry Summers, of Har
vard University, reckons that over the past
half century, rising government debt
across rich economies pushed up interest
rates by about 1.5 percentage points. This
eﬀect was more than balanced out by other
factors in the past, but might not be in the
decades ahead.
A first-class problem
A second stream of saving has ﬂowed from
the households and ﬁrms which have done
best over the past few decades. Since the
1970s, inequality has risen across many
economies. Wealthier households have a
higher propensity to save, so this shift in
the distribution of income contributed to
the saving glut, according to work by Atif
Mian, of Princeton University, Ludwig
Straub, of Harvard University, and Amir Su
ﬁ, of the University of Chicago. From 1983
to 2019, the share of American income go
ing to the top 10% of the income distribu
tion rose by 15 percentage points, they
reckon. Because of this “saving glut of the
rich”, average annual saving by the top 1%
of American earners alone has outstripped
annual average net domestic investment
since 2000. Increased inequality accounts
for about 0.6 percentage points of the de
cline in richworld interest rates since the
1970s, say Messrs Rachel and Summers.
Highrolling households have not been
alone in stockpiling savings. For decades,
corporations have been hoarding money as
well, retaining a large share of their hefty
net proﬁts. According to Peter Chen, of the
Analysis Group, an economic consultancy,

and Brent Neiman, of the University of
Chicago, and Loukas Karabarbounis, of the
University of Minnesota, annual global
corporate saving rose from less than 10% of
world gdp to nearly 15% between 1980 and
2015. The corporate sector has been acting
as a net lender to the global economy, rath
er than as a net borrower from it.
As with reserve accumulation, the rela
tive importance of such factors has waxed
and waned. Income inequality rose sharp
ly from around 1980 to 2000. In the years
since, it has levelled oﬀ in some econo
mies, like Britain’s, and increased at a
slower pace in others, like America’s. Cor
porate saving, in contrast, rose relatively
slowly before 2000, then much faster
thereafter, as ﬁrms salted away cash from
increased proﬁts. In America, for instance,
corporate proﬁts have hovered above 10%
of gdp for most of the period since 2006,
after never rising above 8% over the prior
quarter century.
Income inequality and corporate proﬁt
ability cannot be forecast with any certain
ty. Both reﬂect the interaction of myriad
forces, from the balance of corporate
labour power, to the state of technolog
progress and productivity growth, to g
ernment tax and regulatory policy. I
possible that the trends of the past half
century might be upended by the pandem
ic and its aftermath. Over the past 18
months, tight labour markets helped push
wages upward and strengthened workers’
leverage in bargaining with their employ
ers. Slower growth in the labour forces of
ageing societies could help to preserve
these gains, and perhaps enable a resur
gence by organised labour. Firms—espe
cially big and proﬁtable technology ones—
are in the crosshairs of regulators looking
to boost competition. Better times for
workers should also squeeze proﬁts, in ad
dition to reducing inequality.
A retreat from globalisation could am
plify these trends. It would increase the
earning power of the working masses in
rich countries, while hitting the proﬁts of
multinational ﬁrms and the higher in
comes of their whitecollar workers. On
the other hand, substantial reversals in in
equality are relatively rare in recent eco
nomic history. The great compression in
incomes that occurred from the 1910s into
the postwar decades occurred as fortunes
were hammered by the Depression and liq
uidated to fund wars, as taxes on the rich
soared well above current levels. For now,
such upheavals seem unlikely.
What is more, as Mr Mian and coau
thors write, the eﬀects of inequality on sav
ing can feed on themselves. As high saving
by the rich pushes down interest rates,
they argue, poorer households increase
their borrowing to sustain their consump
tion. But as debt piles up, they ﬁnd them
selves forced to reduce spending to pay
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back loans. Their debt payments, further
more, represent a transfer of more money
to rich households whose purchases of as
sets (like mortgagebacked securities) ef
fectively ﬁnances the borrowing of the
nonrich. The trap which results—of per
petually high inequality, low interest rates,
and high debt among poorer households—
could prove diﬃcult to escape, sustaining
the savings of the rich as a potent macro
economic force.
Far more certain is the third great river
of savings, whose ﬂow, which has grown in
importance, might well swamp other post
pandemic changes in behaviour. The world
is not getting any younger, and in coming
decades the savings of the old stand to ap
ply relentless pressure on the macroeco
nomy. Across time and countries, house
hold saving follows a reliable pattern.
When workers are young, they save little or
even take on debt. Their savings rise
through their 30s and 40s before peaking a
decade or so before retirement. As popula
tions have grown older over the past half
century, in the rich world especially, the
share of workers in their prime saving
years has risen as well, leading to ever
more money in nesteggs and ever lower
yields on the assets therein.
In a recent paper examining the eﬀects
of demographic change on saving, Etienne
Gagnon, Benjamin Johannsen and David
LópezSalido of the Federal Reserve Board
suggest that ageing in America may ac
count for about one percentage point of
the drop in interest rates since the 1980s.
(Other recent work ﬁnds still larger eﬀects,
of as much as three percentage points.) If
past is prologue, rates seem sure to remain
low. Barring a surge in procreation, or the
embrace of a dystopian “Logan’s Run” ap
proach to the aged, the world’s population
will continue to get older. The share of glo
bal population over the age of 50 rose from
15% in the 1950s to 25% today, say Adrien
Auclert and Frédéric Martenet, of Stanford
University, Hannes Malmberg, of the Uni
versity of Minnesota, and Matthew Rogn
lie, of Northwestern University. It is ex
pected to rise to 40% by 2100 (see chart 3).
That may well turn out to be an under
estimate, if recent fertility trends are any
thing to go by. In 2021, India’s birth rate de
clined to just 2.0 children per woman—be
low the rate at which births and deaths are
in rough balance. Indeed, a growing num
ber of emerging markets have ﬂipped to
the slow population growth common in
rich countries. Recent research by Mat
thew Delventhal of Claremont McKenna
College, Jesús FernándezVillaverde of the
University of Pennsylvania and Nezih
Guner of the Universitat Autònoma de Bar
celona concludes that such transitions—
the switch from high mortality and fertility
rates to low ones which accompanies eco
nomic development—are happening fast
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er over time. The transition took a half cen
tury or more 100 years ago, but now tends
to be compressed into just two or three de
cades. Some 80 countries have completed
this transition, and in virtually all the rest
it is under way.
What is more, the pandemic further de
pressed birth rates in many countries. Chi
na’s birth rate touched a record low in 2021,
potentially bringing forward the era of de
clining Chinese population. America expe
rienced a baby bust too, which in combina
tion with falling immigration depressed
the population growth rate to just 0.1% in
2021—the smallest annual increase on re
cords going back to 1900. The end of the
pandemic could bring a rebound in birth
rates. But there is no mistaking the broader
trend: the world is greying, fast.
Innumerable shades of grey
Will the eﬀect of ageing on saving neces
sarily remain the same in future as it was
over the past half century? In an inﬂuential
book, Charles Goodhart, of the London
School of Economics, and Manoj Pradhan,
of Talking Heads Macroeconomics, a re
search ﬁrm, argue that the greying of the

population will depress interest rates only
up to a certain point, after which there will
be a “great demographic reversal”. Their
view rests in part on the observation that
while workers on the verge of retirement
save heavily, those already retired begin to
spend down their stores of stocks and
bonds. An increase in the share of the pop
ulation above retirement age, then, could
mean that the proportion of workers in
their highsaving years will peak and then
decline, dragging down saving and push
ing up interest rates.
A great demographic reversal seems in
tuitive, particularly in places like America
where an oversize cohort—the baby
boomers—is easing into retirement. But
other economists say there are reasons to
expect ageing to continue to depress inter
est rates. They note, for example, that it is
the age proﬁle of a population as a whole
which matters. Even as more people retire,
the age of the typical working person will
continue to rise toward those prime saving
years. There are boomers aplenty, but the
median age in America is still just 38. An
other reason is that, in the emerging world,
a larger share of workers have their prime
saving years still ahead of them. The medi
an age in India is only 28, for instance. So
long as ﬁnancial markets remain reason
ably integrated around the world, higher
saving anywhere helps to depress interest
rates everywhere.
Perhaps most important, people in re
tirement do not tend to spend everything.
Rather, for a number of motives—to avoid
outliving their savings, or to provide for
heirs, among others—they tend to main
tain large stocks of wealth well into retire
ment. In Britain, for instance, as of 2018,
people 80 or older held more wealth than
those aged 45 to 49. Recent work by Noë
mie Lisack, of the Banque du France, Rana
Sajedi, of the Bank of England, and Gregory
Thwaites, of the University of Nottingham,
estimates that this habit of leaving behind
savings will by midcentury depress inter
est rates by nearly half a percentage point
relative to current levels. With neither in
equality nor the level of reserves showing
signs of sustained fall, the ineluctable
force of demography should continue to
drive savings growth.
The world, in other words, may come to
look ever more like Japan. There, the medi
an age is 48, more than a quarter of the
population is over 65, and the yield on a 30
year government bond is a cool 0.8%, de
spite a government debt load of 259% of
gdp. A generation ago, Mr Bernanke reck
oned that Japan’s lacklustre growth and
subterranean rates of inﬂation and interest
were the consequence of “selfinduced pa
ralysis” by the central bank. Today, such re
alities seem more like the dull fate of a
world with more savings than it quite
knows what to do with. n
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Florida

A peninsular podium

TALLAHASSE E

Under Ron DeSantis, America’s third-most-populous state is lurching to the right

F

lorida’s republican governor, Ron
DeSantis, recently released his “Free
dom First” annual budget. If that sounds
like a campaign slogan, it’s no accident. Mr
DeSantis is running for reelection as go
vernor in November and is believed to be
plotting a run for the presidency in 2024.
With the state government’s legislative
session in full swing (it ends in March), the
goingson at the Capitol in Tallahassee are
worth watching for what they show about
Mr DeSantis’s ambition, as well as Florida’s
political direction. America’s thirdmost
populous state is veering to the right.
In 2018 Donald Trump, a fellow Florid
ian who happened to be in the White
House, transformed Mr DeSantis’s career,
helping the then unremarkable House
member win the Republican gubernatorial
primary by unexpectedly endorsing him.
Mr DeSantis’s deﬁant response to co
vid19—ﬁghting restrictions such as mask
mandates and pushing for schools to
reopen—elevated his stature nationally, as

have his frequent attacks on President Joe
Biden and his “biomedical security state”.
He describes Florida as the “freest state in
the United States”. His record on covid19
has won him both friends and foes: Flori
da’s 64,000 deaths represent a higher rate
per head than America’s as a whole, but not
as high as some predicted, given his aver
sion to restrictions common elsewhere.
Mr DeSantis is using Florida as a penin
sular podium to advertise his policies. In
his proposed $100bn budget, he is pushing
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for a special police force to oversee state
elections, which he calls an “election in
tegrity unit”, and wants to make it easier to
penalise companies that “facilitate illegal
migration” to Florida. He envisages bonus
es for police oﬃcers who move to Florida,
and wants to create a state militia of volun
teers that could work with the National
Guard in emergencies.
The federal government and Mr Biden
may be Mr DeSantis’s favourite foes, but
they are also funding parts of his agenda.
Mr DeSantis proposes pay rises for teach
ers and police, as well as $1bn to oﬀer Flo
ridians a holiday from the state’s petrol tax.
Florida will use at least $3.8bn in federal
stimulus for programmes like these in the
coming ﬁscal year, reckons the Florida
Policy Institute, a thinktank.
The legislature is allied with the gover
nor in taking aim at social issues. It is try
ing to block classroom discussions about
subjects that make pupils feel “discomfort,
guilt, anguish or any other form of psycho
logical distress on account of his or her
race”, an allusion to criticalrace theory, a
topic that helped a Republican win elec
tion as governor in Virginia. Another pro
posal would ban discussions of sexuality
and gender identity in public schools.
A bill banning abortions after 15 weeks
of pregnancy is likely to become law before
long. Lawmakers are designing it so that if
the Supreme Court rules in favour of Mis
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sissippi, which pioneered the 15week cut
oﬀ with its own controversial law, Florida
will “have a law on the books that can be
enforceable”, says Chris Sprowls, speaker
of the Florida House of Representatives.
What explains Florida’s lurch to the
right? Recently the number of voters regis
tered as Republican exceeded the number
of registered Democrats for the ﬁrst time in
modern history. Now 35.9% of registered
voters identify themselves as Republican.
Democrats and independents are at 35.6%
and 26.8% respectively. Republicans see
momentum on their side. Mr Sprowls says
people moving to Florida are “realising
that there’s a reason that they chose to
come here”; which is, Republican policies.
The DeSantis bandwagon also plays its
part. “This is a company town, and the Re
publicans you meet here are very DeSantis
oriented,” explains Steve Schale, a Demo
cratic operative. Many remark that they
have never seen so little dissent within the
Republican Party when it comes to the go
vernor’s agenda. Mr DeSantis “has emerged
as the most powerful governor in state his
tory”, according to James Clark, the author
of “Hidden History of Florida”.
With Republicans holding close to a su
permajority in the state House, Democrats
are powerless to stop them. Evan Jenne, the
House minority coleader, says Democrats
have “a deﬁnite gallows sense of humour”.
He likens their current experience in state
government to having to “lay down on the
train track, even though we know [the
train] will drive right over us”.
This legislative session will test the ex
tent of Mr DeSantis’s power. He has inter
vened in the legislature’s redistricting pro
cess, submitting his own proposed maps
that would strengthen Republicans’ posi
tion in future elections—the ﬁrst known
time that a governor of Florida has gone so
far. Opponents say the proposal could vio
late state law. Another test will be whether
the legislature creates his proposed elec
tion police force, which has received a
lukewarm reception and is more “trans
parently political than some other things
he’s proposed”, says Aubrey Jewett, a pro
fessor at the University of Central Florida.
All this suggests that those who hope
Mr DeSantis oﬀers a more moderate brand
of Republicanism than Mr Trump may be
mistaken. Postelection pragmatism has
given way to a penchant for grandstanding.
The man rehearsing for a national role is a
complex one: welleducated and wonkish,
but lacking charisma. His wife Casey, who
has been battling cancer, is impressive,
quietly pushing his national campaign and
advocating among donors for her hus
band’s “faithbased” policies.
For the moment the governor seems to
be heading towards reelection. Florida is
booming: businesses stayed mostly open
despite covid19, and people are moving to
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the state. That makes it harder for a Demo
cratic opponent to make a persuasive
pitch. Charlie Crist, a former Republican
governor, is now running as a Democrat, as
is Nikki Fried, the state’s agriculture com
missioner (though she muddied her pros
pects when she compared Mr DeSantis to
Hitler for acting like a dictator).
The most compelling candidate is An
nette Taddeo, the ﬁrst Latina Democrat to
be elected as a state senator, representing
MiamiDade County. She thinks Mr DeSan
tis’s biggest weakness “is that he is con
cerned about Iowa and New Hampshire
voters, not Floridians”. In November, Sun
shine State voters will be able to express at
the polls whether their governor’s pitch for
national attention irks them. One Florid
ian watching closely will be Mr Trump,
who has been taking oblique potshots at
his protégéturnedpotentialrival. n
Preschool education

Wondering what’s
best for the kids
A new study finds that preschool can
be detrimental to children. Really?

F

ree, universal preschool for three
and fouryearolds is a key component
of the Democrats’ agenda. Proponents say
prekindergarten, or prek, education can
be transformative for children, particular
ly those from disadvantaged backgrounds.
A new study seems to contradict this. It
ﬁnds that children who attended a prek
programme in Tennessee actually scored
worse on a range of education and behav
ioural measures. Yet this might reﬂect gen
eral improvements in early education rath
er than the impact of one programme.
Studies from the 1960s and 70s suggest
ed that prek might be a silver bullet for
improving the outcomes of poor children.
In one striking example, those enrolled in
Falling, if not failing
United States, effect of preschool programmes
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the Perry Preschool Project, which targeted
AfricanAmerican children from lowin
come families, were by the age of ﬁve more
than twice as likely to have an iq above 90.
As adults, they committed fewer crimes
and earned more money. For every dollar
spent, the programme generated nearly $13
in economic returns.
More recent results are far more nu
anced (see chart). A metaanalysis of 22 ex
periments conducted between 1960 and
2016 shows that children who were en
rolled in preschool were less likely to need
specialeducation services or repeat years
and graduated from high school at higher
rates. But the improvements were small.
One study published in 2021 of pro
grammes in Boston found that attending
preschool did not aﬀect test scores in ado
lescence but did boost highschool gradua
tion and college attendance.
The new study complicates the picture
further. Researchers at Vanderbilt Univer
sity followed nearly 3,000 disadvantaged
Tennessee children, some of whom were
randomly assigned places in a free prek
programme. Like previous studies they
found that attending preschool made chil
dren betterprepared for kindergarten. But
the beneﬁts ended there. Between third
and sixth grade, the children who attended
preschool did worse on standardised tests,
had lower school attendance, racked up
more disciplinary infractions and needed
more specialeducation services.
The eﬀects were small, however. The
biggest diﬀerences were in sixth grade,
where scores in reading and maths were
between1% and 4% lower than for children
who were not given spots in the pro
grammes. In the context of previous stud
ies, this diﬀerence is modest.
Measuring the impact of prek is diﬃ
cult. Many of the eﬀects don’t emerge until
later in life. And the eﬀect of individual
programmes is becoming harder to isolate.
In the Tennessee study 18% of children in
the control group enrolled in Head Start, a
programme oﬀering early education, nu
trition and health care to children from
lowincome families. A further 16% at
tended private daycare centres. Parenting
has also changed a lot since the 1960s: par
ents are more handson, and homeeduca
tional resources have vastly improved.
The quality of prek instruction may
have deteriorated, too. Programmes have
expanded. Teacherstudent ratios in Ten
nessee were double those in the Perry pro
ject. And America has the thirdlowest
spending on earlychildhood education
among 36 mostly rich oecd countries.
Even if prek programmes are only as
good as the alternatives, they help in other
ways. They allow parents to return to work.
A number of papers have found that the
economic beneﬁts of childcare or prek
programmes vastly outweigh the costs. n
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Abortion by mail

Easier does it
WASHINGTON, DC

A safe, simple way to end pregnancies
is becoming more readily available

M

edication that allows women to
end pregnancies at home up to ten
weeks after conception has transformed
abortion health care in many countries.
Data are patchy but more than twothirds
of abortions in northern European coun
tries and 90% in India are thought to hap
pen this way. America, however, has
lagged. Restrictions imposed by the Food
and Drug Administration (fda) since the
drugs were approved for this purpose in
2000 mean that only around 40% of abor
tions in America are chemically induced.
That is beginning to change. In Decem
ber the fda lifted its most onerous require
ment, that women collect the ﬁrst of the
two drugs used to end pregnancies from a
clinic or medical oﬃce in person. This
made permanent a relaxation the fda in
troduced during the pandemic. Now wom
en can be prescribed mifepristone, which
blocks the pregnancyenabling hormone
progesterone, after an online consultation,
and receive it in the post. A second drug,
misoprostol, which causes the uterus to
contract and expel the fetus, taken several
hours later, has several uses and is avail
able over the counter in pharmacies.
The advantages of medication abortion
are many. Research suggests it is largely
safe. In conservative states with few abor
tion clinics (six states have only one left),
removing the need for women to travel, of
ten long distances, to inclinic appoint
ments is particularly beneﬁcial. Being pre
scribed abortion medication in this way is
also cheaper than going to a clinic, a big ad
vantage in a country where federal money
cannot be used to pay for abortions. In a
clinic the cost of a druginduced abortion
is between $500 and $800. Buying the pills
from one of a growing number of telemed
icine startups costs around $200.
Medication abortion may also have the
potential to dampen the ﬂames of Ameri
ca’s abortion war. Increasing its use is like
ly to reduce the number of abortions per
formed later (surgically) in pregnancy, the
sort that give antiabortionists their most
grisly and potent campaign imagery.
The successes of America’s antiabor
tion movement will limit the impact of the
fda’s action, however. Some 19 states have
laws requiring a doctor to be present when
mifepristone is taken. In December Texas
introduced harsh jail sentences and a
$10,000 ﬁne for anyone who prescribed
abortion medication by telemedicine. In
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all, 15 states introduced bills restricting
medication abortion last year; nine of
these were enacted. Women in many parts
of the country will still have to travel across
state lines if they want an abortion.
But removing the inperson require
ment will make things easier for them.
Lauren Dubey, a nurse and cofounder of
Choix, a sexual and reproductive tele
health startup that oﬀers asynchronous
care (dispensing with the need for a live
consultation), says that a woman can order
the pills to an address in a state where this
is legal and travel when she is able, without
having to keep to an appointment. She
adds that allowing women to order the
pills by mail will free capacity in bricks
andmortar clinics for those who need in
person care—women whose pregnancies
have passed the tenweek point, say, or
who want to keep their abortion secret

from their partner or parents.
If the Supreme Court overturns Roe v
Wade this year, as many expect it to when it
rules on a case involving Mississippi’s ban
on most abortions after 15 weeks of preg
nancy, the beneﬁts of abortionbymail
will become even more obvious. Nearly
half of America’s states would ban most
abortions if Roe was ditched.
Abortionrights activists are working to
raise awareness that abortion medication
is a safe option. Some stress that it is avail
able even when it is not legal: Aid Access, a
charity based in Europe, prescribes and
sends the drugs to women in any state. It
has seen a surge in demand from Texas
since most abortions were banned there.
Women can also buy the pills direct from
overseas pharmacies. If Roe is overturned,
more women are likely to get abortion
drugs this way, whatever the fda says. n

Drought victim

The loneliness of the desert tortoise
JOSHUA TRE E NATIO NAL PARK

A once-abundant species struggles to survive

T

he southern california desert is
not for the faint of heart. The tem
perature rises above 100°F (38°C) in the
summer. There are months of suﬀocat
ing dryness, and ﬂash ﬂooding during
monsoon season. Yet the desert in Josh
ua Tree National Park is ﬁlled with life.
The desert tortoise is one of Joshua
Tree’s many species. Despite its name, it
is not faring well in the desert. Since the
1980s the population has declined by
about 90%. Michael Vamstad, a wildlife
ecologist at the park, describes what is
happening as “thirty to three”: where
once researchers would count 30 or more
tortoises per square kilometre, now they
count three.
This has dire implications. “There’s a
minimum population density that is
required for the tortoises, and three
tortoises per square kilometre is right
below that limit,” says Mr Vamstad.
Below this threshold, tortoises struggle
to ﬁnd a mate. It becomes nearly impos
sible for mature adults to reproduce with
enough frequency to sustain the already
dramatically reduced numbers.
Two things have conspired against
the tortoises. First, the West’s mega
drought has made conditions diﬃcult.
The summer monsoon season should
bring heavy rains that sustain the plants
and wildlife through dry times. Desert
tortoises can store a quart of water for
about a year and will spend roughly 95%
of their time below ground, making them
excellent at conserving water. Mature
tortoises can withstand drought condi

Oh for tortoise Tinder

tions but it is harder for hatchlings.
And even for adults, drought reduces
resilience. An infection has made its way
into the tortoise population, giving some
of them a runny nose. That may seem
innocuous enough, but the water lost
and the increased diﬃculty of ﬁnding
water to replace it is proving a fatal com
bination for some tortoises, including
breeding females.
“We feel that we are at the very edge
right now,” says Mr Vamstad, though he
remains optimistic: “They seem to be
holding the line.” Ecologists are begin
ning to look at captive breeding pro
grammes if the tortoises are not able to
bring their numbers up on their own. For
now, the tortoises are still burrowing
their way through the desert.
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Crypto and the far right

White power and
dark money
Why white supremacists have taken
to cryptocurrencies

O

n august 11th 2017 farright groups
from all over America came to Char
lottesville, Virginia, to protest against the
removal of a Confederate statue. The next
day a white supremacist drove his car into
a crowd of counterprotesters, killing one
of them. In the aftermath PayPal, an on
linepayment platform whose terms of ser
vice forbid raising money to promote hate,
suspended extremists’ accounts. So did
Apple Pay and Google Wallet. Visa and Dis
cover, two creditcard ﬁrms, followed suit,
as did Patreon, a crowdfunding site. Far
right groups found themselves in search of
other places to raise money. What many of
them embraced was cryptocurrency.
The Southern Poverty Law Centre
(splc), an advocacy group, has identiﬁed
over 600 cryptocurrency addresses used by
members of the far right. They include
ones associated with Andrew Anglin, pub
lisher of a neoNazi website, the Daily
Stormer; Andrew Auernheimer, a white
supremacist hacker; and Don Black, foun
der of a whitepower online forum. They
advertise their wallets on their websites
and social media, asking for donations.
And they get them. Stefan Molyneux, a far
right podcaster who was ousted from You
Tube, has received over $1.67m in bitcoin.
Mr Anglin has reportedly received over 100
bitcoins ($3.8m).
About 16% of Americans hold or trade
crypto. But the authors of an splc report
published in December struggled to ﬁnd a
prominent American farright ﬁgure with
out a cryptocurrency presence. Tim Squir
rell of the Institute for Strategic Dialogue, a
thinktank concerned with extremism, be
lieves much of this has to do with deplat
forming eﬀorts.
That cryptocurrencies can be used by
all appeals to those cast out by payments
platforms. But bitcoin was not a panacea
for farright groups. Because any transac
tion on the bitcoin blockchain is public
and transparent, researchers were for a
long time able to monitor individuals’
dealings once an anonymous wallet had
been identiﬁed as belonging to a radical
right group. Neonazi btc Tracker, a Twitter
account created by John Bambenek, a cy
berthreat expert, chronicled transactions
in real time for three years. Technological
advances in crypto have since made priva
cy tokens like Monero, which hide transac
tions, possible. These groups have proba
bly ﬂocked to them.

United States

The wider crypto scene is often imbued
with an antiestablishment spirit. Its fans
proclaim that decentralised blockchains
will revolutionise ﬁnance. This idea ap
peals to libertarians or those who distrust
the traditional banking system. But it also
appeals to antiSemites. Those who believe
banks hold too much power because they
fear Jewish control over business will be
seduced by the idea of an independent or
decentralised ﬁnancial system. Cryptocur
rency can therefore be both a useful fund
ing tool and seen as a revolutionary tech
nology which distances people and their
money from “elites and banksters”.
This idea extends into other industries,
such as tech, that have tried to quash white
supremacists from using their platforms.
“One of the dreams of the far right is not
just a blockchain cryptocurrency, but a de
centralised future where they don’t have to

rely on mainstream structures,” says Mr
Squirrell. “They want blockchain blogging
websites, blockchain streaming websites”
to escape deplatforming.
Others’ angst is grist to their mill.
“Breathless, pearlclutching ‘exposés’
about powerless political dissidents using
cryptocurrencies are transparent smear
campaigns by hirelings of the political and
economic establishment that fears the ero
sion of its power,” says Greg Johnson, au
thor of “The White Nationalist Manifesto”.
As long as bitcoin and its ilk are decen
tralised, the ability of farright groups to
use them will remain. (Intermediaries, ex
changes such as Coinbase and Binance, are
another matter.) But crypto still has plenty
of disadvantages that may stymie extrem
ist adopters. In May 2021 Monero reached
$480; it now stands at $150. Bitcoin has
shed 40% of its value since November. n

The 2020 census

America is stagnating

As far as the country’s demography is concerned, that is

I

t is the cars’ fault, apparently. Because
the rear seats of American automobiles
are inadequately enormous, only two child
seats will ﬁt in the back. Parents wanting
three children must therefore buy a mini
van, which many do not wish to do. Hence,
smaller families. According to “Car Seats as
Contraception” (we’re not making this up),
a research paper by Jordan Nickerson of the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology and
David Solomon of Boston College, child

Where have all the babies gone?

safety seats have resulted in about 130,000
fewer births since 2000.
That is only a small share of the decline
in the number of births, which was over
142,000 in 201920 alone. But tiny social
and legal constraints do make a diﬀerence.
According to the Census Bureau, America’s
population grew by just 0.12% in the year to
July 2021, the smallest annual rise since the
bureau began collecting such data in 1900.
America’s white population is falling. So is
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the number of those under 18. Politicians
and commentators fret about a “baby bust”.
Demographers elsewhere might won
der what the fuss is about. America’s popu
lation is still rising, unlike that in Russia
and Japan. Even at the modest growth rates
of 201020 (when the us population ex
panded by 7%), the number of Americans
could increase over the next 40 years to ov
er 410m, from 332m in 2021.
But among rich countries, the United
States has long been an outlier, with rela
tively high and rising fertility, robust im
migration and an expanding labour force.
Trends that Europeans view without anxi
ety can seem alarming to Americans accus
tomed to demographic dynamism. Nicho
las Eberstadt, at the American Enterprise
Institute, a thinktank, fears the possibility
of “indeﬁnite population decline barring
only oﬀsetting immigration”. Monica Duf
fy Toft of Tufts University even asked if
America might collapse under the weight
of its demographic stagnation, as the Sovi
et Union did (she concluded it wouldn’t).
Against that background, it makes
sense to consider what the data from the
tenyear census of 2020 actually say about
the severity of the population downturn. A
county’s population increase or decline is
determined by two trends: natural in
crease (births minus deaths) and net mi
gration (arrivals from abroad minus those
returning home). Both are falling.
The covid19 pandemic pushed Ameri
ca’s death rate up and birth rate down.
Deaths soared from 2.8m in 2018 to 3.4m in
pandemicstricken 2020. Research by the
Federal Reserve Bank of St Louis argues
that the pandemic aﬀected fertility among
women aged 3034 (prime childbearing
age) the most. As a result there were only
150,000 more births than deaths in 2021,
one of the country’s lowest rates ever.
This may be, Mr Eberstadt suggests, a
blip. Death rates and perhaps birth rates
will return to normal when the pandemic
eases. But what is normal? The decline in
America’s natural increase long predates
covid. It has fallen steeply since 2007,
when births outstripped deaths by 1.9m
people. The total fertility rate—how many
children women will bear in their lives—
was 2.1 in 2007, the “replacement rate”
which keeps the population stable. Now it
is 1.64. This change reﬂects the ageing of
the population (there are fewer women of
childbearing years) and young adults’ de
cisions to postpone having children as a
result of the Great Recession of 200709
(economic uncertainty is often associated
with a fall in the birth rate).
For a while, this did not matter much
because of immigration. By adding around
1m people each year to America’s popula
tion in 200015, net migration cushioned
the impact of a smaller natural increase. In
2016, however, migration fell oﬀ a cliﬀ (see
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chart 1). In the 2010s, the foreignborn pop
ulation saw its smallest increase in 40
years and net migration is now little more
than 250,000 a year. Initially, the squeeze
was imposed by President Donald Trump’s
antiimmigration policies. Recently the
pandemic has sent workers scurrying
home. This element of America’s demo
graphic stagnation was partly the result of
policy choice.
All this makes America more European
than it was. But it is worth remembering
that “Europe” covers a multitude of sins.
There are two European demographies, the
eastern one (Russia, the Balkans), with fall
ing populations and what demographers
call “low, low fertility”, and the western
(France, Britain, Scandinavia), where pop
ulations are still growing slowly and fertil
ity is higher. America is not identical to the
second group and remains nothing like the
ﬁrst. Despite a decline, America’s fertility
is not low by richcountry standards: in
201520 it was just below that of France,
which has relatively robust demography,
and higher than Germany’s and Britain’s.
America’s urban population continues
to expand. Of the 50 largest cities, 32 saw
faster population growth during the 2010s
than in the 2000s. New York City, for exam
ple, grew by 8% in the 2010s to 8.8m, nearly
four times the rate in the 2000s (covid has
since taken some of the gloss oﬀ that
achievement). Despite the return home of
many Latino immigrants, the United States
has not lost its capacity to attract the best
and brightest, at least from Asia. Asian im
migrants now outstrip those from Latin
America by more than two to one, and 87%
of new immigrants have college degrees.
If—a big if—the country could liberalise its
immigration policies again and expand ac
cess to child care, it could go some way to
slowing down its demographic decline.
Perhaps most important, ethnic minor
ities show little of the stagnation aﬀecting
whites (see chart 2). The number of His
panic and Asian Americans grew by 23%
and 36% respectively during the 2010s
whereas that of whites contracted by 2.6%.

The under18s became majority nonwhite
in 2020 and the 1829 age group will follow
suit within ﬁve years. The number of peo
ple describing themselves on the census
form as “two or more” races soared from
9m in 2010 to 34m in 2020, though this re
ﬂects decisions to switch racial identiﬁca
tion as well as the birth of more multiracial
Americans. As William Frey, at the Brook
ings Institution, points out, without eth
nic minorities, in its demography America
would resemble Japan or eastern Europe.
As it is, it looks more like western Eu
rope: older, with more births postponed.
According to the census, the population of
those aged 55 or more rose by 27% in 2010
20. That of the under55s rose by just 1.3%.
Women are having children later. Ameri
cans’ average age of ﬁrst birth in 2019 was
27, the highest ever. In 1990, women aged 15
to 19 had about 60 births per 1,000; in 2019,
that had fallen to just 17. In contrast, birth
rates for women aged 40 to 44 have in
creased by a third since 2007.
Farewell, exceptionalism
Lastly, some of the distinctiveness of
Americans’ attitudes that accompanied (or
perhaps caused) their unusual demogra
phy is disappearing. These included great
er religiosity than in Europe, more opti
mism and a willingness to move from
place to place. Recent global polls by the
Pew Research Centre on what makes life
worth living and attitudes to political
rights suggested there is little diﬀerence
between Americans and Europeans,
though older Americans are more likely to
say faith is important to them.
In 2019, less than 10% of Americans
moved house, the smallest share of the
population to do so since 1947 and a far cry
from the heady days of the postwar mobil
ity boom when twice as many Americans
upped sticks and moved annually. Ageing
and doubleincome households have
made Americans less footloose, more re
luctant to pile into their (childsafe) auto
mobiles and head to new life. n
2
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Lexington America is uniting against Vladimir Putin

Republicans are playing a more constructive role in the Ukraine crisis than Donald Trump must like

W

hen walter cronkite turned sadly against the war in Viet
nam, legend has it, Lyndon Johnson knew he’d lost Middle
America. By contrast, there is nothing reluctant about the denun
ciations of America’s much more modest military posture towards
Ukraine by today’s most popular news anchor. For weeks Tucker
Carlson of Trumploving Fox News has been pushing an “America
First” cocktail of disdainful isolationism, paranoid antielitism
and Vladimir Putin fandom.
Ukraine is “strategically irrelevant” to America, he insists. “Se
nile” Joe Biden is running a neoconservative “war machine”. The
machine is being fuelled by defence contractors who stand to pro
ﬁt from a war, suggests Mr Carlson. Mr Putin, perfectly under
standably, “just wants to keep his Western borders secure”. And
any elected Republican who backs Mr Biden’s eﬀort to deter him
should be “ruthlessly” primaried. Mr Carlson’s views have gone
down a storm with Russian state media.
Mr Carlson is so inﬂuential on the Trumpian right that he has
himself been touted as a future president. Inevitably, therefore,
some of his 3m viewers have told their congressional representa
tives that they should be backing Russia, not Ukraine. Yet, in an
other contrast with Cronkite, who had almost ten times as many
viewers, Mr Carlson’s is now a marginal voice on national security.
Most Americans view the Russian troop buildup as a threat to
American interests and want to support Ukraine by all means
short of troop deployments—and there is little distance between
Republicans and Democrats on this issue. A year after Mr Trump
left oﬃce, Republicans’ view of the bear has normalised.
This has encouraged many Republicans in Congress to revert to
their preTrump Russia positions. Those in the House have pre
dictably found it hardest. A faction of Trumpian diehards, such as
Paul Gosar of Arizona, agree with Mr Carlson; and some of their
colleagues—including the party’s leader in the House, Kevin Mc
Carthy—are afraid to disagree with him openly. Yet many of the
same Republican House members who in 2019 shrugged oﬀ Mr
Trump’s underhand eﬀort to lean on Volodymyr Zelensky are now
among the Ukrainian leader’s ﬁercest defenders. Liz Cheney, who
called the scandal Mr Trump’s coercion of Mr Zelensky elicited “a
political setup”, is one of them.

Republicans in both houses are blaming Mr Biden excessively
for the crisis. “Biden is weak and Putin preys on weakness,” says
one senator. But their sniping has not prevented the Senate draft
ing a bipartisan list of sanctions on Mr Putin’s regime, which
could soon be passed. Including lendlease arrangements for Uk
raine and curbs on the Nord Stream 2 gas pipeline, it represents an
eﬀort to defuse earlier partisan disagreements on the conﬂict. The
idea, according to Jeanne Shaheen of New Hampshire, was “both
to support Ukraine and to show Vladimir Putin that he’s not going
to divide Democrats and Republicans on this issue.”
On nationalsecurity policy, in other words, Mr Trump has
changed his party much less than many feared. It was the realm
where Republican senators felt ablest to resist him even during
his presidency. Thus, for example, their nearunanimous support
for a bill forbidding him from lifting sanctions on Russia in
2017—a rare act of Republican deﬁance against Mr Trump. Its ar
chitects were emboldened by the relative independence of the
Senate’s foreignpolicy committees, a last vestige of bipartisan
ship. They could also count on Mr Trump’s voters being relatively
unfussed about foreign policy. Meanwhile, the fact that Mr
Trump’s foreignpolicy chiefs were often able to moderate or ob
struct his isolationist diktats encouraged many Republicans sim
ply to ignore them.
PostTrump dynamics in both parties have further steeled
America’s response to the Russian threat. To distinguish itself
from Mr Trump, the Biden administration took early pains to sig
nal its support for Ukrainian sovereignty. In an eﬀort to deﬁne Mr
Biden as weak, Republicans nonetheless demanded it do more.
The result, says Fiona Hill, a Kremlinologist and bruised former
witness to Mr Trump’s misuse of Mr Zelensky, has been a far more
uniﬁed political response than Mr Putin—or she herself—could
have expected. “My experience during the impeachment trial
made me feel we were incapable of collective action on national
security,” she says. “But we are pulling together.”
Three qualiﬁers must be admitted. First, that conclusion may
be premature. The combination of sanctions and security pledges
that most Democrats and Republican have agreed upon is politi
cally easy. They might disagree wildly on whatever additional
measures could be necessary if the situation escalates. Most Re
publicans will certainly blame Mr Biden if it does.
Second, even if Trumpstyle isolationism has little inﬂuence in
Congress, it matters in Republican primaries. Candidates in the
most fraught current contests—including Senate races in Arizona
and Ohio—are parroting Mr Carlson. That is a promise of a more
populist Republican Senate conference, especially if Mr Trump
maintains his hold on the party, which is the third big caveat.
Putin things in perspective
The former president has said little about the Ukraine crisis, be
yond claiming that it “wouldn’t have happened” on his watch. But
it will not make him less antinato or proPutin. His former na
tional security adviser John Bolton predicted that Mr Trump
would withdraw America from the alliance if he won reelection.
And the more Mr Biden stands by nato and confronts Mr Putin,
the likelier that would seem. One of the organising principles of
Mr Trump’s time as president was his eﬀorts to dismantle Barack
Obama’s legacy. In a second term he would try even harder to undo
anything associated with Mr Biden. And the Republican establish
ment, even if willing to oppose him at the margins on security is
sues, would not stop him. n
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Haiti

Aiding and abetting

Foreign aid has done little to help the impoverished Caribbean country

F

or many Haitians it felt wearily famil
iar. On January 24th a large earthquake
hit the southwest part of the country, the
second in the area in less than six months.
The victims would of course need help,
and the dysfunctional government of the
western hemisphere’s poorest country was
unlikely to provide much. But the prospect
of yet more foreign aid workers descend
ing on the place once dubbed the “Republic
of ngos” did not inspire much enthusiasm
either. They are “like vultures”, complains
Monique Clesca, a journalist and activist:
they live oﬀ disasters, but do little to im
prove things. It is a common view.
Haiti’s situation is dire. Since Jovenel
Moïse, the president, was assassinated in
July last year gangs have taken over more of
the country. Even the welloﬀ are strug
gling. RoseMay Guignard, a former civil
servant who lives in a onceprosperous
neighbourhood to the south of Portau
Prince, the capital, said she only leaves her
home for short trips to get food and see her

family. Travelling on the highway would
put her at risk of kidnapping.
This lawlessness is compounding Hai
ti’s poverty. Even before the pandemic,
threeﬁfths of its 11m residents lived on
less than $2 per day. It is placed 170th out of
189 countries on the most recent Human
Development Index, a un ranking of the
quality of life derived from data on life ex
pectancy, education, health and the like.
What makes this misery all the more
depressing is that Haiti has been receiving
vast quantities of foreign aid for decades.
Since 2000 rich countries have handed ov
er $17bn: worth almost 8% of gross nation
al income between 2000 and 2019, and
roughly equal to government spending ov
er that period. After an earthquake in 2010
→ Also in this section
29 Canada’s opposition moves right
30 Bello: Squabbling Peronists

which killed perhaps 200,000, aid surged.
This bonanza, however, has done little
good. Haiti’s economy has grown more
slowly over the past ten years than those of
many other poor countries that receive
much less aid per person (see chart on next
page). Relative to the citizens of countries
that beneﬁt from similar largesse, Haitians
have lower life expectancy and are less
likely to ﬁnish primary school. Other plac
es that have suﬀered catastrophes, such as
Rwanda and Cambodia, have grown much
more quickly in the aftermath.
The received wisdom is that corruption
has sapped the eﬀectiveness of aid to Haiti.
Indeed, Western donors have been wary of
the Haitian government since the 1950s,
when a kleptocratic dictator, François Du
valier, took power. He was succeeded by
his son, JeanClaude Duvalier, who is
thought to have stolen as much as $800m
in aid money during his 15year rule, ac
cording to a report in 2004 by Transparen
cy International, a watchdog.
Haiti’s ﬁtful transition to democracy in
the 1990s does not appear to have ﬁxed the
problem. Two recent presidents, Moïse
and Michel Martelly, a former pop singer
elected after the earthquake in 2010, have
been accused of diverting aid from Petro
Caribe, a scheme whereby Venezuela pro
vides oil on easy terms to Caribbean coun
tries. (Both denied the accusation.) Haiti
ranks 164th out of 180 countries in Transpa
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rency International’s corruption index, a
measure of perceived publicsector graft.
In addition to corruption, Haiti also
suﬀers from frequent political upheaval.
Since Moïse’s assassination, a longstand
ing constitutional crisis has merely inten
siﬁed. Two men claimed to be in charge
after the killing. After weeks of confusion,
Ariel Henry, who had been nominated as
prime minister by Moïse but had not yet
taken oﬃce at the time of the assassina
tion, became acting president. He is un
popular, and survived an apparent assassi
nation attempt in January. He says he will
not step down on February 7th, the date
that would have marked the end of Moïse’s
presidential term. On January 31st Mr Hen
ry rejected a resolution of the body set up
last year to elect a provisional president
and prime minister. Elections originally
scheduled for last year have not been held.
The corruption and turmoil have
caused donors to steer aid away from the
government. In the decade after the earth
quake in 2010 they promised more than
$13bn to Haiti, but hardly any of that went
to the authorities. In the two years after the
earthquake, it was less than 1%. The United
States Agency for International Develop
ment (usaid) has funnelled 97% of its aid
since 2010 through nonHaitian agencies
or charities. Most of that went to a handful
of organisations based in Washington, dc.
One problem when donors dodge the
government is that the organisations they
turn to instead often fail to take local ad
vice. In 2008 an ngo funded by usaid
spent $22m in Haiti on early education and
teacher training. At the launch of the pro
gramme, the minister of education asked
usaid to align its support with the govern
ment’s education plan in the future. After
the 2010 earthquake, a commission to di
rect aid money paid for less than a ﬁfth of
rubbleremoval projects that the govern
ment asked for, but four times the number
of infrastructure projects. (The commis
sion, cochaired by Bill Clinton, then un
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special envoy to Haiti, and the Haitian
prime minister, was intended to include
Haitians in decisions. But Haitian mem
bers of the committee said their opinions
were largely ignored.)
Left to their own devices, aid agencies
tend to focus on vanity projects. Ms Guig
nard, who worked in the landmanage
ment ministry, says that in 2015 she agreed
with a French ngo that an isolated neigh
bourhood needed a better road. The ngo
spent money on cultural projects instead.
Similarly, in 2011 usaid pledged $124m
towards a project to build an industrial
park in northern Haiti. Foreign economists
thought that, before the earthquake, Haiti
could develop by exporting cheap clothes.
But according to Jonathan Katz, an Ameri
can journalist, the park never reached full
capacity. It created a fraction of the expect
ed 65,000 jobs, and booted hundreds of
farmers oﬀ their land. An expansion of a
nearby port never happened—although
usaid spent $72m on the project even after
an appraisal suggested it was not viable.
Foreign donors can also be ineﬃcient.
After the earthquake in 2010 the American
army spent at least $368,000 earmarked for
aid on posh hotels in the United States and
the Dominican Republic. The American
Red Cross raised $488m to help victims.
But an investigation by ProPublica, a web
site, found that 40% went on overheads.
According to Lant Pritchett at Oxford
University, aid organisations often deﬁne
success as creating tangible assets (build
ing schools) as opposed to practical bene
ﬁts (higher literacy). They can create the
impression of helping without actually
achieving much. In fact, foreign aid can
sometimes make things worse. Donors
tend to poach the best civil servants. Ms
Guignard, for one, left the government for
a job at an ngo. They diminish the state’s
standing by providing basic services. And
when aid disappoints, locals assume
stickyﬁngered bureaucrats are to blame.
Direct aid to governments can work. A
study by the oecd, a club mostly of rich
countries, found that seven African gov
ernments that were given money directly
between 2010 and 2014 became better at de
livering services, and did so more cheaply.
Graft did not increase; in some cases min
istries became more transparent.
A way to diminish worries about graft is
to ﬁnd parts of government that are work
ing and channel aid to them, says Mr
Pritchett. In Haiti the agency in charge of
responding to disasters ﬁts the bill. Since
2017 it has been run by a respected doctor,
Jerry Chandler. At the moment, however,
Mr Chandler’s budget does not cover the
salaries of his employees. Outsiders want
to donate ﬂashy items such as emergency
vehicles instead of funding routine ex
penses, he complains. “We can’t just take a
photo op,” he says, “and be done.” n

Canada

A populist turn
The Conservative Party is becoming
less moderate

I

t has been a bad week for moderate con
servatives in Canada. On January 28th a
“Freedom Convoy” of tens of thousands of
protesters in pickup trucks, eighteen
wheelers and suvs shut down much of
downtown Ottawa, where they stayed for
several days. The spark for the protest was
the introduction of a law which requires
lorrydrivers who enter the country, in
cluding Canadian ones, either to be fully
vaccinated or to stick to quarantine rules.
Although the protesters called for the
resignation of Justin Trudeau, the Liberal
prime minister, it was the main opposition
leader who got the boot. On February 2nd
73 of the 118 Conservative members of par
liament voted to sack Erin O’Toole, the par
ty’s relatively centrist leader. Mr O’Toole
has only been in the job for 17 months. Can
dice Bergen, his deputy, was voted in as in
terim leader.
It was not just the Conservative leader
ship that changed; so did the protests. Ini
tially they involved a rowdy display of
honking horns, booze and loud music. “It
looked like a massive street party,” re
marked Matt Luloﬀ, a city councillor. But
as the demonstrations grew, they also be
came more extreme. Participants wielded
signs with swastikas and Confederate
ﬂags. On January 30th Ottawa’s police force
announced that it would investigate va
rious illegal activities, including the dese
cration of public monuments.
Both events are striking. The surprising
part of the protests, aside from the fact that
they became so unpleasant, is that for
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most Canadians, Mr Trudeau’s vaccine
mandate is not controversial. One poll
found that over twothirds of those asked
felt there should be a screening process for
lorrydrivers crossing the border.
Indeed the country boasts high inocu
lation rates, with 85% of eligible adults
having had one dose and 79% both doses.
In the United States, in contrast, only 75%
have had one dose and 63% two or more.
Another poll found that Canadians were
more likely than Americans to support co
vidrelated restrictions, too.
But a minority of Canadians are tired of
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publichealth measures. The recent prot
ests shows they are becoming more vocal
and better organised. As the lorrydrivers
made their way across the country they
whipped up donations, and now boast over
C$10m ($8m) in funds. Many of those anti
lockdown types are tempted by the Peo
ple’s Party, a farright alternative that chal
lenged the Conservatives during the most
recent general election in September.
Mr O’Toole’s sacking suggests that his
party is shifting to the right to ﬁght back.
During the election, Mr O’Toole attempted
to woo moderate voters. The Conservatives

ran on a platform broadly similar to the
Liberals on issues such as climate change,
child care and indigenous rights. He also
ﬂipﬂopped on gun control, having initial
ly espoused a progun stance.
Similarly, Mr O’Toole tried to navigate
the events of recent weeks by not taking
sides. He met protesters, ostensibly cele
brating the right to demonstrate. He also
denounced a “handful of unacceptable in
cidents”. Other rightwing politicians have
more actively supported the protesters.
They appear to see votes in a more forth
right stance. n

Bello Adrift in treacherous currents
Argentina’s Peronists squabble over a desperately needed agreement with the imf

T

he delta of the river Paraná, through
which much of Argentina’s exports
pass, is an aquatic labyrinth of cross
currents and channels that merge and
then separate again. So it is with Pero
nism, the broad nationalistpopulist
movement that has governed the country
for 25 of the 38 years since democracy
was restored in 1983. Power, or its pros
pect, unites it. But in adversity its con
stituent currents often take diﬀerent
courses, as a row this week over a pro
posed agreement with the imf shows.
The government of President Alberto
Fernández took two years to edge to
wards this deal, which would roll over
$44.5bn borrowed from the fund by his
centreright predecessor, Mauricio Ma
cri. The reluctance is partly ideological:
Cristina Fernández de Kirchner, the
vicepresident and leader of Peronism’s
leftistpopulist wing, has made a politi
cal career out of blaming her country’s
mainly selfinﬂicted problems on the
imf and “neoliberalism”. It is also eco
nomic: in return for its money the fund
wants Argentina to print less money, run
smaller deﬁcits and scrap its dual ex
change rate. That involves shortterm
belttightening for mediumterm gain in
a country whose economy is not fully
recovered from the pandemic and where
four in ten live in poverty.
The outline agreement announced on
January 28th is less exacting than the
fund normally requires. Mr Fernández
boasted that it doesn’t oblige Argentina
to carry out pension or labour reforms
and will allow an increase in public
investment. It is an agreement “without
austerity policies”, claimed Martín Guz
mán, the economy minister. The imf’s
board still has to approve the detail. But
the plan was swiftly rejected by the
Kirchneristas. On January 31st Máximo

Kirchner, the vicepresident’s son, re
signed as the leader of the Peronist caucus
in the lower house of Congress. He said he
“didn’t share the strategy used and still
less the results obtained” from the fund.
Mr Kirchner is right that the agreement
is tougher than the government suggests.
It requires a cut in the ﬁscal deﬁcit to 2.5%
of gdp this year, from 3% last, and then to
1.9% in 2023. The problem for Mr Fernán
dez is that last year’s number was ﬂattered
by oneoﬀ items, including a nowlapsed
wealth tax and a temporary spike in the
prices of Argentina’s farm commodities
and thus in export taxes. Without changes,
this year’s deﬁcit would be perhaps 4.5%
of gdp. So the government must trim
around two points of gdp from its spend
ing, probably by reducing subsidies for
electricity and gas and letting inﬂation (at
51%) erode the value of pensions.
The deal also requires the Central
Bank’s moneyprinting (to cover the def
icit) to fall from 3.7% of gdp last year to
just 1% this year, and for its international
reserves to rise by $5bn. The government
hopes the deal will allow it to scrape up

some more international money.
The imf knows that Mr Fernández’s
government is weak and faces an elec
tion next year. The fund has accepted
that it made mistakes with Mr Macri’s
loan. imf staﬀ have long argued that a
substandard deal is better than a de
fault. “I think the imf sees this as a
bridge to a new government that has the
ability to do the reforms that Argentina
needs to put its accounts in order and for
growth,” says Eduardo Levy Yeyati, an
economist. For Argentina, too, a low
level deal is preferable to none. Default
would pile pressure on the peso and
mean more inﬂation and less growth.
But any formal agreement has to be
approved by Congress under a law adopt
ed last year. The Kirchneristas seem set
on voting against. The government must
either depend on the opposition or side
step the vote with an emergency decree.
The underlying problem is that the
Peronist penchant for protectionism and
inﬂationﬁnanced subsidies has left
Argentina with low growth and a chronic
shortage of foreign exchange. Mr Fernán
dez’s team talks of growth, but blocks it
with punitive regulation and taxation.
“This is a government that is a machine
for destroying any business opportuni
ties,” says Federico Sturzenegger, a for
mer Central Bank chief. Argentina has
plenty of entrepreneurs but many take
their businesses elsewhere.
Even if Mr Fernández gets his deal,
the country will merely idle. Kirch
nerism has only rhetoric to oﬀer Argen
tines. The next election looks to be the
opposition’s to lose. But steering the
economy into a highspeed channel
requires the nation to face some hard
truths. Drought last year left the Paraná
dangerously shallow. Peronism seems to
be in the same state.
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South-East Asian tourism

Out of oﬃce

SINGAPO RE

Labour shortages and chronic uncertainty are hobbling the industry’s recovery

A

thai beach in high season is normally
a carnival of umbrellas and selfie
sticks, drained coconuts and peeling skin.
But this year Koh Samui, an island popular
with foreign tourists, “is like a graveyard”,
says Virach Pongchababnapa, a local hotelier. Tourists are gone. Hotels and restaurants are boarded up. “There is no life, no
movement,” Mr Virach sighs.
This was supposed to be the year that
South-East Asia’s tourism industry—on
life-support since the pandemic struck—
began to recover. The Omicron variant,
however, delayed the revival. At the end of
2021 several countries began admitting
tourists for the first time in nearly two
years, only to slam the door shut again
when Omicron emerged.
This month borders started creaking
open once more, some wider than others.
Fully jabbed travellers no longer need
quarantine in Thailand as of February 1st,
or the Philippines, starting February 10th.
Thailand is expecting 300,000 visitors this
month—a far cry from the pre-pandemic

monthly average of 3m, but a start.
Government bean-counters will be
pleased. South-East Asia’s economy relies
on tourism more than any other region in
the world bar the Caribbean, according to
the World Trade and Tourism Council, an
industry body. In 2019, the last year that
people could travel freely, tourism contributed nearly 12% of the region’s gdp. The industry accounted for about a seventh of
Cambodia’s economy and employed a fifth
of Thailand’s workforce.
People from outside the region are the
lifeblood of the business. They spend half
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of all tourist dollars even though, in countries with robust domestic tourism, they
make up just 33% of visitors, and sometimes as little as 5%. Yet the virus grounded
these travellers. Compared with 2019, international visitor arrivals in South-East
Asia dropped by 82% in 2020 and 98% in
2021. Those figures should improve somewhat this year. As the region opens up,
Europeans and Americans will flock back
to the sandy beaches of Bali and Phuket.
But the recovery will be tentative. Most of
South-East Asia’s tourists come from elsewhere in Asia. China, the biggest source,
shows no sign of letting its citizens travel
abroad for pleasure any time soon.
This absence has taken its toll on the
economy. In 2020 tourism’s contribution
to regional gdp fell by more than half. Receipts from international tourists declined
by 78%, more than in any other region. Many businesses have shut. In May, when a
wave of covid-19 swept Cambodia, some
47% of small- and medium-sized enterprises canvassed by the Asia Foundation,
an American ngo, had closed. A quarter of
Thai tourism firms have shut permanently
since the pandemic, according to the Tourism Council of Thailand.
Many South-East Asians are out of
work. Seven million of the 43m tourism
jobs that existed in 2019 had vanished a
year later. Many workers who held onto
their jobs had their shifts or wages cut. In
the Philippines, hours were reduced by an
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average of 38%, reckons the International
Labour Organisation (ilo), a un agency.
The pandemic’s impact on the tourism sec
tor in Asia and the Paciﬁc “has been noth
ing short of catastrophic”, says Chihoko
AsadaMiyakawa, its regional director.
Yet even if international tourists were
to return in their prepandemic numbers
overnight, the woes of hoteliers like Mr Vi
rach would continue. Indeed, they may be
exacerbated. Labour shortages are already
being felt in countries with strong domes
tic tourism or which have begun reopen
ing. Hotels in Phuket are struggling to hire
engineers, electricians and chefs, says
Kongsak Khoopongsakorn of the Thai Ho
tel Association, an industry body. Singa
pore’s restaurant industry faces a shortfall
in manpower of 2030%. The citystate’s
biggest hotel operator, Accor, has ample
vacancies in its kitchens, housekeeping
and security departments. In November
the Malaysian Association of Hotels, an
other industry group, said that the lack of
workers meant hotels were not prepared to
receive guests when the country reopens.
Hotels and restaurants in these coun
tries have long relied on migrant labour
from poorer neighbours, such as Indone
sia and Myanmar. But lack of work, ﬁerce
immigration rules and the absence of
much of a safety net prompted many of
them to return home during the pandemic.
Singapore’s foreign workforce declined by
16% in the 18 months to June. Malaysia’s
has decreased by 800,000, from 1.9m in
2018, in part because work permits expired
and could not be renewed. At least one
ﬁfth of Thailand’s 2.5m foreign workers
have left since the pandemic. The Federa
tion of Thai Industries says that the tou
rism industry and related businesses need
300,000 migrant workers immediately.
Even in countries where most workers
are locals, employers are nervous. Many
Cambodians are riding out the pandemic
in the countryside. Returning to tourism
hubs entails paying for transport and ac
commodation—costs that can be borne if
stable jobs are in the oﬃng. But stability is
precisely what employers cannot oﬀer. “So
long as you don’t provide a guarantee that
they will have these jobs for a longterm
perspective, then people still hesitate to
come back,” says a Cambodian consultant.
The problem is chronic uncertainty
about the timing of the industry’s recovery.
Some workers are fed up and leaving the
business for good. According to the Food,
Drinks and Allied Workers Union, a Singa
porean lobby group, a growing number of
hotel workers have taken up jobs in other
industries that oﬀer better wages and
greater job security. A survey conducted by
the Vietnam National Administration of
Tourism last June found that nearly a quar
ter of “highly qualiﬁed workers” in the tou
rism industry had moved on.
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The consequence is that tourists are not
receiving the standard of service they ex
pect. Hotel guests in Singapore are com
plaining about having to queue to be seat
ed for breakfast. Visitors to Penang, in Ma
laysia, gripe that it takes hours to check in
to their hotels. Complaints are piling up on
sites like TripAdvisor, an onlinereview be
hemoth. Such frustrations are likely to per
sist for a time.
But in the long run these experiences
will prove to be the exception, as they were

before the pandemic. Once migrants can
easily cross borders and the virus becomes
endemic, thereby allowing some sem
blance of normality, workers should return
to their posts. The industry remains ap
pealing to SouthEast Asian workers, par
ticularly those from the region’s poor
countries. There is a “plethora of lowwage
people willing to take this lowwage work”,
says Sara Elder, a senior economist at the
ilo. But they are not breaking out the coco
nuts and umbrellas just yet. n

The environment in India

Seeing green
Is the government overcounting the overstory?

A

t the cop26 climate summit in
Glasgow last year, when more than
100 countries committed to ending and
reversing deforestation by 2030, India,
home to some of the world’s biggest and
most biodiverse forests, demurred. No
matter: India’s forests seem to be thriv
ing—at least on paper. Between 2019 and
2021 India gained 1,540 sq km in forest
cover, according to a biennial report
published last month by the Forest Sur
vey of India (fsi), a government agency.
Over the past 20 years, says the report,
forest cover has grown by 5.7%, or
around 40,000 sq km, an area roughly
the size of Switzerland.
This should be good news. Forests are
a boon for the environment. Many of
India’s poorest people depend on them
for their livelihoods. Yet India’s greens
are unimpressed. They say the fsi’s
deﬁnition of “forest” is misleading and
has been for the past 20 years. Oﬃcially,
any patch of land greater than a hectare
with canopy cover of at least 10% counts

Forest, hump

as a forest no matter who owns it or to
what use it is put. By the fsi’s reckoning,
tea estates in the hills of east India, ca
shew plantations on the western coast
and parks in the posh suburbs of Delhi,
the capital, all qualify. The fsi “can’t be
accused of favouring only treeclad areas
in counting India’s forests”, M.D. Madhu
sudan, an ecologist, quipped on Twitt
er, illustrating his point with a scattering
of trees in the scorching desert of Raja
sthan, a western state.
Indeed, almost all the increase in
India’s forest cover in the past two years
has been driven by growth in planta
tions. Of the forest added since 2019, only
31 sq km came in “recorded forest areas”,
meaning actual forests. Global Forest
Watch, an online tracker that uses a
stricter deﬁnition, suggests that forest
cover may actually have fallen by 3.4%
between 2002 and 2020.
The government says its deﬁnition
aligns with international norms. It also
stresses that every tree, whether in a city,
plantation or jungle, provides some
ecological beneﬁt. This is true. Yet qual
ity matters: fully ﬂedged forests, with
dense canopies, provide habitats to
animals and health beneﬁts to humans.
The real problem may be methodolo
gy rather than deﬁnitions. The fsi report
is compiled using data from satellite
images, which struggle to see the forests
for the trees. Raj Bhagat, an expert on
remote sensing, says that without rigor
ous groundlevel surveys to supplement
the data, the reported change in forest
cover is just “noise”. Moreover, the satel
lite data are not easily accessible, Mr
Bhagat and others complain, thwarting
attempts at crowdsourced veriﬁcation.
Anoop Singh, the fsi’s directorgeneral,
insists the methodology is robust, espe
cially given the constraints of time and
resources. And the data are available for
anyone to purchase—at a hefty cost.
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Anti-vaxxers in Papua New Guinea

A nation of
holdouts
BOSSET, WESTE RN PROVINCE

Online misinformation, like covid-19,
reaches even the remotest places

F

or citizens of a country where aids,
dysentery and road traﬃc accidents
rank among the top ten causes of death, it
is diﬃcult to get worked up about a new
fangled ailment like covid19. And when
friends and family appear more scared of
vaccination than of infection itself—when
they say that a jab is a oneway ticket to
hell—it is perhaps natural to resist getting
inoculated. Little surprise then that Papua
New Guinea, a desperately poor corner of
the world, has the lowest vaccination rate
in Asia and among the lowest in the world.
Just 3.3% of the population has received
even a single dose.
It is not for lack of infection. The coun
try of 9m has oﬃcially recorded more than
37,000 cases and some 600 deaths. But
these numbers dramatically understate
the disease’s prevalence. In rural areas test
ing is extremely limited. People diagnosed
with covid have sometimes been thrown
out of their homes by their families, so few
are keen to be tested in any case. The bigger
hospitals are nonetheless overwhelmed
from time to time when cases surge. The
Economist’s excessdeaths tracker suggests
the true death toll is six times greater than
the oﬃcial number.
The government has tried to keep the
pandemic at bay. A state of emergency was
declared in March 2020, borders were
closed for well over a year and a twoweek
quarantine in hotels was required of the
few allowed to enter. These measures
helped, for a while. Yet the virus found its
way in, in some cases through the highly
porous border with Indonesia and in oth
ers thanks to commuting mineworkers
from Australia and elsewhere.
The government, to its credit, also acted
quickly to secure supplies of vaccines,
mostly donated through Covax, a global
programme to get jabs to poor countries.
Early last year James Marape, the prime
minister, took his shot on national televi
sion. Inﬂuential church leaders urged
their ﬂocks to get their jabs. The govern
ment set the modest target of inoculating
20% of the population by the end of 2021.
To no avail. Even as the virus has found
its way into remote communities, fears of
vaccination have only grown, fuelled by
scare stories from the internet embel
lished in the retelling. Despite its rugged
terrain and limited development, Papua
New Guinea enjoys internet coverage even
in farﬂung areas, thanks to the eﬀorts of
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Digicel, a mobile operator focused on
small, poor countries. Enough people now
have access, usually on old smartphones,
to hear the call of the antivaxxer.
A tradition of superstition and a belief
in sorcery worsen the problem, and add a
local twist to the online humbug. Health
workers deployed to vaccinate vulnerable
people in the nearinaccessible interior of
the country report being met with naked
hostility. Locals told them they had heard
that the vaccine would cause them to drop
dead in three years. Others said the jab
would turn their arms magnetic. Some be
lieved they were immune because covid
was a “white man’s disease”. Many said that
the disease was made up.
“They don’t believe in covid,” says Paul
Gai, a health worker in Bosset, a swampy
lakeside community of some 2,000 people
in Western Province, the biggest of the
country’s 22 districts. “Most of the people
believe in these internet messages.” Many
ﬁeld visits by health workers have ended
with zero vaccine recipients and wasted
shots. Papua New Guinea even sent a stock
of doses to Vietnam as they neared expiry.
Meanwhile, mobile “outreach” clinics
and specialist facilities for other common,
serious diseases, including malaria, tb
and aids, have at times been closed to en
sure enough resources to keep covid hospi
tals operating. Expectant mothers have
been deprived of antenatal care. tb pa
tients have found it hard to get their drugs.
“Covid19 is going through the commu
nity. It will continue to go through in
waves and some people will die, [but] most
people will get over it,” says a senior doctor
with decades of experience in Papua New
Guinea. More people are likely to die of
other diseases as a result of wellinten
tioned attempts to keep covid in check, he
says, than of covid itself. It is a grim prog
nosis for an already stricken country. n

Waiting for the other 96.7%

North Korea

New year fireworks
SEOUL

What is behind the latest flurry
of missile tests?

O

btaining information on what is go
ing on in North Korea has been even
harder than usual over the past couple of
years. Kim Jong Un, the country’s dictator,
enforced the world’s strictest border clo
sures in response to covid19 (North Korea
claims to have succeeded in keeping out
the virus). But there is one area in which
the world has been able to glean a surpris
ing amount of insight: the development of
Mr Kim’s arsenal of missiles.
The latest hint came on January 30th,
when North Korea testﬁred an intermedi
aterange ballistic missile (irbm) that it
claimed could reach targets up to 5,000km
away. It was the longestrange test since
2017, at the height of the “ﬁre and fury” per
iod of tensions between North Korea and
America. The launch topped oﬀ the busiest
month on record for North Korean missile
tests (see chart on next page). It followed a
series of shorterrange tests throughout
January, including two launches of what
state media claimed was a “hypersonic
missile” able to manoeuvre at high speed
while ﬂying at relatively low altitudes, the
better to evade missile defences.
The tests reinforce the impression that
the hardships of the pandemic have done
little to slow the pace of military develop
ment in the closedoﬀ country. They ﬁt
with the regime’s recent demonstrations of
military prowess and statements by Mr
Kim about the importance of martial ad
vances. At a military parade to mark the
75th anniversary of the Workers’ Party in
the autumn of 2020, North Korea show
cased a range of previously unseen hard
ware, including an enormous new inter
continental ballistic missile which has not
yet been testﬁred.
In remarks made at a committee meet
ing of the Workers’ Party at the end of 2021
and relayed by state media as an apparent
standin for the dictator’s usual New Year
address, Mr Kim outlined two main ambi
tions for 2022. He called for continued
belttightening amid eﬀorts to improve ag
ricultural output—and for ceaseless eﬀorts
to strengthen the armed forces.
Tests are a necessary part of Mr Kim’s
stated goal to advance his missile pro
gramme. Still, the sheer number of them in
one month, and the launch of the irbm,
have prompted speculation among an
alysts about other possible motives. Some
suggest that Mr Kim decided to conduct
them in advance of North Korea’s usual
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Japanese demographics

Making a splash
North Korea, missile launches under Kim Jong Un
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testing season—February and March—to
avoid disturbing the Winter Olympics in
Beijing, which start on February 4th. His
regime, after all, is reliant on Chinese eco
nomic support and goodwill.
There are probably domestic reasons,
too. Mr Kim may be trying to shore up sup
port given that the economic pain associ
ated with the pandemic lockdown looks
set to continue. On February 1st state tele
vision aired a documentary emphasising
the hardships the country had suﬀered ov
er the past year, and Mr Kim’s tireless ef
forts to alleviate them. It suggested his bo
dy had “withered away” as a result of his
work for the people, an apparent reference
to the formerly pudgy Mr Kim’s dramatic
weight loss last year.
Shortages and high prices remain a pro
blem inside the country, according to Daily
nk and nk News, outlets based in South
Korea with sources inside North Korea and
along North Korea’s border with China.
Freighttrain traﬃc across the border ap
pears to have resumed in January for the
ﬁrst time in two years. But even elites in
Pyongyang will have to wait for weeks be
fore any goods reach them, owing to
lengthy quarantine measures. Mr Kim may
be hoping that pride in the nation’s mili
tary strength will allow him to test his citi
zens’ patience a little longer.
It is less clear what message, if any, the
tests are intended to convey to the rest of
the world. After America imposed fresh
sanctions on North Korea earlier this year,
state media dropped hints that the armed
forces might abandon the moratorium on
longrange missile tests which Mr Kim an
nounced during a period of detente in 2018.
But unlike in 2017, the latest round of tests
have not been accompanied by unusually
aggressive rhetoric towards America or
South Korea. The responses from both
countries to the ﬂurry of tests have, in
turn, been muted. Mr Kim may simply
hope to persuade other countries to accept
his missile tests, including those that vio
late un resolutions, as a fact of life. If so, he
seems to be succeeding. n

KOFU

The world’s oldest country is searching
for the secrets to healthy old age

M

ost people see living longer as a good
thing. Getting creakily old, however,
is a less attractive prospect. Extra days of
globetrotting with a spouse or relaxing
with a grandchild? Yes, please. Intermina
ble years spent bedridden? No, thank you.
Most people lucky enough to get old
will have at least some unhealthy years in
later life. The global gap between life ex
pectancy and healthy life expectancy
(hle), a measure of how long a person lives
without health problems that impede
everyday activity, is nearly ten years, ac
cording to the World Health Organisation.
That is bad enough for individuals and
their families but it is also concerning for
ageing countries where large elderly popu
lations can drain public ﬁnances. In Japan,
the world’s oldest country, men live an av
erage of 81.6 years and women an average
of 87.7 years. But in 2019, the last year for
which data are available, the healthy parts
of those lives were on average nine years
shorter for men and around 12 years shor
ter for women. (Japan uses surveys of peo
ple’s own assessment of their health along
with mortality rates to measure hle.)
Shrinking that gap has thus become an
important goal for the Japanese govern
ment. Staying healthy for longer, the think
ing goes, will make people happier—and
put less strain on medical systems, and on
the government’s budget. “For a long time
[Japan] made a collective eﬀort to extend
life expectancy,” says Akiyama Hiroko of

the University of Tokyo’s Institute of Ger
ontology. “As the average age approached
80 years old, we began to think we had
achieved it, but also noticed we had many
bedridden seniors and many underem
ployed 60somethings.”
The health ministry has made extend
ing hle a central pillar of its policy. It
hands out a yearly “Let’s extend healthy life
expectancy!” award to those contributing
to the eﬀort. Recent winners include Fukui
prefecture, north of Kyoto, for its “Sneaker
Biz” programme, which encourages local
companies to let employees wear sneakers
to work, leading to a big increase in step
counts, and a group in Osaka that turns
abandoned buildings into community caf
eterias. Local governments are required to
have plans for extending hle. Initiatives
range from practical to quixotic. Oita, on
the southern island of Kyushu, rolled out
an app that counts steps and turns them
into points for discounts at local shops and
facilities. Aomori, a frigid northern prefec
ture, created a “high bloodsugar stopper”
division that aims to raise awareness about
diabetes; its eﬀorts include a competition
for the best diabetesthemed senryu, a form
of poetry similar to haiku but focused on
human foibles.
Many eﬀorts look a lot like the prescrip
tions for raising overall life expectancy. It
is true that common causes of mortality
will also aﬀect healthy living: Aomori,
which has low hle, has high rates of smok
ing and salt consumption. Screening for
diseases helps: Yamanashi, a bucolic pre
fecture at the foot of Mount Fuji that con
sistently ranks in the top two prefectures
for healthy life expectancy for both men
and women, has some of Japan’s highest
cancerscreening rates.
But those with the longest healthy lives
are not necessarily those with the longest
lives overall. Many conditions that crimp

When I aged I learnt, That dumbbells make for long lives, Friends are dumbbells too
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the quality of life are not fatal, such as back
pain, eye disease or mentalhealth pro
blems. Helping people stay healthy, rather
than simply alive, involves looking at
broader social and environmental consid
erations. Jobs are essential. Working lon
ger keeps people physically and mentally
active, but also keeps them connected to
others. Yamanashi has the secondhighest
elderlyemployment rate in the country.
Social networks—the realworld kind—
play a big role, too. Strong ties with friends,
family and neighbours make for better
mental health, more active lifestyles and
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better support. Investments such as up
grading cultural facilities or creating mo
bile libraries to serve remote communities
may not appear to be healthrelated, but
can beneﬁt public health, says Kondo Nao
ki of the University of Tokyo.
In Yamanashi, many publichealth spe
cialists point to mujin, traditional local mi
crocredit associations which have evolved
into something more like social clubs.
Members chip in funds for regular gather
ings, often over noodles and sake (some
prefer tea or mahjong). Mr Kondo’s long
term studies have found that those who

participate actively in mujin stay healthier
for longer, even when controlling for
wealth and other variables. The group ac
tivity oﬀers a sense of purpose, and also
acts as an informal safety mechanism,
with other members noticing when some
one is absent or looking worse than the
previous month. “Being lonely is most det
rimental to health,” says Nagasaki Kotaro,
Yamanashi’s governor, who recently start
ed oﬀering subsidies for mujin. The secret
to a healthy life, then, is similar to a happy
one: keeping busy and regularly seeing
friends, even over a drink or two. n

Banyan Ironyfree zones
Myanmar’s generals have a dubious role model in Thailand

S

oon after General Min Aung Hlaing
mounted a coup against Myanmar’s
elected government, a year ago this
month, the army chief wrote to the prime
minister of nextdoor Thailand for ad
vice. How, he asked Prayuth Chanocha,
to build a ﬂourishing democracy?
It sounded like a bleak joke. But the
generals do not do irony. General Min
Aung Hlaing had just smashed what
fragile democracy had taken root in
Myanmar. In 2014 Mr Prayuth, then
Thailand’s army chief, had seized power
from an elected civilian government.
Before a general election in 2019 in which
Mr Prayuth put his armyled party for
ward, a militaryappointed committee
rewrote the constitution to entrench the
role of the armed forces in politics and to
neutralise popular parties.
To be doubly sure, Mr Prayuth also
stripped the election commission of
independence. When all that still failed
to hold back one political force, the
Future Forward Party, the courts oblig
ingly dissolved it. This, then, is the “gen
uine democracy” that Mr Prayuth had
promised back in 2014.
And that, to the generals in Myanmar,
is the point. They envisage something
very similar when they talk about a “dis
ciplined democracy”. That is, reengi
neering the political system to stay in
charge. Thailand—relatively prosperous,
relatively stable, if mainly in relation to
Myanmar—is the role model to which
that country’s generals aspire, argues
Thitinan Pongsudhirak of Chulalong
korn University in Bangkok.
Myanmar and Thailand have diﬀerent
histories, and a historical rivalry. Unlike
Myanmar, modern Thailand was never
colonised. Nominally it has been a con
stitutional monarchy since 1932; in real
ity an absolutist king, in whose name the

armed forces speak, holds sway. In con
trast, Myanmar’s last king died in exile in
India in 1916.
Yet the aﬃnities are stronger—as the
generals see it. Pavin Chachavalpongpun
of Kyoto University describes how in both
countries the top brass claim to act as the
ultimate guarantors of the state’s integrity
and as protectors of a Buddhist majority.
Do not underestimate the personal ties,
either. The epitome of the royalistmil
itary nexus under Thailand’s previous
monarch, King Bhumibol Adulyadej, who
died in 2016, was the late Prem Tinsula
nonda, another army chief and prime
minister. In 2012 he “adopted” General
Min Aung Hlaing as his son.
In their ironyfree zones, the generals’
poor longterm performance rarely regis
ters. General Min Aung Hlaing yearns for
the blissful prelapsarian era before demo
crats were allowed a say. Yet the “Burmese
way to socialism”—which the army pro
mulgated as the state ideology after it
seized power in 1962—brought only grind
ing poverty. As for Thailand, the armed
forces are less economically incompetent.

But their favouring of their own interests
and a handful of familyled conglomer
ates has undermined economic institu
tions while pushing out entrepreneurs.
Meanwhile, the fact that the army has
staged two coups in the past 15 years
suggests that it has yet to perfect its
management of the political system.
For how much longer can the generals
ignore reality? After all, Myanmar’s coup
has produced a failed state. Far from
being the bulwark of national unity, the
Tatmadaw, as its army is known, is under
attack from new, armedresistance
movements even in the ethnicBurman
heartlands from where it has traditional
ly drawn recruits. General Min Aung
Hlaing has managed something that
decades of ethnic conﬂict around Myan
mar’s borderlands failed to do: unite the
country’s jumble of ethnic minorities
with the Burman majority. Myanmar’s
bureaucratic administration has crum
bled, while hunger mounts and the
economy implodes. All the while, the
Tatmadaw continues to target civilians.
The Tatmadaw threatened a harsh
response towards anyone taking part in
the “silent strike” that the underground
shadow government called for to mark
the coup’s ﬁrst anniversary. On February
1st streets were empty all the same, and
in the central town of Kyaukpadaung a
man set himself alight in protest at the
Tatmadaw’s brutality.
Over in Thailand, where many Bur
mese refugees have ﬂed, Mr Prayuth
insists that the Tatmadaw, the destroyers
of Myanmar, remain an essential part of
any eﬀort to repair it. He and those
around him also continue to think of
themselves as role models for Myanmar’s
rulers. Sure, stagnation is better than
disintegration. But what kind of com
mendation is that?
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Technology

Virtual state of control

The Communist Party may try to build a metaverse with Chinese characteristics

T

he year is 2035. You are walking along
the Bund, Shanghai’s storied water
front, with two of your old classmates,
pointing out how much has changed since
the last time you were here 20 years ago.
You almost joke about how the only thing
that never changes is Xi Jinping being in
power, but you think better of it. Someone
might be listening. A message ﬂashes in
your glasses, and you say hurried good
byes. The landscape of the Bund dissolves
into the fantasy realm of a multiplayer
game, where three friends in magical ar
mour are waiting, swords at the ready.
The metaverse is for the foreseeable fu
ture quite literally science ﬁction: a fully
immersive, persistent virtual world where,
with the help of hightech goggles and oth
er kit, people interact, work and play via
online avatars of their realworld selves. In
the West, Mark Zuckerberg has become its
most famous promoter. His renaming of
Facebook in October, as Meta, accelerated a
race among tech giants in Silicon Valley
and Asia to be the ﬁrst to turn the idea of
the metaverse into reality.

There are reasons why the Communist
Party might not want Chinese ﬁrms to join
that race. “If you were to describe what a
communist state doesn’t want, it’s the es
tablishment of a virtual plane of existence
that sits outside of, and without any, na
tional boundaries,” says a consultant who
advises Chineseinvested technology com
panies on metaverse development. Dan
Wang, an analyst of the Chinese tech sec
tor, wrote recently that if the metaverse
does come about in China, “I expect it will
be an extremely lame creation heavily po
liced by the Propaganda Department”. The
party has also in the past year imposed se
vere time restrictions on youths playing
online games, and encouraged tech ﬁrms
to invest more in concepts, like smart
manufacturing, that tie directly into the
realworld economy. A form of technology
→ Also in this section
38 A third pandemic new year
39 Chaguan: Nixon in China, 50 years on

that invites people to spend more time
wearing goggles might seem suspect.
But there are signs that China does in
fact want its companies to build the meta
verse ﬁrst, and to build it with Chinese
characteristics: with content controls,
monitoring, censorship and no scope for
anonymity. The datarich environment of
the metaverse could be an authoritarian
dream. There could be a digital record of
everything that happens within it, includ
ing chitchat at virtual cocktail parties that
would remain private if uttered oﬄine.
Those inclined to joke about Mr Xi would
be easier to identify and monitor. If some
one is deemed to be spending too much
time in the metaverse, they could be given
a warning, then booted oﬄine.
Much as the Communist Party has man
aged with the internet itself, defying the
predictions of many in the West, the meta
verse could become a powerful means of
boosting the state’s grip on society. This
authoritarian vision assumes a mastery of
internet controls that may not happen. But
the ambition to build metaverses, in China
and elsewhere, is likely to take the contest
between democratic and authoritarian val
ues into a new, virtual dimension.
As with social media, the nuts and bolts
of the metaverse will be built by compa
nies, not the party. Already there is a meta
verse gold rush in China to match the hype
in Silicon Valley. By the end of 2021 some
1,600 ﬁrms had applied for 11,000 trade
marks with the Chinese word for meta
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verse (yuan yuzhou) in them. From Septem
ber to November venture capitalists
poured 6.4bn yuan ($1bn) into Chinese me
taverserelated technology like virtualre
ality (vr) headsets and games, more than
twice the sum invested in all of 2020, says
Sina Tech, a website. That does not include
the acquisition, announced in August, of
Pico, a vr-headset maker, by ByteDance,
the parent company of TikTok. The undis
closed sum is rumoured to be between 5bn
and 9bn yuan. The leading Chinese tech
ﬁrms, and many small ones, have an
nounced metaverse plans. Share prices
have shot up on the hype.
Keeping control
The central government has so far been
mostly silent. In November state media
warned against a speculative fever among
investors. But authorities are beginning to
ponder how to embrace virtual worlds. In
December and January oﬃcials in the cit
ies of Shanghai, Wuhan and Hefei put the
development of metaverse technology into
their ﬁveyear plans. In November the gov
ernment of Zhejiang province held a “me
taverse industry development symposi
um”, where speakers agreed that Zhejiang,
home to Alibaba Group, should be at the
forefront of the new technology.
In October the China Institutes of Con
temporary International Relations (cicir),
an elite thinktank aﬃliated with the Min
istry of State Security, issued a paper on the
metaverse. It described the concept as the
next generation of the internet and warned
of the need for laws and regulations to deal
with “virtual labour”, economic crimes and
other issues in “the grey area between the
virtual world and reality”. cicir predicted
that the concept was “likely to explode in
the next ﬁve to 10 years”.
A thinktank at the Ministry of Industry
and Information Technology, a powerful
state regulator, convened a workshop in
January on the metaverse with big Chinese
tech ﬁrms, including Tencent, Baidu and
Alibaba. The participants agreed on the
groundbreaking importance of the meta
verse and on the need for “risk counter
measures” to be “deployed in advance”.
To analysts, the workshop and the cicir
report were signs that leaders are thinking
about the metaverse as an emerging tech
nology where they have a chance to beat
the West. In oﬃcial parlance, this is known
as “overtaking on the curve”. “When there’s
some kind of shift in emerging technology,
China’s strategy is to try to develop it ﬁrst
and faster,” says Kendra Schaefer of Trivi
um China, a research ﬁrm. “We saw that in
the 5g race.”
It will probably take many years for any
thing akin to a fully ﬂedged metaverse to
take shape, where people can toggle seam
lessly from one activity to another while
sitting on a public bus, lost in their high
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tech glasses. For a long time the intermedi
ate oﬀerings will be a mix of virtualreality
experiences. Some early concept videos,
including Mr Zuckerberg’s, have been
mocked by users (despite plenty of invest
ment from business titans). There are ma
ny technological challenges to overcome.
But China has the will and ability to
pursue a metaverse with speed and vigour.
The country’s stateowned and state
backed telecoms giants have outpaced
their Western rivals in developing and
building 5g telecoms infrastructure. They
are well positioned to do the same with 6g
and successor technologies, which will be
essential to providing the enormous mo
bile bandwidth and high speeds needed for
the constant, datadrenched connections
the metaverse will require.
China also has deeppocketed tech
ﬁrms such as Tencent, Baidu and Alibaba,
with the rudiments of the technology
needed to support a metaverse, such as
cloudcomputing infrastructure. They are
also already steeped in the diﬀerent ex
pected elements of metaverse life, includ
ing social media, gaming, ecommerce and
virtual currency. And although the party is
wary of these companies’ power, it wants
them to help China “overtake on the curve”
in new technologies.
Tencent may be the best positioned of
any company to win the race. It is the
world’s biggest publisher of games and one
of the biggest forces in social media and e
commerce. It invests in or operates many
of the most popular multiplayer online
games in the world. It owns a minority
stake in Epic Games, the creator of ”Fort
nite”, a game which Tim Sweeney, Epic’s
founder, has called a possible vehicle for a
metaverse. An edited version of the game
was allowed a test run in China, but Epic
gave up on that trial in November.
Oﬃcial nervousness about controlling
the metaverse could slow China down. But
it has built systems for managing risk into
each generation of the internet. Tech plat
forms like Tencent work to keep the gov
ernment’s trust by selfpolicing.
And Chinese citizens will be careful
about crossing red lines, lest they lose ac
cess to a virtual world that could become
almost as integral to daytoday life as the
physical one. A Chinese metaverse would
make possible the sort of dystopian, hyper
bolic visions that are often predicted for
daily life in China but that have not yet
come to pass: the tracking of every move
ment and whisper, the tyranny of a social
credit score that rules everyone’s exis
tence. But even if China’s future is not an
episode of “Black Mirror”, a grim science
ﬁction television series, says one tech ex
ecutive in China, “having some kind of
more systematic way to manage this will
probably be needed”. That the party will
want that is a virtual certainty. n

New Year

Lame tiger
BE IJING

Not much to cheer at new year

S

peaking to foreign bigwigs at last
month’s World Economic Forum,
President Xi Jinping said that, to meet
its many challenges, humanity must
“act with the courage and strength” of a
winged tiger. At home, however, the
year of the tiger he welcomed on Febru
ary 1st has not felt much like the winged
variety. Chinese people are struggling to
negotiate their third muted new year of
the pandemic amid an array of ever
changing travel rules.
Some 260m “journeys” were made
in the ten days after January 17th (an
oﬃcial metric whereby each leg of a
trip, such as a ﬂight or a train ride,
counts as a journey) and 1.2bn journeys
are forecast before February 25th. That
would be up by 36% on a year ago, but
still way down on the 3bn journeys
taken during new year of 2019.
The Omicron variant is bubbling up.
Media describe people travelling long
distances only to be told on arrival that
they must quarantine for two weeks or
return home. In Hangzhou oﬃcials
have oﬀered gift vouchers to those
forgoing holiday travel. In Ningbo and
Hefei, some factories remain open and
a daily subsidy of 100 yuan ($16) is
oﬀered to those who stay at work.
In the ﬁrst week of new year 2021,
consumers spent 821bn yuan on retail
and food, up by 29% on covidravaged
2020 and by 5% on 2019. But economic
growth slowed from 4.9% to 4% in the
last quarter of 2021. With no visitors
even for the Winter Olympics, opening
on February 4th, few expect the tiger
year to start with a roar.

Giving it a go
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China

Chaguan Nixon in China, 50 years on

Eyewitnesses from 1972 oﬀer their views of a relationship in bad shape

H

alf a century ago Richard Nixon took a gamble that made
history. On a cold, hazy February morning, he landed in Bei
jing, the capital of a communist regime that America did not oﬃ
cially recognise, to meet China’s ailing tyrant, Mao Zedong.
The president’s stated motives were grandly visionary. China,
home to a ﬁfth of humanity, languished in angry isolation in 1972,
its borders all but closed to the world. Desperately poor, its people
were six years into the Cultural Revolution, a decade of ideological
purges and violence at times approaching civil war. Nixon, a cold
war hawk who had spent years smearing opponents as soft on
communism, had come to believe that a stable global order must
include China. “We simply cannot leave China forever outside the
family of nations, there to nurture its fantasies, cherish its hates
and threaten its neighbours,” Nixon wrote in 1967. His visit was a
global sensation, televised live. Years later, it inspired an opera.
Yet alongside noble talk of ending China’s isolation, Nixon and
his foreignpolicy adviser, Henry Kissinger, ﬂew to China for se
cret, cynical reasons, too. With China and the Soviet Union on
such terrible terms that Mao feared a Soviet invasion, Mr Kissinger
and his president saw a chance for geometric diplomacy, to re
align the global balance of power. In their plans, embracing weak
China would usefully unsettle the mighty Soviet Union. They
hoped it would also hasten the end of America’s war in Vietnam, as
North Vietnamese leaders realised it was time to sue for peace. The
costs included betraying an ally. Nixon was ready to end diplomat
ic ties with a rival Chinese government, the Nationalist regime
that had ﬂed to Taiwan after losing a civil war to Mao. The price of a
successful visit in 1972 was a joint declaration, the Shanghai com
muniqué, in which America “acknowledged” that “all Chinese”
agree that Taiwan is part of China, though it stopped short of ac
cepting that the Communist Party should run the island.
Declassiﬁed American records of the visit reveal much relish
for cynical realpolitik. Nixon and close aides calculated the bene
ﬁts of each move to America, but also to the president’s reelection
campaign. They sighed about the brilliance and subtlety of Mao
and his prime minister, Zhou Enlai, despite the horrors unfolding
in China at that time. Fifty years on, China’s leaders seem nostal
gic for such valuesfree diplomacy, hinting that it oﬀers the best

way of repairing relations that are in dire shape. China’s readout
of a telephone call on January 27th between the foreign minister,
Wang Yi, and America’s secretary of state, Antony Blinken, notes
the upcoming 50th anniversary of the Shanghai communiqué,
without mentioning Nixon’s visit. Mr Wang cited a clause from the
communiqué which talked of looking past essential diﬀerences in
America’s and China’s social systems. He told Mr Blinken that a
prerequisite for peaceful coexistence, in 1972 or in the future,
was each country eschewing any “intention to change the other”.
China’s message seems to be: if 1972 made history, all credit goes to
Mao’s and Nixon’s ability to weigh national interests coldly, and
none to lofty rhetoric about ending China’s isolation.
That being a bleak take on an important event, Chaguan sought
advice from Chinese and Americans who remember the Nixon
Mao visit. Shi Yinhong, an expert on America at Renmin Universi
ty, was 20 years old in February 1972. He is sceptical that romantic
visions about the family of nations moved either man. Mao chose
to meet Nixon and emerge from strategic isolation as a calculated
move to counter the Soviet Union, he says. Professor Shi is sure
that Nixon’s aims were similarly unsentimental: to get America
out of Vietnam without China ﬁlling a regional vacuum, and to
align with China against the Soviets. With the balance of power
between America, China and Russia changed beyond recognition,
he sees few lessons from 1972 that apply directly today. Even a re
newed focus on national interests cannot help much, he worries,
because America and China are determined to pursue stability “on
their own terms”, by maximising their respective power.
Very diﬀerent memories move Zha Jianying, who in 1972 was a
12yearold schoolgirl in Beijing. Her father, like many intellectu
als, was in a labour camp. She recalls a life of shabby, propaganda
ﬁlled monotony, and a fear that “maybe this is going to be the rest
of our lives”. Nixon’s arrival, from longdemonised America, of
fered a ﬁrst glimmer of hope by showing that “a diﬀerent world ex
ists”, says Ms Zha, now a writer based in New York.
Ideology, practicality, despondency
Winston Lord, an aide to Mr Kissinger, attended the NixonMao
meeting as a notetaker. To him the visit involved both grand vi
sion and realpolitik. If Nixon’s initial impulse was to end China’s
isolation, while Mr Kissinger was at ﬁrst focused on the balance of
power, the pair soon shared both reasons for rapprochement, he
says. To Mr Lord, later America’s ambassador to China, it is a straw
man to claim that the Shanghai communiqué was mostly a pledge
to ignore ideology. To him, the genius of the communiqué lay in
artful drafting which postponed intractable problems, such as Tai
wan’s ﬁnal status, while allowing cooperation where possible.
In contrast, a diplomat and lead translator for the Nixon dele
gation, Chas Freeman, argues that America frittered away oppor
tunities created in 1972 for a peaceful accommodation between
Taiwan and the mainland. He urges America to push Taiwan to ne
gotiate a settlement now, to avoid a war, though he concedes that
Chinese rulers would roll back some democratic freedoms in Tai
wan. “The most likely course of events is tragic,” Mr Freeman says.
Trade and peopletopeople exchanges were an afterthought in
1972, says Nicholas Platt, a diplomat on Nixon’s trip who later
served in America’s ﬁrst liaison oﬃce in China. In time “those
more mundane issues became the relationship,” he says, driven
by “the power of curiosity” between America and China. Drawing
China out was a noble goal in 1972. It remains one. But curiosity
between China and the West is fading. A sad anniversary looms. n
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Egypt’s economy (1)

Rise and shine
CAIRO

Abdel-Fattah al-Sisi wants a more vibrant private sector. Some big
obstacles stand in his way

T

act is not AbdelFattah alSisi’s strong
suit. Egypt’s authoritarian president,
who overthrew an elected government in
2013, lectures his citizens for being fat and
spoiled and chides foreign leaders who
mention his dismal humanrights record.
In recent weeks he has aimed criticism at
his own government. Inaugurating a new
chemical plant on December 28th, the
president observed that the state was not
great at running the economy. “We need
the private sector,” he said. “We have been
proven incompetent in management.”
Executives in Egypt were surprised by
his comments, but not his conclusion.
They have complained for years about un
fair competition from stateowned ﬁrms,
which enjoy tax breaks and other perks.
The everexpanding economic empire of
the armed forces crowds out private ﬁrms.
The imf warned in 2017 that this could
hinder growth, and indeed it has. Annual
growth was more than 4% from 2015 to
2019, and stayed above 3% during the pan
demic. But most of it comes from a boom
ing gas sector and lavish public spending.
The purchasingmanagers index, a gauge
of business activity, showed private output

contracting in all but nine of the past 60
months. Foreign direct investment fell
from 3.4% of gdp in the 201617 ﬁscal year
to 1.3% in 202021.
In several recent speeches Mr Sisi has
acknowledged the problem. Adam Smith
he is not: he describes the private sector as
a partner for the state. Still, some business
people are encouraged by the change in
tone. With the imf’s urging, Egypt has tak
en steps to improve the business climate.
Yet even if Mr Sisi is serious about reining
in the state—and it is too early to tell—priv
ate growth may not come quickly.
The case for optimism starts with
Egypt’s muchmaligned bureaucracy. In
2017 parliament passed an investment law
that oﬀered a range of incentives, one of
Egypt’s obligations under a $12bn deal with
→ Also in this section
41 How Ukraine aﬀects Egypt
42 Drugs and coups in GuineaBissau
42 Uganda’s $15bn oil deal
43 Child sexual abuse in conﬂict

the imf signed a year before. Then in 2018 it
approved a bankruptcy law that, in eﬀect,
decriminalised default.
Ministries have started to digitise ser
vices, including land registration. Last year
Egypt started rolling out a digital customs
system, replacing the old mess of papers
and stamps. That should make it easier for
ﬁrms to clear goods through ports, and for
the state to collect revenue.
When Mr Sisi took oﬃce, regular black
outs were a nuisance for citizens and a di
saster for industry. Today Egypt has more
power than it can use. Big gasﬁelds in the
Mediterranean provide ample fuel for
three new gasﬁred plants that produce a
combined 14.4 gigawatts. Investments in
solar energy are growing fast, too. Minis
ters hope to start exporting the surplus.
The government has spent billions on
new roads and bridges that have helped
Egypt’s notorious traﬃc. A new industrial
zone along the Suez Canal has drawn in
vestments from China, Russia, the United
Arab Emirates and elsewhere. Broadband
speeds, still sluggish by global standards,
have increased sixfold since 2018.
All of this has laid the groundwork for
growth. Yet there are reasons to be scepti
cal. First is whether Mr Sisi, a former gen
eral, means what he says. Some of his men
talk of privatising armyowned ﬁrms. But
the army’s role is opaque; no one knows
the full scale of its holdings. In 2016 Sherif
Ismail, then the prime minister, said the
army would reduce its economic activity
within a few years. Instead, it expanded.
Then there is the statesecurity agency,
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which insists on vetting foreign investors,
a process that has held up big deals. “If you
don’t have a foreign shareholder in your
company, establishing a business will take
a few days,” says one ceo. “If you have one,
it could take a month, two, three.”
Even if the army and security services
back oﬀ, there are questions about what
Egyptian ﬁrms will produce and where
they will sell it. Many operate only at either
end of the supply chain. Over half of
Egypt’s exports are primary commodities.
At the other end, ﬁnished goods rely on in
puts from elsewhere. The World Bank esti
mates that just 20% of Egypt’s electrical ex
ports rely on local components. The car in
dustry sources less than a quarter of parts
domestically, compared with 60% for
some carmakers in Morocco.
To create jobs and boost exports, Egypt
needs to make these products, not just as
semble them. Bosses say ineﬃcient state
owned ﬁrms are an obstacle, along with
poor education and training and expensive
ﬁnancing. None of these are easy to ﬁx.
At home, years of new taxes and cuts in
subsidies have left domestic consumers
strapped. Almost a third of Egyptians live
below the oﬃcial poverty line, a paltry 857
pounds ($54) a month. The middle class
grumbles at endless new fees. In December
the education ministry said it would start
charging students to take the mandatory
exams required for advancement.
On January 18th Mr Sisi raised the mini
mum wage to 2,700 pounds a month, the
third increase since he took oﬃce in 2014,
when it was 1,200 pounds. This is not as
generous as it looks, though. The mini
mum wage has not kept pace with inﬂa
tion (see chart). Egyptians earning it have
less purchasing power than they did eight
years ago. That matters little to the two
thirds of Egyptians whose work is infor
mal. All in all, more than 80% of working
age adults are either sitting at home or toil
ing in lowpaid, insecure jobs.
The next few years will be more diﬃ
cult. Costlier commodities will fuel inﬂa
tion in a country where foodstuﬀs make up
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21% of imports (see next article). Another
worry is public debt, which was 91% of gdp
last year, up from 73% a decade earlier.
Debt service consumes about a third of rev
enue. The government has relied on inter
eststarved foreign investors to ﬁnance
megaprojects and big arms deals. Fitch and
Moody’s, two rating agencies, assess Egypt
as less than copperbottomed.
Now Egypt faces rising interest rates in
America and other rich countries. This will
reduce the relative return on Egyptian debt
and so dampen foreigners’ enthusiasm,
just as higher commodity prices widen the
trade deﬁcit. An analysis of emerging mar
kets by The Economist ranks Egypt as the
thirdmost vulnerable to tighter monetary
policy at the Federal Reserve.
Mr Sisi’s newfound enthusiasm for the
private sector may be the child of necessi
ty. The state cannot sustain its high level of
spending. But after years of underinvest
ment in ﬁrms and people, and with con
sumers so squeezed, the private sector may
not be ready to scale up. “People have bare
ly had a chance to catch their breath,” says
an executive. “And now we’re going into a
much less benign global environment.” n
Egypt’s economy (2)

Grains of wrath
CAIRO

How tensions in Ukraine could
harm Egypt

T

he biggest buyer of wheat in the world
is Egypt, which will import over 13m
tonnes of the grain this year. Odd, then,
that the way it makes these purchases is so
archaic. Every few weeks it summons trad
ers to a ramshackle building in Cairo.
Agents from the big ﬁrms that source, store
and ship foodstuﬀs are told to bring an en
velope with their best price inside. These
are then opened and the prices revealed to
all. That’s when the haggling begins. The
tenders drag on for hours, but eventually
Egypt announces a purchase so big that
global wheat prices move in response.
Egypt’s stability depends on these im
ports. The government uses the wheat to
make subsidised bread, on which many
families rely. When Anwar Sadat, a former
president, lifted the subsidy in 1977 there
were riots and he quickly backtracked.
When Egyptians revolted in 2011, their
three main demands were “bread, freedom
and social justice”. The latter two proved
elusive, but the provision of cheap loaves
continues. A small one sells for 0.05 Egyp
tian pounds, or a third of a penny, a frac
tion of what it costs to make.
Now, though, a potential disruption in

Do you accept change?

commodity markets threatens this Egyp
tian staple. The vast majority of the wheat
Egypt imports comes from Russia and Uk
raine, which are lurching towards war.
Wheat prices already reached their
highest levels in almost a decade last year.
A number of factors were to blame, includ
ing higher fuel and fertiliser prices, poor
weather and backlogs at ports exacerbated
by the pandemic. A Russian tax on exports,
intended to keep excess stocks at home,
didn’t help. At Egypt’s latest tender, on Jan
uary 28th, it paid $350 per tonne, $100
more than what it had budgeted for. At that
price Egypt will pay an extra $1.5bn (0.4%
of gdp) this year for wheat.
Things will probably get worse. When
Russia seized Crimea from Ukraine in
2014, wheat prices spiked. Ukraine has
since become a grains powerhouse. Last
year its wheat sales grew by 28%, making it
the fourthlargest exporter of the stuﬀ.
Russia comes ﬁrst. Together they account
for 30% of global wheat exports, twice their
share in 2014. (Ukraine also sells maize,
barley and cooking oil to the Middle East.)
“Tensions in Ukraine are only going to
make wheat prices jump further,” says a
trader. “It can easily hit the 400s.”
How will that aﬀect the price of bread in
Egypt? President AbdelFattah alSisi
knows it is a sensitive issue. When his gov
ernment signed a deal with the imf in 2016,
it agreed to slash subsidies on petrol, elec
tricity and vegetable oil. Bread was left out.
But last year, as commodity prices rose, Mr
Sisi reconsidered. He warned that food ra
tions would soon be limited to two beneﬁ
ciaries per family and that newlyweds
would be cut oﬀ entirely. The government
is mulling replacing the entire system with
cash payments. The plans are vague, but
one thing is clear: Egypt cannot aﬀord to
pay such a high price for wheat and contin
ue providing cheap loaves to the masses. n
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Guinea-Bissau

Pushers and
putschists

GuineaBissau 8

Mali 8

Chad Sudan*
16
7

Guinea 6
Burkina Faso 10

Was a failed coup in Guinea-Bissau
linked to the powerful drug trade?

F

or the second time in just over a week
heavy gunﬁre rang out from govern
ment buildings in a west African capital,
this time in GuineaBissau’s. This coup at
tempt failed, unlike the earlier putsch in
Burkina Faso. On February 1st President
Umaro Sissoco Embaló declared he had
faced down not just a coup, but “an attempt
to kill the president, the prime minister
and all the cabinet”. At least 11 people died
in the ﬁreﬁght. Mr Embaló, a former army
man, suggested the coup could “be related
to people involved in drugtraﬃcking”,
without elaborating.
Although it is not yet clear how drug
smugglers may have been involved, the
idea that they may have tried to overthrow
the government is not as far fetched as it
sounds. People linked to the trade have
done so several times in the past in order to
control or protect a cocaine route linking
South America to Europe. It is run with the
connivance of army oﬃcers and politi
cians. The trade started in the mid2000s
after João Bernardo “Nino” Vieira won a
wellfunded campaign for president. But
he then seems to have fallen out with the
cartels. In 2009 the army chief was blown
up in his headquarters and hours later
Vieira was gunned down by soldiers.
The two killings, which locals blame on
the cartels, allowed a new group of army
oﬃcers to take over the drug business.
Among them, according to charges ﬁled by
American prosecutors, was Antonio Indjai,
another army chief who led a failed coup in
2010 and a successful one two years later.
The latter was known as the “cocaine
coup”, because smuggling of the drug
surged soon afterwards. Although America
has oﬀered a $5m reward for the arrest of
Mr Indjai, he is thus far untouchable, ﬂit
ting between his various homes. He was
seen publicly supporting Mr Embaló dur
ing his contested election in 2019. Since
then the president has refused to extradite
Mr Indjai, saying that no Guinean should
face justice in another country.
Drug money has been able to corrode
politics in GuineaBissau so thoroughly
because its institutions were pitifully
weak to begin with. Since independence
from Portugal in 1974, GuineaBissau has
suﬀered four successful coups and several
more attempted ones. The latest putsch
may also have been inspired by a spate of
others in recent months in nearby coun
tries including Burkina Faso, Guinea and
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Mali (see map). GuineaBissau is not suf
fering from the sort of jihadist insurgency
that has undermined faith in elected gov
ernments and sparked the mutinies that
led to coups in some other countries in the
region. But it, too, suﬀers from grinding
poverty. Meanwhile, the regional bloc,
ecowas, has done little to stand up for de
mocracy. Covid19 is not the only plague
working its way across the region of late. n
Uganda

Pipe dreams
KYOTE RA

A big oil project is moving forward at
last—but does it still make sense?

S

oon more than 200,000 barrels of oil a
day will ﬂow through Fred Lubowa’s
garden: past his tinroofed house, under
his banana trees, and beneath the spot
which currently houses the family graves.
But for now the only sign of the disruption
to come is a line of wooden stakes in the
undergrowth. It is three years since sur
veyors came to his village in Kyotera dis
trict, central Uganda, to mark the route for
the longest heated pipeline in the world. It
will carry oil 1,443 kilometres from the
shores of Lake Albert to the Tanzanian
coast. He has waited, in limbo.
On February 1st TotalEnergies, a French
oil giant, and cnooc, a stateowned Chi
nese ﬁrm, and their partners announced a
“ﬁnal investment decision” on Ugandan
oil, the last milestone before work can be
gin. The ﬁeld to be exploited was declared
viable in 2006, but progress stalled as the
government armwrestled with foreign
companies over tax and a planned reﬁnery.
Covid19 caused further holdups. For peo
ple in Uganda’s oil region, life now follows
the rhythms of distant boardrooms. They
are not the only ones wondering whether
the project makes sense.

By the time the ﬁrst oil ﬂows, in 2025,
oil infrastructure will have uprooted 2,000
households and directly aﬀected more
than 20,000. Farmers will not receive com
pensation for crops planted after a cutoﬀ
date, which in Mr Lubowa’s village was al
most three years ago. He cannot plant the
coﬀee that would pay for his children’s
school fees. His mother, Annet Nakyanja,
looks forlornly at her wilting banana trees,
unable to replace them. Last year one of
their neighbours, Robert Birimuye, organ
ised people to object to compensation
rates and was arrested on charges of “incit
ing violence, sabotage of government pro
grammes and unlawful assembly”.
The state takes a dim view of dissent. In
2019 a man who travelled to France as a wit
ness in an ongoing lawsuit, challenging
TotalEnergies’ compliance with French
law, was questioned for nine hours at the
airport on his return; another witness had
unknown men trying to break into his
home. The Ugandan authorities have sus
pended the African Institute for Energy Go
vernance, an ngo that is supporting the
case, and in October arrested six of its staﬀ.
TotalEnergies says it has repeatedly urged
the government to respect human rights.
The unspoken logic of the project might
be this: that land acquisition is always
messy, and politics brutal, but the price is
worth paying if oil makes Uganda richer.
Oﬃcials reckon the development phase
will bring $15bn20bn of investment, of
which they hope 40% might go to Uganda
based companies, in a country with a gdp
of around $40bn a year. A un study fore
casts that oil will raise government rev
enues by a third over the estimated three
decade life of the project.
The ﬁrst risk is that oil money lubri
cates the very politics of patronage that are
holding Uganda back. The president, Yow
eri Museveni, will be in his 80s when oil
starts to ﬂow. Frustration at his 36 years of
rule is mounting. The question of who will
succeed him looms. Spending on the secu
rity forces that suppress his opponents has
increased threefold since 2017, overtaking
spending on education or health.
The second problem is the climate.
“There is no possibility of petroleum kudiba”—Luganda for “not having buyers”—
said Mr Museveni. Markets may decide
otherwise. In 2020 researchers at the Cli
mate Policy Initiative, an international
ngo, estimated that the value of Ugandan
reserves had fallen by 70% since TotalE
nergies and cnooc acquired their stakes in
2013, partly because of lower forecasts of
oil prices. The value would halve again if
the world’s leaders reduce the use of fossil
fuels in order to stick to their pledge to
keep global temperatures to “well below”
2°C above preindustrial levels. The oil
companies are still seeking funders for the
pipeline, after several big banks said no.
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The oil giants extracted sweeteners be
fore putting pen to paper. Ernest Rubondo,
Uganda’s top oil regulator, says that pro
ductionsharing agreements have been
amended since 2019 to give the companies
a larger share of the proﬁts when oil prices
are low. In eﬀect, they have passed on some
of the ﬁnancial risks of a global transition
to lowcarbon energy to the Ugandan gov
ernment. Meanwhile, without radical
emissions cuts, the project remains an at
tractive prospect for TotalEnergies. It will
produce about 20% of the ﬁrm’s African
cash ﬂows and 1315% of its growth in
worldwide production over the next de
cade, says Juma Mlawa of Wood Macken
zie, a consulting ﬁrm.
The irony is that Uganda is already suf
fering for the carbon emissions of rich
countries. Unless it takes steps to adapt to
climate change, global warming could im
pose costs amounting to some 34% of gdp
a year in coming decades, the government
reckons. Seasons are already being mud
dled and farmers do not know when to
plant. The oil that will ﬂow beneath Mr Lu
bowa’s garden may well further scramble
the rains that sustain it. n
The sexual abuse of children

A continuing
horror
MONROVIA AND BUKAVU

Child rape is appallingly common in
some war-torn African countries

F

or a fleeting instant it is possible to
believe that Yei (not her real name) is a
normal, if shy, threeyearold. “Smart
Brave Amazing'' declares her pyjama top,
the words smiling up in red, yellow and
green. But the woman Yei clings to is not
her mother and the building she is in is not
her home. She is in a unfunded govern
ment shelter for survivors of sexual assault
in northern Liberia. A few months earlier
her grandmother trusted a familiar motor
bike taxi driver to take Yei to her parents.
Instead he raped her. Yei spent two weeks
in hospital as doctors tried to repair the
damage. She no longer speaks and has
been in the shelter for three months. Her
parents, wary of the rapist’s family, are
scared to bring her home.
Sexual abuse of young children hap
pens all around the world. But children liv
ing in wartorn countries are at much
higher risk. Those in countries recovering
from conﬂict, such as Liberia, may also
face greater dangers. The un has recorded
15,000 cases of rape and sexual violence
against children in conﬂict zones over the
past 15 years. This, it warns, is probably a
fraction of the true number. Around 72m
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children live in war zones in which ﬁghters
sexually attack children, according to re
search by Ragnhild Nordås of the Universi
ty of Michigan and coauthors. That is al
most ten times the number in 1990.
Reliable data about sexual assaults on
young children in postconﬂict places are
scarce. As happens elsewhere, many at
tacks go unreported. Last year Liberia re
corded 1,275 sexual assaults or rapes of
people of all ages, according to oﬃcial ﬁg
ures. Fully 10% of the victims were younger
than six and 36% were younger than 13.
At a sexualviolence clinic in Monrovia,
the capital, a nurse recounts how an eight
monthold baby was raped by her step
father. A soft toy to comfort children
perches on the examination table next to a
large doll which young victims, often un
able to speak, can point at to show what
happened to them. About a year before Yei
was attacked, another threeyearold was
lured away from a water pump by a 15year
old who used a razor blade to cut open her
genital area to penetrate her. That attack
caused large protests in Monrovia, which
prompted President George Weah to de
clare rape a “national emergency”.
Why so many men rape young children
in war and its aftermath is not well under
stood. Some experts think that war warps
not just morality but also common sense.
Between 2013 and 2016 in Kavumu, a village
in eastern Congo, at least 11 men kidnapped
and raped about 40 girls under the age of
ten. Some were as young as 18 months.
After each rape the men would take some
blood from the victim’s hymen, believing
this would protect them from bullets in
battle. In 2017 a court convicted the 11 men
of murder and rape.
Many of their victims were treated at
Panzi Hospital, which was founded by De
nis Mukwege, who was jointly awarded the
Nobel peace prize in 2018 for his eﬀorts to
end sexual violence in war. The number of

babies and infants treated for rape at the
hospital dipped in the year after the trial,
says Sylvain Mwambali, a doctor who
works there. But it soon shot up again, to a
higher level than in the three years before
the convictions. In the past three years the
hospital has treated 103 raped children
aged ﬁve or younger, or about one every ten
days. In 2020 Dr Mwambali treated a baby
just a few months old whose vagina and in
testines were mutilated by rape. “I could
not sleep for weeks,” she says. “How can
someone carry on, creating a wound like
that? She would have been suﬀering, cry
ing, they destroyed her vulva, up until the
anus, yet they continued.”
War and warped beliefs
Sometimes rebels may rape children to ter
rorise and control the population. Other
men may copy them, perhaps because it
makes them feel powerful. A breakdown in
law and order may allow rapists to escape
any punishment. “There is a social deterio
ration,” says Dr Mwambali. “People can
rape your mother in front of you…there are
rapes in churches.”
In Liberia, warped beliefs of a diﬀerent
kind are a common explanation for why
men rape young children. Some traditional
healers tell people, “If you have inter
course with a young girl, you will become
rich,” says Margaret Taylor of Women Em
powerment Network, an ngo. “The youn
ger the person is, the more riches they get.”
Research elsewhere suggests that the
sexual abuse of children is more common
in societies that are more violent in other
ways and, in particular, where rape or sex
ual abuse of adults is widespread. Liberia
suﬀered backtoback civil wars between
1989 and 2003 in which tens of thousands
of child soldiers—some as young as nine or
ten—fought and, in many cases, were
forced to execute prisoners. Many of them
are now back in their villages, but have re
ceived little or no treatment for the psy
chological trauma they suﬀered. Drugtak
ing, a huge problem in Liberia, has been
shown elsewhere to lead to the abuse of
children. Much remains unknown. “We
haven’t really put our ﬁnger on it,” admits
Williametta SaydeeTarr, the minister of
gender and children.
That makes combating child rape more
diﬃcult. It does not help that prosecutors
often struggle to convict perpetrators. The
government in Liberia has three dna ma
chines to try to better identify those re
sponsible, says Ms SaydeeTarr. But the
courts are overwhelmed and prisons are
overﬂowing. The head of the clinic in Mon
rovia complains that prosecutions of those
who rape children are rare and slow. She
follows the cases of the many victims of all
ages who are seen in the clinic. For “more
than a year,” she laments, “we have not
heard of a conviction.” n
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The French presidential election

Macron, odds on
PARIS

Emmanuel Macron is highly likely to win a second term, according to
our new election model

S

o keen are the French to evict any lead
er they vote into oﬃce that the language
even has a word for it: dégagisme. No
French president has been reelected for 20
years. This April, ﬁve years after Emman
uel Macron seized the presidency in his
ﬁrst attempt at winning elected oﬃce, vot
ers will decide whether to keep him on for
a second term. The Economist’s election
model, launched on February 2nd, sug
gests that they will. It puts Mr Macron’s
chance of reelection at 79%. If he wins, the
44yearold will break yet another rule of
French politics.
Our model suggests that Mr Macron’s
most serious challenger is the candidate of
the centreright Republicans, Valérie Pé
cresse. Yet on February 2nd it put her
chances of becoming France’s ﬁrst female
president at only one in eight. The model
gives the nationalist Marine Le Pen even
worse odds: one in 17. Even this is far better
than the chances for Eric Zemmour, a far
right polemicist, whose entry into the race
dented Ms Le Pen’s poll numbers; his cur
rent polling average of just 13% and poor
showing in hypothetical matchups give

him a 1% chance of victory. On the left, no
candidate has even as much as him.
To produce these results, The Economist
has built a pollbased statistical forecast
ing model (see Graphic detail). The elec
tion will have two rounds, on April 10th
and 24th. Our model, which runs 10m sim
One-horse race?
France, presidential election, %
At February 2nd 2022
Overall chance of…
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Source: The Economist ’s French election model
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ulations a day, calculates the probability of
each candidate reaching the secondround
runoﬀ, and of then winning that to secure
the presidency. Charles de Gaulle devised
this electoral system as a direct “encoun
ter” between a candidate and the people,
unﬁltered by an established party. Before
narrowing the choice to two, it oﬀers out
siders the chance to try their luck against
party nominees—provided they secure the
500 signatures from elected oﬃcials need
ed to validate their candidacy.
The Economist’s model gives Mr Macron
greater chances of winning than the dis
gruntled mood in France might suggest. He
may lead in ﬁrstround polls, but the
French are scarcely enamoured. Nearly
half of voters tell pollsters that they will
vote for a candidate from the extremes, ei
ther on the left or the right. Mr Macron det
onated the previously dominant twoparty
structure in 2017, having launched his cen
trist party, now called La République en
Marche. He remains a divisive ﬁgure, re
sented by left and right alike, and re
proached for a haughty and knowitall go
verning style. Antivax protesters regularly
take to the streets. Teachers and parents
have been exasperated by the complex co
vid19 testing regime in schools.
In January Mr Macron’s approval rating
was only 38%, according to Kantar, a poll
ing outﬁt. This is better at this point in his
presidency than either of his two immedi
For full details of our election forecast, visit
economist.com/interactives/france-2022
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ate predecessors, François Hollande (19%)
or Nicolas Sarkozy (29%). But it is lower
than that of the only two presidents to have
won reelection since de Gaulle: François
Mitterrand in 1988 and Jacques Chirac in
2002. Each was helped by running for re
election while in “cohabitation” with a
government from the opposition, which
deﬂected responsibility for voters’ gripes
away from the president. Mr Macron en
joys no such advantage.
Mr Macron’s favourable odds stem from
his consistent and signiﬁcant ﬁrstround
poll lead, combined with his very high
chances of beating either Ms Le Pen or Mr
Zemmour in a runoﬀ. Under the French
system, victory in the runoﬀ can come de
spite a farfromcommanding ﬁrstround
score. In 2017 Mr Macron secured just 24%
of the initial vote, but won 66% in the sec
ond round.
Politically, Mr Macron’s base seems
quite loyal. His 24% ﬁrstround score in
2017 roughly matches his showing in polls
today. Those who say they will vote for him
in April are more certain of their choice
than are those who back Mrs Pécresse, ac
cording to Ipsos, another polling group. Mr
Macron’s party has successfully occupied a
broad political space, borrowing politi
cians from the left and the right, crushing
many potential rivals and splintering the
opposition. The Socialist Party, supplier of
two previous postwar presidents, is a fee
ble version of its once grand self.
Moreover, Mr Macron’s management of
the economy and the pandemic has proved
reasonably solid. In 2021 French gdp re
bounded at a rate of 7%, its fastest growth
for 52 years. Workers and ﬁrms have been
protected from layoﬀs and closures by
generous government support. The em
ployment rate for 15 to 64yearolds has
reached a record high. The latest wave of
covid infections seems to have peaked.
France’s vaccination rate for ﬁrst doses is
higher than in Britain and Germany, and its
number of excess deaths is lower.
That said, odds this favourable to Mr
Macron do not mean that he will inevitably
win. Were he to face Ms Le Pen or Mr Zem
mour, the polls say he would beat each by a
fair margin. But should his opponent be
Mrs Pécresse, the race would be tighter,
and could easily tighten more.
Our model gives the Republicans’
nominee, who enjoyed a bump after win
ning the party’s primary in December be
fore sliding back in the polls, a 32% chance
of reaching the runoﬀ. The polling averag
es currently give Mr Macron a sixpoint
lead in such a matchup—a fairly narrow
margin. A serious candidate who knows
her brief and likes to call herself “two
thirds Merkel and onethird Thatcher”, Mrs
Pécresse has been crisscrossing the coun
try on the campaign trail. Ipsos suggests
that 50% of those who back Mr Macron say
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that Mrs Pécresse, once considered a po
tential recruit to his government, would be
their second choice. To be sure of defeating
her in a runoﬀ, Mr Macron would need to
get out the vote on the left, which is out of
her reach but might be tempted to abstain.
French election campaigns can also
twist in unexpected ways. Three months
before the ﬁrst round in 2017, only one poll
suggested that the eventual victor, Mr Mac
ron, would get to the runoﬀ. Our model
tries to allow for unexpected poll move
ments, but does not incorporate the pos
sibility that Mr Zemmour fails to secure his
500 signatures and so drops out. If he did
Ms Le Pen’s score would rise sharply and
Mrs Pécresse’s place in the ﬁnal would be
very much at risk, to Mr Macron’s beneﬁt.
Indeed, a 21% chance of Mr Macron los
ing, our starting projection as the model
goes live, is not trivial. It reﬂects the risk
not only of a latebreaking scandal but also
of polls being oﬀ by a higherthanusual
margin. Much can happen in the ten weeks
before a ﬁrstround vote, as Mr Macron
knows full well. But at this point the sitting
president, despite the reproaches hurled
his way by voters, is looking well placed to
keep his job. n
Russia and eastern Europe

Who’s next?
NARVA AND BUDAPEST

As Russia menaces Ukraine, eastern
European countries grow nervous

T

he municipal oﬃces in the Estonian
city of Narva are just a snowball’s throw
from Russia. From her window Katri Raik,
the mayor, can watch cars and lorries trick
ling through a border checkpoint. More
than 80% of Narva’s residents are ethnic
Russians, a legacy of the centuries during
which Narva was part ﬁrst of the Russian
empire and then of the Soviet Union. Eth
nic Russians, nearly a quarter of the popu
lation, have grown more integrated since
Estonia became independent 30 years ago.
Yet most send their children to Russian
language schools and rely on Russian me
dia. “Yesterday someone on the city coun
cil said ‘U nikh v Estonii tak [That’s how it is
over there in Estonia],’” says Ms Raik.
A former interior minister, Ms Raik was
elected in December pledging to bridge the
gap. A new Estonianlanguage school will
open in September. The regional economy
is now oriented towards the West. But Rus
sia’s military buildup on the Ukrainian
border is reminding Narva of where it sits.
Opinion is divided along familiar lines. In
several conversations, ethnic Estonians
saw Russia as the aggressor, whereas eth

nic Russians tended to think the risk of war
exaggerated or to blame nato. “We each
know what the other thinks, so we simply
don’t talk about it,” says Ms Raik.
Across eastern Europe, the threat of war
in Ukraine evokes longstanding fears.
Most countries, Estonia included, are nato members and face no immediate risk of
incursion. But Russian and Soviet expan
sionism has shaped their politics for cen
turies. These days many eastern Europeans
are at odds with the Kremlin over energy
supplies or Russianﬁnanced corruption.
Others have friendlier relations, helped by
trade, Russianspeaking minorities or pol
iticians who get on with Vladimir Putin,
Russia’s president. But even in such places,
the crisis in Ukraine is causing problems.
The Baltic countries, which were Soviet
territory until 1991, are the strongest voices
for deterrence and harsh sanctions. “Inter
dependence means you can hurt the one
who is dependent on you,” says Kaja Kallas,
Estonia’s prime minister, whose mother’s
family was deported to Siberia under Sta
lin. Her government is trying to send
weapons to Ukraine, but Germany has
been blocking the passingon of German
made equipment. On January 27th Latvia’s
defence minister called the German stance
“immoral and hypocritical”.
Last summer, when Mr Putin wrote an
essay claiming that Ukraine was not a le
gitimate nation, it rang alarms in Estonia,
Latvia and Lithuania, because he had made
similar arguments about them in the
2000s. Defence planners in these coun
tries consider Russia an existential threat.
In Romania and Bulgaria, things are
more complex. Both are nato members.
But their politics are plagued by corrup
tion, some of it tied to Russia. They have
not always been enthusiastic about Ameri
can policies that link anticorruption ef
forts to regional security. Romanian politi
cians have clamoured for years for nato to
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upgrade its presence, though Bulgarian
ones downplay new deployments to avoid
provoking voters with Russian sympa
thies. Still, both countries were furious
when Russia demanded on January 21st
that nato pull allied forces out of their ter
ritory. On February 2nd Joe Biden instead
announced the deployment of an addition
al 3,000 troops to the region
It is in central Europe that attitudes to
wards Russia are most ambivalent. Viktor
Orban, Hungary’s populist prime minister,
is friendly with Mr Putin and visited him in
Moscow on February 1st. He has imitated
Mr Putin’s model of government by taking
control of his country’s media and judicia
ry. He has also bought Russian nuclear
power plants, struck deals for Russian gas
that circumvent Ukraine and persistently
called for relaxing eu sanctions. Milos Ze
man, the Czech Republic’s president, is co
sy with Mr Putin, too. But Petr Fiala, the
new Czech prime minister, is solidly in
step with nato and the eu.
Poland’s government also has some af
ﬁnity with Mr Putin’s. It is conservative, re
ligious and nationalist, and is ﬁghting
with the eu over its eﬀorts to turn judges
into political pawns. Yet it is the most
ﬁercely antiRussian government in Eu
rope. The Russian empire ruled much of
Poland throughout the 19th century and
tried to Russify its population. In the sec
ond world war Stalin carved Poland up
with Hitler and executed much of its elite.
Many Poles see Russia as a country that
tried to eliminate them as a nation.
Eastern European countries will pay a
price for isolating Russia, especially in en
ergy. In October Moldova was forced to
strike an expensive gas deal with Gazprom,
and rising electricity bills nearly toppled
Ms Kallas’s government in January. But on
ly for the Baltic countries is Russia among
the top ﬁve export markets. In no country
is direct investment from Russia more
than a tenth that from the eu, though in
some pockets it plays a signiﬁcant role.
In Narva, for instance, about 30% of the
ﬁrms in the city’s industrial zone are
owned by Russians, reckons Vadim Orlov,
the zone’s director. Russian businessmen
want factories in a country governed by the
rule of law. Why should Estonia back sanc
tions that could make things harder for its
own Russianowned businesses?
One reason is that Russia likes to use
sanctions too. Ms Kallas mentions 2007,
when it retaliated for the removal of a me
morial to Soviet soldiers in Tallinn by cut
ting oﬀ fuel supplies. Dumitru Alaiba, a
Moldovan mp, recalls 2014, when Russia
hit his country with an embargo after it
signed an association agreement with the
eu. “[We] have learned that dealing with
Russia has risks,” says Ms Kallas. If the re
gion’s ties to Russia are further weakened,
Mr Putin will have himself to blame. n
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Ukrainian politics

The man in
the middle
KYIV

Why Ukraine’s president is talking
down the threat from Russia

B

lood may soon be spilled in Ukraine,
but will it be real or fake? On January
31st the authorities arrested a group they
said was planning to stage riots in Ukrai
nian cities. The plot allegedly involved
thousands of paid antigovernment prot
esters, smoke bombs and litres of fake
blood for the cameras, with medics on the
scene to simulate ﬁrst aid. The group’s
goal, explained Ihor Klymenko, Ukraine’s
police chief, was to shake the country with
viral images of unrest and police brutality.
Yet two days earlier, Ukraine’s govern
ment had dismissed leaks from American
intelligence oﬃcials that Russia was trans
porting supplies of blood to its troops at
the Ukrainian border to treat potential ca
sualties of war. “The purpose of such infor
mation is to spread panic and fear in our
society,” wrote the deputy defence minis
ter, Hanna Maliar, in a Facebook post. A
rhetorical and analytical rift has opened
between Ukraine and America. Whereas
the Americans warn of an imminent Rus
sian invasion, Volodymyr Zelensky,
Ukraine’s president, thinks the gravest
threat may come from within.
Mr Zelensky rejects the view reportedly
relayed over the phone by President Joe Bi
den, that a Russian invasion of Ukraine is
“certain” and that Kyiv, the capital, could
be “sacked” (the White House denies the
report). He has reproached foreign leaders
for their dire rhetoric and suggested that
Russia’s menace is nothing new. “I’m the
president of Ukraine, I’m based here, and I
think I know the details deeper than any

other president,” Mr Zelensky said.
Many diplomats express frustration
with Mr Zelensky, whom they see as inex
perienced and thinskinned. They note
that he demands urgent deliveries of arms
from the West while poohpoohing the
prospect of a war for which those weapons
would be needed. Much of Washington’s
foreignpolicy establishment, as well as
Britain’s prime minister, Boris Johnson,
went to Kyiv this week, to show support—
but also to bypass the government and ex
plain the risk of invasion directly to locals.
For eight years Ukraine has been at war
with Russianbacked separatists in its
eastern Donbas region. The prospect of
Russian escalation is a constant threat,
which hurts Ukrainian morale and dis
courages investment. Many Ukrainians,
who take a stoical attitude to the situation,
appreciate Mr Zelensky’s calm. The foreign
ministry rebuked America and Britain for
their “excessive caution” in evacuating
staﬀ from their embassies in Kyiv.
Some Ukrainians mistrust America’s
spies, who they think view Ukraine as a
pawn in a wider struggle with Russia. The
steady drip of American intelligence leaks
seems to them to be serving American
plans for Europe’s security, rather than
helping Ukraine. But Mr Zelensky’s de
fenders feel the rift is overstated. They say
he is simply staying positive in public
while planning privately for the worst, as
any leader might. After all, America and its
allies are still sending Ukraine aid, sharing
intelligence and pressing Russia to back
down.
America sees Ukraine’s armed forces as
overmatched, making a Russian occupa
tion possible. But Ukrainians have faith in
the country they have built since 2014. If
Russia were to invade and establish a pup
pet regime, it would face not just an insur
gency but—just as frustrating—an unco
operative bureaucracy. The country has
purged its police force of proRussian oﬃ
cers. New applicants must explain to a
commission how they would respond to il
legal orders.
Yet even if Ukraine is more resilient
than Americans think, Mr Zelensky is in a
bind. If an invasion comes, his decision to
play down the risk of it could cost him pub
lic trust, and his enemies are circling. In
negotiations in Munich next week with
Russia, France and Germany, he will face
pressure to implement the Minsk proto
cols, a deal imposed by Russia at gunpoint
in 2015 which would in eﬀect give proRus
sian regions in Ukraine a veto over foreign
policy. On January 31st the head of
Ukraine’s national security council said
the country would not implement the pro
tocols, and the West should stop pushing it
to do so. Running a country under the
seemingly endless threat of invasion turns
out to be quite tricky. n
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Turkey and Armenia

Caucasian thaw

IGD IR

The foes are talking. But normalisation will not mean reconciliation

B

lankets of snow cover Igdir, a drab
town in eastern Turkey near the border
with Armenia. Mount Ararat, where Noah
and his ark supposedly washed up after a
spot of rain, towers over the scene. The
closest big city, Yerevan, Armenia’s capital,
is 30km away. But there is no going there,
nor is there a way for Armenians to reach
Turkey by land. The border between the
two countries is closed. At the crossing
outside town, Turkish soldiers stand guard
opposite an unused customs building,
braving the cold.
Happily, a thaw seems to be coming.
Turkey and Armenia, divided by regional
disputes and the legacy of the mass murder
of Armenians by Ottoman forces over a
century ago, are talking again. Flights be
tween Yerevan and Istanbul, home to near
ly all of Turkey’s remaining Armenians, re
sumed on February 2nd, after a hiatus of
two years. Weeks earlier, the two countries
launched talks aimed at normalising ties.
(Armenia and Turkey have never estab
lished diplomatic relations.) Armenia’s
foreign minister will attend a conference
in Turkey in March. The opening of the
border may be next.
Armenia is cut oﬀ from the east by Azer
baijan, with which it fought a war less than
two years ago. It is separated from Russia,
its main ally, by Georgia, and largely ex
cluded from regional transport and energy
projects. It has much to gain from direct
trade with Turkey, a market of nearly 85m
people. (Armenia is home to a mere 3m,
and much poorer.) A reopened border
could become its gateway to Europe.
Places like Igdir could undoubtedly use
the boost from trade, too. Turkey’s curren
cy crisis and surging inﬂation, which
reached an annual rate of 49% in January,
have made the region, which was already
one of Turkey’s least developed, even poor
er. At a teahouse in Orta Alican, a village
close to the border, farmers sitting around
a wood stove complain they can no longer
aﬀord fertiliser, whose price has tripled in
only a few months, or diesel. One of the
men recently sold most of his cows be
cause he could not aﬀord animal feed. For
some, the only way to escape poverty has
been to escape altogether. Over the past
year, says Davut, one of the farmers, as ma
ny as 30 men from the village, about one
per household, have upped sticks, many
for Europe. Davut’s own brother was re
cently caught by border guards in Croatia.
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He had sold all his possessions to pay
smugglers over $8,000 for passage to
France. “If I had that much money,” says
Davut, “I would leave as well.”
Over the past three decades, the fate of
the border has hinged on events hundreds
of kilometres to the east, in NagornoKara
bakh, an Armenian enclave inside Azerbai
jan. Turkey closed the border in 1993, out of
solidarity with Azerbaijan, towards the
end of a bloody war that saw Armenian
forces take control of the enclave and occu
py seven neighbouring Azeri districts. In
the war in 2020 Azerbaijan, backed by Tur
key, recaptured much of the region (see
map). Armenia’s defeat means one of the
main obstacles to the reopening of the bor
der, and to Turkey’s rapprochement with
Armenia in general, is now gone.
Turkey and Armenia were on the verge

Noah’s parking

of patching up most of their diﬀerences in
2009, before a backlash from nationalists
on both sides, and from Azerbaijan too, up
ended the process. Things are diﬀerent to
day. Armenia, defeated and more depen
dent than ever on Russia, is negotiating
from a position of weakness. America and
Europe, which once saw the rapproche
ment as a way to dilute Russian inﬂuence
in the Caucasus, are less involved. Turkey
itself has become more cosy with Russia.
The talks in 2009 took place in Zurich. The
current ones are in Moscow.
Normalisation, if it happens, will not
mean reconciliation. Turkey refuses to re
cognise the deaths of 1m or so Armenians
in 191517 as a war crime, much less as geno
cide. Armenians arriving in Igdir would be
aghast to spot a towering statue, featuring
40metre swords raised to the sky, com
memorating the “genocide” not of Arme
nians by Ottoman Turks, but the other way
around. A monument to TurkishArme
nian friendship, built on another section
of the border, was demolished in 2011 after
Recep Tayyip Erdogan, Turkey’s president,
called it a monstrosity.
Attitudes on the ground are less stub
bornly entrenched. Locals in Igdir say that
they would welcome visiting Armenians.
“If the border were to open tomorrow, 99%
of the people here would approve,” says
Murat Yikit, the town’s former mayor. The
opening would of course not transform the
region’s economy or the relationship be
tween the two countries overnight. “But it
would give young people from both sides a
chance to overcome past hatreds,” says Ha
bip Eksik, a local lawmaker from the pro
gressive Peoples’ Democratic Party. There
are some good omens. Earlier this year lo
cals in Orta Alican spotted a group of oﬃ
cials from Turkey’s highways directorate
near the village. They turned out to be car
rying out surveys for a project to widen the
road leading up to the border. n
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Charlemagne Pigs can ﬂy

Southern Europe is reforming itself—and maybe the eu, too

T

he acronym stuck for a decade, no matter how bitterly the
countries it lumped together moaned about it. Being branded
one of the pigs—short for Portugal, Italy, Greece and Spain—as the
euro teetered was to be the perennial butt of bondmarket bully
ing, Eurocrat nagging and German tabloid contempt. But look to
day and the bloc’s Mediterranean fringe is doing rather well. Those
once stuck in the muck in the aftermath of the global ﬁnancial cri
sis are now ﬂying high. Southern Europeans are running their
countries with the competence and reformist zeal all too often
lacking in their northern neighbours. It may be a ﬂash in the pan.
But if it endures, it will come to change the nature of the eu.
The political stars in Europe these days are found down in what
used to be termed “the periphery”. On January 30th António Costa
led his Socialist party to an absolute majority in Portuguese parlia
mentary elections, obviating the need for ungainly coalitions of
the sort now hobbling Germany. On the opposite side of both the
continent and the political spectrum, Kyriakos Mitsotakis of
Greece is the centreright’s undisputed idol, recently hosting Valé
rie Pécresse of France as she sought to burnish her Macronbeat
ing credentials. Between the two is Mario Draghi, who looks set for
a longer stint as Italy’s prime minister after the prospect of his pro
motion to the presidency revealed a lack of any other politician
who could hold his disparate coalition together. By bidding for the
top job Mr Draghi miscalculated. But he was lucky: to be seen as
the only calming force in Italy’s choppy political waters adds to the
already considerable credibility he enjoys. And he may become
president in a year or two.
Better yet, the southerners are achieving the rare feat of com
bining political success with reforms to economies previously
thought unreformable. Mr Costa has gained plaudits since 2015 as
a lefty who also knows how to balance a budget. Italy’s technocrats
are overhauling its creaking courts and overly generous pen
sions—necessary, urgent changes that governments of all stripes
have for decades shirked. Spain, under somewhat more fractious
political leadership, has made useful tweaks to its labour markets.
Greece has worked on digitising a rickety bureaucracy, among ma
ny other things. All are growing faster than the eu as a whole.
When Europe’s problems are pored over today, most ﬁngers

point north and east. Poland and Hungary are challenging Euro
pean norms on the rule of law with as much abandon as Greece
once ignored the bloc’s deﬁcit rules. Germany is sending helmets
to Ukraine when what is really needed are howitzers. Over 40% of
French voters are expected to cast their ballot for extremist candi
dates in April, even though they have suﬀered none of the wrench
ing reforms of the sort undertaken by the dynamic southerners
since the pandemic struck. The Netherlands, once an enthusiastic
pigsbaiter, only recently acquired a government following nine
months of haggling. The previous one had collapsed after a bene
ﬁts snafu plunged thousands into penury. Could nobody from
Athens be dispatched to help them get a grip? Is it time for a visit
from the troika?
To austere types in Berlin or Helsinki who tormented south
erners during the eurozone’s darkest hours a decade ago, the pe
riphery’s success is evidence that tough love works. In their tell
ing, it is the threats and badgering doled out at interminable eu
summits that put southern Europe on the righteous path of tighter
budgets. The beatings continued and morale improved. Reformed
economies were in better shape to handle the pandemic.
Tosh, say their opponents. The pigs are airborne today because
the austerityled playbook of the 2010s has been binned in favour
of solidarity. As covid19 struck, rich countries agreed to an eu
fund that will end up funnelling €750bn ($850bn) in loans and
grants mainly to poor countries. It is this Next Generation (ngeu)
money—Italy alone is entitled to €192bn—that is giving politi
cians there the space to adopt reforms they always would have
supported if they could have aﬀorded them. The Germanic cudgel
ling of yore merely boosted populists, which made enacting
change all the harder. Now, sane politicians are back in charge.
It’s a bird, it’s a plane...
Convincing either side of the merits of the other is a lost cause. All
agree any crowing over southern Europe’s current success is pre
mature. Growth is high mainly because the porcine foursome
slumped hardest during the pandemic. Unemployment remains
high. Reforms still have a long way to go; opponents to change
may simply be biding their time. Public debt levels—over 200% of
gdp in Greece’s case—are worrying. pigs are able to borrow at low
rates only thanks to the ecb snapping up their bonds, a form of
monetarypolicy largesse that inﬂation may soon render unten
able. Italy faces a fractious election by 2023 at the latest. A snow
storm that paralysed Athens two weeks ago acted as a reminder of
the enduring limits of the state there. And what if the Mediterra
nean becomes, once again, the focus of a migration crisis?
For now, though, the southern bloc is enjoying its time in the
sun. Its reforms provide backing for its views on the future of the
union’s economic governance. Arguing against the hasty return of
strict deﬁcit limits is easier if steady gdp growth makes debt seem
manageable. (Not even Germany seems keen on a strict return to
the old rules.) Pleading for more ngeutype funding resonates
more with Dutch voters if they feel their money has supported
useful reforms in countries with which they share a currency.
Convergence between north and south takes some venom out
of what remain poisonous debates around who makes the eu’s
rules and how they are enforced. Beyond being a good thing in it
self, a fastgrowing southern fringe lets both the austere and their
opponents believe their pet economic policy is what created a
richer Europe. While the argument drags on about why pigs are
ﬂying, everyone can look up and enjoy the view. n
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Regional development

Spreading the jam

The government’s long-awaited levelling-up plans have a New Labour tinge

I

ncredible as it may seem, there was a
time when mps did not talk incessantly
about “levelling up”. According to Hansard,
Parliament’s chronicler, the phrase was ut
tered in the House of Commons just 57
times between January 2010 and July 2019,
when Boris Johnson became prime minis
ter. The tally since then is 3,227. A rebrand
ing last September gave Britain a Depart
ment for Levelling Up, Housing and Com
munities. And on February 2nd the govern
ment explained how it would do it.
The aspiration to raise the fortunes of
Britain’s poorer regions burns strongly, for
economic and political reasons. Britain is
highly unequal geographically. Skilled
workers and wellpaid jobs cluster around
London and to a lesser extent the Scottish
lowlands (see map on next page). In 2019
gross value added per person—a measure
of output—was 78% higher in London than
in the United Kingdom as a whole. In the
general election that year the Conservative
Party won many seats outside the charmed
zone, in the Midlands and north of Eng

land. It would like to hold on to them.
The publication of the government’s
levellingup strategy was delayed, partly
because of covid19, partly because Mr
Johnson is not the sort of prime minister
who relishes pulling together a large, com
plex plan involving many departments.
And the strategy almost seems to come
from an earlier era of government. It has a
particularly strong New Labour ﬂavour.
Although Mr Johnson compares level
ling up to integrating the former East Ger
many, he has ruled out a Germanstyle
splurge. The plans come with little new
money. A Shared Prosperity Fund, worth
£2.6bn ($3.5bn) over three years, simply re
places cash that poor regions used to re
ceive from the eu. Some pots of jam that
are currently spread thickly in London will
be distributed more widely. The business
department promises to spend more on re
search and development outside the trian
gle of London, Oxford and Cambridge. Arts
Council England will pay for more culture
outside the capital.

The British state already redistributes
large sums from southeast England to the
rest of the country. In the 201920 ﬁscal
year, London had a net ﬁscal surplus of
£36bn, while the northwest had a deﬁcit
of £23bn. A forthcoming increase in pay
roll taxes will probably widen the gap be
cause it will fall most heavily on wellpaid
workers and their employers. The govern
ment is, in eﬀect, gambling that the metro
politan goose will keep laying golden eggs
even if fed a little less.
The big idea in the white paper is Eng
lish devolution. Further powers for exist
ing metropolitan governments are prom
ised, beginning with Greater Manchester
and the West Midlands, although the gov
ernment is vague about which powers.
Counties including Cornwall, Devon and
Norfolk are invited to start negotiating for
new “county deals”. Those that create di
rectly elected leaders could be in line for
more money and powers, such as a long
term investment fund and the ability to le
vy a supplement to business rates.
But levelling up involves at least as
much centralisation as devolution. The
government has created pots of money,
such as the Towns Fund, and invited se
lected local authorities to bid for a share.
To assess bids, more civil servants are re
quired: the number employed in the Cities
and Local Growth Unit is set to rise from
420 to 750. Sometimes the government
simply announces that places deserve ex
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tra help. It promises to “proactively identi
fy” 20 towns or boroughs that require re
generation. Schools in 55 areas where chil
dren do particularly badly will receive
more money to help retain teachers in
“highpriority subjects”—which have, nat
urally, also been speciﬁed by the govern
ment in Westminster.
In some ways the plans are reminiscent
of those created by the Labour govern
ments under Sir Tony Blair and Gordon
Brown. They feature a list of performance
indicators, such as increasing healthy life
expectancy by ﬁve years and ensuring that
90% of children reach expected standards
in reading, writing and mathematics. Pro
gress will be centrally tracked and reported
on, much as New Labour tracked progress
in cutting child poverty. Trying to regener
ate poor places through cultural spending
was also a New Labour staple. But there is
one big diﬀerence. Sir Tony and Mr Brown
believed that Britain needed a strong Lon
don. Mr Johnson seems to think pretty
much the opposite.
The new plans mention the capital of
ten. The government says that by 2030,
everywhere in England could have powers
like London, and promises “Londonstyle”
transport systems. But there are two ways
of achieving that. The less benign one,
which might be called levelling down, is
proceeding apace. Last year the govern
ment challenged London’s development
master plan. It has bailed out the city’s
transport network, which has been clob
bered by covid19, but only reluctantly and
at the last minute. Transport for London is
now considering drastic cuts to services.
As the mayor, Sadiq Khan, has complained,
even London might not have a London
style transport system for long. n
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Law after Brexit

Digging deep

A quixotic plan to roll back eu law

T

om denning, a Master of the Rolls,
once described European law as “like
an incoming tide.” It was 1974, a year after
Britain signed the accession treaty that
opened its statute book to laws and judg
ments crafted in Brussels and Luxem
bourg. “It ﬂows into the estuaries and up
the rivers. It cannot be held back.”
Four decades later Brexiteers succeeded
in their campaign to stem the ﬂow. But
European law has shaped Britain’s legal
landscape in areas from labour regulations
to banking rules and agricultural practices.
Reworking that terrain is now the objective
of Boris Johnson’s government. On January
31st, as part of a relaunch after revelations
of lockdownbusting parties, he an
nounced its determination to uproot rem
nants of European law from the British
statute book. It is an ideological move. On
ly lawyers will beneﬁt.
Detaching Britain from the European
legal order after the referendum presented
government lawyers with their most com
plex puzzle in decades. Simply quitting
would cause chaos. A mass of eu law would
cease to have any eﬀect. Legal certainty
about the interplay between British and
European laws would end. That was a
nightmare prospect for judges, businesses
and citizens, all of whom need clarity
about what is permitted and forbidden,
which rulings count as precedents and
which laws take precedence.
Under Mr Johnson’s predecessor, The
resa May, the government settled on an el
egant solution. A vast act snapshotted all
eu law on exit day and “onshored” it, with a
copy kept in the National Archives. It
formed a new kind of hybrid: created by
Parliament, but with many qualities of
European law, taking precedence over old
domestic statues and normally interpreted
by judges as if Britain had never left the
bloc. Over time Parliament could pass new
laws that amended old eu ones, laying new
earth over old and letting Britain’s spell in
Europe subside into legal history.
Many Brexiteers thought it an artful sol
ution, compatible with Britain’s new inde
pendence. It is a mark of how ideologically
brittle Brexit has become that Mr Johnson
feels compelled to undo it. The project of
ridding the statute book of traces of Euro
pean law, dubbed “Operation Bleach” in
side the government, was the hobbyhorse
of Lord Frost, the former chief eu negotia
tor, who resigned from the cabinet before

Christmas. His ambition lives on.
A catalogue of remnants of eu law will
be compiled, open to the public so citizens
can track its erasure. Rather than wait for
Parliament to legislate for new rules cover
ing planes, chemicals, cosmetic surgery
and so on over time, ministers propose a
new power to rewrite retained eu law via
secondary legislation. This would sidestep
any need for an Act of Parliament. The gov
ernment says speed is essential to shape
regulations suited to fastmoving indus
tries. (And anyway, says Suella Braverman,
the attorneygeneral, many eu laws had
“no democratic legitimacy” to start with.)
Lawyers fret about a signiﬁcant shift in
power from lawmakers to Whitehall. Sec
ondary legislation is scrutinised only
lightly; the House of Commons has not an
nulled a statutory instrument since 1979.
The plans run counter to the Brexiteers’
avowed aim of returning power to the leg
islature. “If the idea is to restore true sover
eignty to Parliament,” says Sylvia de Mars
of Newcastle Law School, “then Parliament
needs to consider issues of substance.”
Root and branch
More quixotic is a plan to “normalise” re
tained eu law, and thus change the basis on
which judges handle it. Ministers are con
sidering whether to strip it of its suprema
cy over preBrexit domestic law, and to re
move the need for judges to heed old eu
court judgments and legal principles when
interpreting it. Ministers acknowledge this
risks introducing legal uncertainty. Com
plex court cases over, say, ﬁnancial deriva
tives could now involve days of chewing
over abstract questions that were previ
ously crystalclear. A workaround will be
required in order to resolve clashing laws,
the government admits. The Bar Council,
the barristers’ professional body, calls it a
“litigator’s dream”.
All this is a strange use of ministers’ en
ergies, when the government is making
sluggish progress on designing new regu
latory systems outside the eu. Without
radical reform, Brexiteers admit, Britain
cannot hope to make up for the economic
cost of leaving the bloc. Lord Frost had
hoped to hire a big name from America or
Australia to lead the Brexit Opportunities
Unit, a Whitehall body tasked with leading
this work. But the salary did not attract top
notch candidates, and the unit remains
without a permanent head.
Vote Leave, the Brexit campaign, put the
beneﬁts of divergence at £33bn a year; the
government has downgraded that to £1bn.
Daniel Hannan, a leading Brexiteer, has
called its plans “thin, watery, tasteless gru
el”. Still, ministers spy a chance to write the
rulebooks for emerging sectors such as ar
tiﬁcial intelligence, geneediting and self
driving cars. That would be more useful
than raking over welltrodden ground. n
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Bagehot Gray day, Gray day

Every part of the British establishment has debased itself

P

eople lash out when cornered and Boris Johnson is no excep
tion. In a badtempered debate in Parliament on January 31st,
mps picked over a summary report into a series of illegal parties in
Downing Street—including Mr Johnson’s own ﬂat—and other lo
cations during lockdown. Sir Keir Starmer, Labour’s leader, called
on the prime minister to resign and labelled him “unworthy of his
responsibilities”. Mr Johnson in turn repeated a misleading far
right meme by accusing Sir Keir, a former director of public prose
cutions, of failing to charge Jimmy Savile, a former children’s en
tertainer and Britain’s most notorious paedophile.
It was a low point in a scandal that has debased the entire Brit
ish establishment. Everyone from the prime minister to the police
to the civil service bears some of the blame. The report, by Sue
Gray, a senior civil servant, criticised “failures of leadership” that
allowed 16 parties to go ahead while the country was in lockdown.
A dozen are being looked into by the police, whose investigations
may take months. After a contemptible performance in Parlia
ment, Mr Johnson’s future as prime minister looks shakier. Yet the
rot extends well beyond the current resident of Downing Street.
Take Britain’s civil service. It prides itself on being a Rolls
Royce institution. But its involvement in the succession of parties
suggests that a better comparison would be to a Morris Minor.
Martin Reynolds, Mr Johnson’s principal private secretary, is sup
posed to be a cunning bureaucrat, able to understand base politics
and the complicated machinery of Whitehall. Instead, he invited
more than 100 people to a boozeup during a national lockdown,
reminding them via email to bring their own bottles. He resem
bles a hapless lackey of Stringer Bell, a druglord in hbo’s “The
Wire”, slapped down for minuting a meeting of heroin dealers: “Is
you taking notes on a criminal fucking conspiracy?”
The civil service’s initial investigation was cackhanded. When
reports of parties emerged before Christmas, Simon Case, the in
experienced cabinet secretary, was asked to look into what had
gone on. He later had to recuse himself after it emerged that his of
ﬁce had hosted a pub quiz during lockdown. The job was then
handed to Ms Gray, a backroom ﬁxer notorious among transparen
cy campaigners for blocking freedomofinformation requests.
If the civil service botched its investigation, so did the Metro

politan Police. At ﬁrst, it took the unpopular but understandable
decision not to investigate historic breaches of pandemic regula
tions, which were usually punished in summary fashion by small
ish ﬁnes. Hypocrisy among politicians and civil servants is inad
visable, but not itself criminal. The Met then uturned and investi
gated. Worse, it demanded that Ms Gray excise details in her report
concerning parties it was looking into. With touching naivety,
lawyers suggested that would ensure that the evidence given to
police had not been preedited by witnesses in order to ﬁt the facts
revealed by Ms Gray—as if the thought of coordinating stories
might never otherwise have crossed the minds of those involved
in a potentially careerending scandal.
With the Met involved, however, conspiracy is less likely than
cockup. Screwing up an investigation into illegal parties in one of
Britain’s most heavily guarded locales is about par for the course
for Britain’s biggest police force. Its enforcement of covid regula
tions was erratic. Last March it broke up a vigil in memory of Sarah
Everard, a 33yearold who had been raped and murdered by one of
its own oﬃcers during the spring lockdown. Yet oﬃcials smug
gling suitcases clinking with wine bottles were left unchallenged.
Journalists revelled in revealing the juicy details that triggered
public rage. During one party drunken attendees reportedly broke
a swing in the Downing Street garden that belonged to the prime
minister’s twoyearold son. But the scandal also highlighted the
cosy relationship between Downing Street and the press. One par
ty was for James Slack, the prime minister’s departing spokesman.
His next job? Deputy editor of the Sun. Oddly the tabloid, usually
ferocious in its reporting, failed to land the scoop.
Norms that once governed British politics are no more. mps so
berly declare that Mr Johnson should resign if he has broken the
ministerial code, the rules by which the country’s leaders are sup
posed to abide. Lying to Parliament, as Mr Johnson was repeatedly
accused of doing, is one such crime. But legally, the code is little
more than a pdf on a website. And in any case, the prime minister
has the ﬁnal say. For an indication of how seriously Mr Johnson
takes the document, read his foreword to the latest version, which
begins: “The mission of this Government is to deliver Brexit…for
the purpose of uniting and reenergising our whole United King
dom and making this country the greatest place on earth.” At least
it omitted the thumbsup and Union ﬂag emojis.
Bad chap theory
The prime minister has no intention of resigning, whatever the
code says. Instead, the question moves to those around him. Do
they have the courage to chuck him out? It could be done with 54
letters from Conservative mps to a backbench committee calling
for a noconﬁdence vote, followed by a majority of mps in a secret
ballot. That wouldbe regicides do not yet have the numbers indi
cates a paucity of alternatives. It is just two years since Mr Johnson
won an 87seat majority, on the Conservatives’ largest voteshare
since 1979. Tory mps will stick with Mr Johnson for as long as they
think he is their best bet for retaining their seats and staying in
power. He is the product of a broken system, not its cause.
In Parliament on January 31st, Sir Keir wound up with a simple
attack on the prime minister: “He is a man without shame.” Unfor
tunately, British politics relies on shame to function. The country
still runs on the “good chap” theory of government: the idea that
politicians abide by the invisible lines of the constitution. An ab
sence of legal constraints requires an abundance of personal re
straint, and Mr Johnson has none. A bad chap can go a long way. n
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Welfare in poor countries

Just keep us alive
KAMPALA , NEW DE LHI AND S ÃO PAULO

The pandemic has prodded the governments of some poor countries to rethink
how they should provide welfare

F

radia Bulage, a school nurse in Kam
pala, Uganda’s capital, says the 100,000
shillings ($29) the government gave her
last year through a scheme to help the
country’s poorest 500,000 households was
not nearly enough. The oneoﬀ payment
amounted to about a week of her prepan
demic salary. Her school, like all Uganda’s,
had been closed for the best part of two
years, due to covid19 lockdowns, and re
opened only last month. Strapped for cash,
she stopped paying utility bills. Instead of
turning on the tap she bought water by the
jerrycan; for light she relied on candles.
Her mother, who lives in a village, sent cas
sava in the hope of saving Ms Bulage’s
household from hunger.
Still, Ms Bulage is luckier than many
Ugandans. Barbra Nakyeyune, who runs a
liquor shop nearby, was badly hit by the
dusktodawn curfew under covid, so she
too registered for the handout. “But we
never got any money,” Ms Nakyeyune says.
“Not even a message apologising.” She was

afraid she wouldn’t be able to aﬀord the
fees for her children’s education when
schools reopened.
Nearby, in an oﬃce piled high with
bundled documents, Geoﬀrey Kirabira, the
local boss at the lowest rung of govern
ment, explains what went wrong. It was a
Thursday evening, he recalls, when he was
told to draw up lists of beneﬁciaries by
Monday. Who should get help? Uganda has
no central database whereby the poorest of
the country’s 46m people can be identiﬁed.
“Who do you leave out?” he asks.
Around the world, covid and the restric
tive measures that have been imposed to
limit its spread pushed about 110m people
into extreme poverty in 2020, says the
World Data Lab, a Viennabased ﬁrm fund
ed by the German government that collates
statistics from un agencies, the imf and
the World Bank. It calculates the ﬁgures to
be around 30m in subSaharan Africa, 9m
in Latin America and 42m in India.
Covid has thrown hosts of Ugandans,

even from the middle class, into diﬃcul
ties. Teachers, waiters, drivers and traders
have all had lives shattered by the virus.
“All are needy,” says Mr Kirabira. The distri
bution of cash handouts, in any case deri
sorily small, was “haphazardly executed”,
he concedes. The payments, even if they
had been fairly administered and well tar
geted, would have reached only the poorest
56% of households. Giving money to
everyone would have been simpler, but far
too expensive. More than a third of Ugan
dans live in extreme poverty (that is, on
less than $1.90 a day), according to the
World Data Lab.
The Ugandan state collects about
400,000 shillings ($110) of revenue per per
son a year. Even with the addition of loans
and foreign aid, its budget is meagre. To
give every adult a cash transfer of 100,000
shillings would have cost more than the
entire annual healthcare budget. Uganda
has had a relatively low incidence of covid,
with around 162,000 cases and 3,500
deaths reported so far. But the true ﬁgures
are likely to be far higher; barely 4% of the
population has been fully vaccinated, ac
cording to the Johns Hopkins University’s
covid tracker.
Existing socialprotection schemes are
paltry and narrowly targeted. At the start of
the pandemic the government bolstered a
grant to those over 80; after a pause for
modiﬁcations, it now issues two lump
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sum payments a year rather than monthly
handouts. Such programmes, as in many
parts of the poor world, require recipients
to have national identiﬁcation cards. Mil
lions of Ugandans do not.
Some local oﬃcials simply registered
their friends instead of the neediest. Oppo
sition politicians complained that the rul
ing party beneﬁted itself. Some bigwigs
suggested that giving people free cash
would make them lazy.
Uganda’s tribulations illustrate many of
the puzzles over how to save the very poor
est from destitution and even death.
Should schemes concentrate on the distri
bution of free food, which often skews
markets and makes peasant farmers even
poorer? Or is the straightforward transfer
of cash a more reliable way of averting di
saster, albeit in the short term?
If cash is best, how should it be distri
buted—in wads of paper money, by vouch
ers, or through mobilephone payments,
such as Kenya’s mpesa system? And how
should the very poorest be identiﬁed and
targeted, when millions of citizens, espe
cially in subSaharan Africa, eke a living
entirely outside central databases.
Worldwide some 2bn workers who
make ends meet doing informal jobs such
as hawking snacks and cleaning homes
saw their livelihoods shrivel overnight, as
social distancing and lockdowns came in
to force. As covid hit everyone more or less
at once, many millions of people could no
longer fall back on their usual last resort,
such as loans from family and neighbours,
or remittances from relatives abroad.
But the World Bank, among others,
spies some glimmers of improvement.
Poverty may now be falling slightly again,
as governments distribute vaccines and
economic activity resumes. Some poor
countries have provided emergency assis
tance to the poor with unprecedented
speed. In the ﬁrst year of the pandemic the
World Bank counted more than 3,300 new
welfare programmes, roughly a quarter of
which have been in poor countries.
All told, the world’s governments have
spent almost $3trn on covidrelated wel
fare schemes between the start of the pan
demic and May last year, at least four times
as much as during the global ﬁnancial cri
sis of 200809. The vast majority of the
spending—87%—was in rich countries.
The very poorest ones accounted for just
0.05% (see chart 1).
But even governments of similar means
have varied in their generosity. Latin
American ones spent $90bn on emergency
transfers in 2020, falling to $45bn in the
ﬁrst ten months of 2021. Argentina has lav
ished 5.3% of gdp on its struggling citi
zens. Mexico, by contrast, has been rela
tively stingy, shelling out less than 1% of
gdp in extra spending and revenue for
gone, according to the imf.

International

1

To them that hath…
Global welfare spending during covid-19
By income group, Mar 2020-May 2021, $bn
High-income countries $2,563.4
Upper-middle $336.7
Lower-middle $10.9
Low $1.3
Source: World Bank

Some poorcountry governments have
built new welfare programmes from
scratch. Togo, for example, has been
praised for getting a digital cashtransfer
scheme oﬀ the ground in just ten days.
Citizens could register for the scheme with
a mobile phone. Many of Togo’s poorest
people work in informal jobs outside the
tax system. The government identiﬁed
them by perusing a recent voters’ register,
which included information on what peo
ple do and where they live, then created
mobile wallets, into which it began depos
iting about $20 a month. For a dirtpoor
country of under 9m people with a gdp per
person of only $2,223 a year even after ad
justing for the low cost of living, that is
quite an achievement.
Uncowed by cash
Other African countries have expanded
cashtransfer schemes with rare speed.
One in Angola went from covering about
5,800 people before covid to more than
7.7m. In Madagascar coverage rose from
192,000 of its 28m people to about 2m.
Since long before the virus struck, de
velopment economists have argued about
the best methods to raise the poor out of
poverty, not to mention how to rescue
them in times of emergency. Brazil’s Bolsa
Família, which has been credited with re
ducing the country’s poverty rate by a quar
ter, has helped build a consensus that cash
is generally the most eﬃcient way to help
2
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the poor without skewing markets, as
handouts of food and guarantees of em
ployment often do. At the same time, sub
sidising staples, such as bread and rice, or
fertilisers and essential fuels, such as pet
rol and kerosene, is increasingly frowned
upon, partly because this cossets the mid
dle class as well as the poor, and so punch
es big holes in national budgets.
Bolsa Família (now renamed) is a con
ditional cashtransfer scheme that re
quires recipients to show that their chil
dren get regular health checkups and go to
school. From 2003 to 2010 it grew into the
largest such scheme in the world, with
more than 30m Brazilians escaping pover
ty by 2014 out of a population that then
numbered 203m. The beneﬁts have been
paid mainly to women, by a chip card.
When the virus struck, Brazil’s populist
rightwing government under Jair Bolso
naro announced that it would pay 600
reais (then worth $112) a month to 68m Bra
zilians, a third of the population, in what it
called auxílio emergencial (emergency aid).
Single mothers got twice as much. Includ
ing jobretention schemes, the overall cost
of assistance was 8% of gdp. The govern
ment has since pared its generosity, but by
last October 35m Brazilians still beneﬁted..
A number of governments in Africa,
even though they have comparatively tiny
economies from which to fund such pay
ments, have been inspired by Brazil’s ex
ample. Even before the pandemic they had
made big steps towards setting up welfare
programmes. In 2013 Senegal started to dis
tribute cash to the poorest households in a
scheme that covers about 20% of the popu
lation of 17m. Tanzania’s main welfare
policy, known as the Productive Social
Safety Net, created in the same year, now
helps over 1m households. Recipients earn
extra cash as labourers on publicworks
projects or for ensuring that their children
go to school and health clinics. Uganda is
piloting a cashforwork scheme in the
northwestern town of Arua.
One lesson from the pandemic is that
cash, however, is not always a panacea. It is
of limited use when shops are shut or sup
plychain disruptions send the price of ba
sic goods soaring. Housewives in the
slums of New Delhi have another worry:
when they are given food, they tend to use
it immediately to feed their children, but if
the government hands out money, land
lords and creditors immediately come
knocking. Besides, cash handouts can take
a long time to reach the very poor. One stu
dy of 53 low and middleincome countries
found it took an average of 107 days from
the ﬁrst reported case of covid until the
ﬁrst payments were made.
Even when cashtransfer programmes
are up and running in poor countries, the
funds on oﬀer are usually measly. Many
governments are limited in what they can
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spend because they are heavily in debt—
some on the brink of default—or have puny
tax bases. Since covid hit India, its govern
ment has made three rounds of cash pay
ments into 200m women’s accounts. Each
payment, however, was only 500 rupees
($6.70), barely enough for a few meals for a
family in a city like Delhi. In the Republic
of Congo the cash transfers can be as low as
5,000 cfa francs ($8.56) a month. New
cashtransfer schemes worldwide have
lasted on average for just four months.
Just get it there
However miserly or generous handouts
are, there is still the problem of distribut
ing them. Technology, naturally, can speed
up delivery. Within months of the virus’s
arrival in Thailand, the government had
managed to register 23m farmers and in
formal workers, over half the workingage
population, for a new scheme. Around 6m
of South Africa’s 59m people registered on
line for a pandemicaid programme within
a few weeks of its inauguration.
Some governments continue to rely on
lowtech ways to distribute money. But the
pandemic revealed new ﬂaws with that.
The Peruvian authorities moved fast to
proﬀer emergency cash when the virus hit
but eschewed digital transfers. The long
queues of people at branches of the state
bank, however, rapidly turned into super
spreaders. Peru had one of the world’s
highest death rates from covid.
Other new cashtransfer schemes, es
pecially in subSaharan Africa, rely on digi
tal payments. Yet these often exclude the
neediest. Over half the world’s population
does not use mobile internet. Around 6%,
mostly in poor countries, live in areas
without any broadband coverage. Getting
online can be much too expensive for
those living in penury.
The very poor, especially women and
the old, tend to lack the most basic tech
skills . In New Delhi, Amrita Johri of Satark
Nagrik Sangathan, a citizens’ group, spent
days helping poor families sign up for
emergency food handouts during India’s
long lockdown. The process involved ﬁll
ing in a form online, getting a onetime
password sent to a mobile phone, photo
graphing the beneﬁciary’s government
identity card, then converting it to the
right ﬁle format before uploading it. This
can baﬄe even a boﬃn, says Ms Johri.
In another Delhi slum a woman called
Kandadevi, who knows neither her age nor
family name, has paid middlemen hun
dreds of rupees to help her register on Aad
haar, India’s pioneering biometric identity
system, to help her get government assis
tance and a vaccination. Another poor
woman, Arpana Haldar, cannot get food
handouts for her family because she, like
everyone else living in similar shacks, has
no proof of address.
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Some countries have been been adept at
ﬁnding ways around such obstacles. Na
mibia’s government let up to ten applica
tions for emergency aid to be submitted
through a single sim card, so that house
holds without a mobile phone could bor
row from neighbours. South Africa’s said it
would send volunteers into poor town
ships to help people apply for aid.
In any case, it is exceedingly hard for
governments to identify precisely who
most deserves help, however delivered, es
pecially when the pot is small. Some devel
opment specialists are against “poverty
targeting”, whereby governments try to
identify the very poorest by meanstesting.
Shahra Razavi of the International Labour
Organisation (ilo) says unduly tough eligi
bility rules “erect barriers that people have
to jump through to get peanuts at the end”.
Technology can help with selecting
beneﬁciaries. Togo’s government has ex
panded cash handouts beyond informal
workers as lockdowns have been lifted. It
has used whizzy methods to ﬁnd needy
households, such as satellite imagery to
identify the poorest communities based
on population density. It has used algo
rithms and anonymous mobilephone re
cords to assess individuals’ consumption
and thus how poor they are.
But narrowly targeting programmes
can be expensive. The ilo reckons that the
cost of selecting beneﬁciaries soaks up be
tween 10% and 15% of the value of the
handouts, not counting any waste from
graft. And even then, the administrators
often miss the worst oﬀ in poor countries,
like Uganda, which have incomplete tax
and payroll databases.
Some poor governments try to simplify
things by oﬀering beneﬁts for particular
categories of people. Many countries, such
as Bolivia, give speciﬁc handouts to preg

Nimble fingers and big brains needed

nant women, the elderly or the disabled—
all easily identiﬁable groups. Others have
set up “selftargeted” schemes, such as In
dia’s rural employment guarantee, where
by gruelling manual work is oﬀered with
low pay, so there is little risk of the welloﬀ
signing on. Last year this provided paid
work to 112m people, many of whom would
otherwise have been destitute.
All this heartening experimentation
and innovation encompassed by new wel
fare schemes in the poor world, however,
does not ﬁx their fundamental ﬂaw: there
is not enough money behind them. The
amounts of cash dished out in the poorest
countries, mainly in Africa, remain mi
nuscule. Whereas rich countries spent
$847 per person to provide extra beneﬁts,
over the ﬁrst year or so of the pandemic,
the World Bank reckons, 17 of the poorest
countries spent a pitiable $4 per person.
Beware of cheery statistics
Regional data often disguise this grim real
ity, since the poorest countries tend to be
bundled up statistically with middlein
come places. In Africa, for instance, Egypt,
Morocco and South Africa skew the num
bers on average welfare spending. The
World Bank concedes that its estimates,
though probably the best available, have
gaps. It has full ﬁnancial data for only
about 15% of the welfare programmes it
tracks. And its sample includes only 33 out
of Africa’s 48 subSaharan countries. Most
of the missing ones are so poor they strug
gle to collect proper data.
Still, it is good that governments in
countries blighted by poverty have been
pondering how to build welfare systems,
in some cases virtually from scratch. If co
vid has prodded them into thinking more
ﬂexibly, it is a rare beneﬁt of the dreadful
plague. Let it be seized. n
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Business and labour (1)

Talent wars
BUFFALO

Companies are falling over themselves to attract workers—and reshaping
American business in the process

D

cl logistics, like so many American
ﬁrms, had a problem last year. Its busi
ness, fulﬁlling orders of goods sold online,
faced surging demand. But competition for
warehouse workers was ﬁerce, wages were
rising and staﬀ turnover was high. So dcl
made two changes. It bought robots to pick
items oﬀ shelves and place them in boxes.
And it reduced its reliance on parttime
workers by hiring more fulltime staﬀ.
“What we save in having temp employees,
we lose in productivity,” explains Dave Tu,
dcl’s president. Fulltime payroll has dou
bled in the past year, to 280.
As American companies enter another
year of uncertainty, the workforce has be
come bosses’ principal concern. Chief ex
ecutives cite worker shortages as the great
est threat to their businesses in 2022, ac
cording to a survey by the Conference
Board, a research organisation. On January
28th the Labour Department reported that
ﬁrms had spent 4% more on wages and
beneﬁts in the fourth quarter, year on year,
a rise not seen in 20 years. Paycheques of

everyone from McDonald’s burgerﬂippers
to Citigroup bankers are growing fatter.
This goes some way to explaining why pro
ﬁt margins in the s&p 500 index of large
companies, which have deﬁed gravity in
the pandemic, are starting to decline. On
February 2nd Meta spooked investors by
reporting a dip in proﬁts, due in part to a
rise in employeerelated costs as it moves
from Facebook and its sister social net
works into the virtualreality metaverse.
At the same time, ﬁrms of all sizes and
sectors are testing new ways to recruit,
train and deploy staﬀ. Some of these strat
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egies will be temporary. Others may re
shape American business.
The current jobs market looks extra
ordinary by historical standards. Decem
ber saw 10.9m job openings, up by more
than 60% from December 2019. Just six
workers were available for every ten open
jobs (see chart 1 on next page). Predictably,
many seem comfortable abandoning old
positions to seek better ones. This is evi
dent among those who clean bedsheets
and stock shelves, as well as those building
spreadsheets and selling stocks. In No
vember 4.5m workers quit their jobs, a re
cord. Even if rising wages and an ebbing
pandemic lure some of them back to work,
the ﬁght for staﬀ may endure.
For decades American ﬁrms slurped
from a deepening pool of labour, as more
women entered the workforce and globali
sation greatly expanded the ranks of po
tential hires. That expansion has now
mostly run its course, says Andrew Schwe
del of Bain, a consultancy. Simultaneously,
other trends have conspired to make the la
bour pool shallower than it might have
been. Men continue to slump out of the job
market: the share of men aged 25 to 54
either working or looking for work was
88% at the end of last year, down from 97%
in the 1950s. Immigration, which plunged
during Donald Trump’s nativist presiden
cy, has sunk further, to less than a quarter
of the level in 2016. And covid19 may have
prompted more than 2.4m baby boomers
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into early retirement, according to the Fed
eral Reserve Bank of St Louis.
These trends will not reverse quickly.
Boomers won’t sprint back to work en
masse. With Republicans hostile to outsid
ers and Democrats squabbling over visas
for skilled ones, a surge in immigration
looks unlikely. Some men have returned to
the workforce since the depths of the covid
recession in 2020, but the male participa
tion rate has plateaued below prepandem
ic levels. A tight labour market may persist.
Both workers and employers are adapt
ing. For the most part, they are doing so
outside the construct of collective bargain
ing. Despite a ﬂurry of activity—Starbucks
baristas in Buﬀalo and Amazon workers in
Alabama will hold union votes in Febru
ary—unions remain weak. Last year 10.3%
of American workers were unionised,
matching the record low of 2019. Within
the private sector, the unionisation rate is
just 6.1%. Strikes and pickets will be a
headache for some bosses. But it is quits
that could cause them sleepless nights.
Pay as they go
Companies’ most straightforward tactic to
deal with worker shortages is to raise pay. If
ﬁrms are to part with cash, they prefer the
inducements to be oneoﬀ rather than re
curring and sticky, as with higher wages.
That explains a proliferation of fat bonus
es. Before the Christmas rush Amazon be
gan oﬀering workers a $3,000 signon
sweetener. Compensation for lawyers at
America’s top 50 ﬁrms rose by 16.5% last
year, in part thanks to bonuses, according
to a survey by Citigroup and Hildebrandt, a
consultancy. In January Bank of America
said it would give staﬀ $1bn in restricted
stock, which vests over time.
But base pay is rising, too. Bank of
America says it will raise its minimum
wage to $25 by 2025. In September Wal
mart, America’s largest private employer,
set its minimum wage at $12 an hour, be
low many states’ requirement of $1314 but
well above the federal minimum wage of
$7.25. Amazon has lifted average wages in
1
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its warehouses to $18. The average hourly
wage for production and nonsupervisory
employees in December was 5.8% above
the level a year earlier; compared with a
4.7% jump for all privatesector workers.
Firms face pressure to lift them higher still.
High inﬂation ensured that only workers
in leisure and hospitality saw a real in
crease in hourly pay last year (see chart 2).
Raising compensation may not, on its
own, be suﬃcient for companies to over
come the labour squeeze, however. This is
where the other strategies come in, start
ing with changes to recruitment. To deal
with the fact that, for some types of job,
there simply are not enough qualiﬁed can
didates to ﬁll vacancies, many businesses
are loosening hiring criteria previously
deemed a prerequisite.
The share of job postings that list “no
experience required” more than doubled
from January 2020 to September 2021,
reckons Burning Glass, an analytics ﬁrm.
Easing rigid preconditions may be sensi
ble, even without a labour shortage. A four
year degree, argues Joseph Fuller of Har
vard Business School, is an unreliable
guarantor of a worker’s worth. The Busi
ness Roundtable and the us Chamber of
Commerce, two business groups, have
urged companies to ease requirements
that job applicants have a fouryear univer
sity degree, advising them to value work
ers’ skills instead.
Another way to deal with a shortage of
qualiﬁed staﬀ is for ﬁrms to impart the
qualiﬁcations themselves. In September,
the most recent month for which Burning
Glass has data, the share of job postings
that oﬀer training was more than 30%
higher than in January 2020. New provid
ers of training are proliferating, from uni
versityrun “bootcamps” to shortterm
programmes by specialists such as General
Assembly and big employers themselves.
Employers in Buﬀalo have hired General
Assembly to run datatraining schemes for
local workers who are broadly able but who
lack speciﬁc tech skills. Google, a technol
ogy giant, says it will consider workers
who earn its online certiﬁcate in data ana
lytics, for example, to be equivalent to a
worker with a fouryear degree.
Besides revamping recruitment and
training, companies are modifying how
their workers work. Some positions are ob
jectively bad, with low pay, unpredictable
scheduling and little opportunity for
growth. Zeynep Ton of the mit Sloan
School of Management contends that mak
ing lowwage jobs more appealing im
proves retention and productivity, which
supports proﬁts in the long term. As inter
esting as Walmart’s pay increases, she ar
gues, are the retail behemoth’s manage
ment changes. Last year it said that two
thirds of the more than 565,000 hourly
workers in its stores would work full time,
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up from about half in 2016. They would
have predictable schedules week to week
and more structured mentorship. Other
companies may take note. Many of the
complaints raised by labour organisers at
Starbucks and Amazon have as much to do
with safety and stress on the job as they do
wages or beneﬁts.
Companies that cannot ﬁnd enough
workers are trying to do with fewer of
them. Sometimes that means trimming
services. Many hotel chains, including Hil
ton, have made daily housekeeping op
tional. “We’ve been very thoughtful and
cautious about what positions we ﬁll,” Dar
ren Woods, boss of ExxonMobil, told the
oil giant’s investors on February 1st.
Increasingly, this also involves invest
ments in automation. Orders of robots last
year surpassed the prepandemic high in
both volume and value, according to the
Association for Advancing Automation.
ups, a shipping ﬁrm, is boosting produc
tivity with more automated bagging and
labelling; new electronic tags will elimi
nate millions of manual scans each day.
New business models are pushing
things along. Consider McEntire Produce
in Columbia, South Carolina. Each year
more than 45,000 tonnes of sliced lettuce,
tomatoes and onions move through its fac
tory. Workers pack them in bags, place bags
in boxes and stack boxes on pallets des
tined for fastfood restaurants. McEntire
has raised wages, but staﬀ turnover re
mains high. Even as worker costs have
climbed, the upfront expense of automa
tion has sunk. So the ﬁrm plans to install
new robots to box and stack. It will lease
these from a new company called Formic,
which oﬀers robots at an hourly rate that is
less than half the cost of a McEntire worker
doing the same job. By 2025 McEntire
wants to automate 60% of its volume, with
robots handling the backbreaking work
and workers performing tasks that require
more skill. One new position, introduced
in the past year, looks permanent: a man
ager whose sole job is to listen to and sup
port staﬀ so they do not quit. n
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Business and labour (2)

Depopulation pressure

BE RLIN

How German companies court employees

H

oyerswerda, bautzen, Kamenz and
Radeberg are cities in the eastern Ger
man state of Saxony that lost tens of thou
sands of inhabitants, especially the young
and the educated, after the collapse of
communism. Once a coalmining hub,
Hoyerswerda has seen its population
shrink from 70,000 inhabitants in 1985 to
32,000; the average burgher is 53 years old.
In all four cities baby boomers are retiring
or preparing to. Worried about staﬀ short
ages, in 2019 the quartet’s city halls and two
dozen local employers launched the “late
shift” programme. It involves busing local
teenagers around factories, workshops
and oﬃces in the afternoons to encourage
them to sign up for an apprenticeship.
Worker shortages are a huge problem in
Germany. The country’s workforce may
peak soon in absolute terms and could
shrink by up to 5m by 2030. Covid19 has
made the problem worse. Early in the pan
demic, lockdowns and a recession meant
that lots of German companies had too ma
ny workers, plenty of whom ended up in
statesupported furlough schemes. As the
economy has reopened, they ﬁnd them
selves with too few.
And coopting new staﬀ is only getting
harder. Employees, especially young ones,
increasingly seek greater security. Having
watched some lines of business such as
hotels or airlines shut down almost entire
ly, they would prefer a safe job in public ad
ministration over the private sector, says
Zuzanna Blazek at the German Economic
Institute, a thinktank.
Last October 43% of ﬁrms said their
business was suﬀering because of the lack
of skilled labour, up from 23% a year earlier
and the most since German reuniﬁcation
in 1990, according to a survey of 9,000
companies by kfw, the state development
bank, and Ifo, a thinktank. Services were
hardest hit, followed by manufacturing.
The shortage of skilled workers is now so
serious that it is “dramatically slowing
down our economy”, warned Christian
Dürr, a leader of the promarket Free
Democrat Party, last month. He thinks Ger
many needs to attract about 400,000 im
migrant workers per year to soften the eco
nomic impact of an ageing society.
Even though many Germans share Mr
Dürr’s proimmigration stance, his goal
cannot be met overnight. Because German
companies need employees now, they are
pulling out all the stops to come across as

an attractive place to work. Some of their
eﬀorts look similar to what is happening in
places like America (see previous article).
Many are extensions of existing schemes
designed to stave oﬀ the spectre of a
shrinking workforce.
The obvious—and universal—way to
secure enough employees is to pay them
more. Since German workers are already
among the bestpaid in the world, compa
nies have little room for manoeuvre. Still,
rises are coming. The new government is
increasing the statutory minimum wage in
several steps from €9.60 ($10.10) in 2021 to
€12 by the end of the year. Higher earners
can count on a modest increase, too. In a
poll published last month, Ifo found that
78% of companies expect wages to go up
this year, by an average of 4.7%—in line
with union demands of around 5% and
above the 3.3% inﬂation forecast the feder
al government has for 2022.
Social engineering
Another popular pandemic strategy
around the world is for employers to oﬀer
more ﬂexible work arrangements. Allianz,
a big insurer, has launched a new “ways of
working” programme that includes op
tions such as working remotely at least
40% of the time, up to 25 days a year abroad
and travelling signiﬁcantly less for busi
ness. Some German ﬁrms are taking this to
the extreme. Bosch, an engineering con
glomerate, lets workers pick one of 100
models of working hours. It has extended
jobsharing, where two people divvy up re
sponsibilities so that each can work part

time, to senior management positions.
Like their counterparts in other rich
countries, employers are also advertising
their concern for employees’ wellbeing.
They have long oﬀered help with child
care. Bosch and Siemens, another industri
al giant, both run daycare centres for em
ployees’ oﬀspring. Now they are expand
ing the range of assistance. Bosch has
spent €75m on a health centre at its head
quarters in Abstatt where employees have
access to counselling, physiotherapy, a
gym and a climbing wall. Delivery Hero, an
online fooddelivery ﬁrm based in Berlin,
oﬀers workers virtual yoga classes, gym
memberships, accounts at Headspace, a
meditation ﬁrm, and subsidised bike rent
als. Allianz lets staﬀ take “focus time”
where no meetings are scheduled, and its
“global meeting etiquette” limits meetings
to 25 or 50 minutes and allows for a break
between calls. In addition, it provides
mentalhealth support, including to em
ployees who prefer to remain anonymous.
Deutschland ag is also leaning ever
more heavily on its worldrenowned train
ing and apprenticeship schemes. Bosch
works closely with prestigious institutions
such as the Technical University of Munich
and the Institute for Technology in Karls
ruhe, where its representatives hold lec
tures and other events for students, as well
as oﬀering them internships and training.
Allianz encourages employees to devote an
hour of work time a week to take one of
more than 10,000 courses, from graphic
design to big data. Siemens spends €175m a
year on training and retraining its workers
in Germany (plus nearly as much doing so
in its overseas operations). On top of that,
it currently oﬀers 3,700 domestic appren
ticeships, considerably more than a few
years ago. Smaller ﬁrms have fewer re
sources but no less getupandgo. Despite
operating in Germany’s most depopulated
region, Saxony’s lateshifters, all of which
are mediumsized, have so far managed to
ﬁll their vacancies. n
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The snow business

Avalanche risk

Will the money ploughed into China’s
ski industry melt away?

I

n much of the world the business of
running ski slopes has, like most of tou
rism, been crippled by lockdowns and tra
vel restrictions. China is no exception. Vis
its to Chinese ski areas slumped by 38% in
2020—steeper than a global decline of 14%
after covid19 hit. Two in ﬁve wintersports
businesses lost more than half their rev
enue as a result of antivirus measures, ac
cording to the Beijing Olympic City Devel
opment Association, an oﬃcial group set
up to champion sport. One in 14 ski areas,
especially small ones, gave up the ghost in
2020. As China prepares to host the Winter
Olympics, which open in Beijing on Febru
ary 4th, its skiindustrial complex is hop
ing that this celebration of all pursuits be
low freezing will mark the end of a short
lived icy patch.
Unlike Europe and America, where the
wintersports sector’s downhill slide pre
dates the pandemic, Chinese skiers were
taking to the slopes in record numbers.
The Beijing Ski Association says that peo
ple paid more than 20m visits to China’s
ski venues in 2019, twice as many as in
2014. Eileen Gu, a teenager raised in San
Francisco who has chosen to represent
China, where her mother was born, in free
style skiing, has recalled that just a few
years ago she knew virtually all the free
style skiers in the country. Now the gold
medal contender suggests they are like
snowﬂakes in a blizzard.
Investors have been swept up, too. Chi
na had nearly 800 ski areas before the pan
demic, four times the number in 2008 and
not a world away from around 1,100 in the
Alps, where they began popping up around
1900. Though the Chinese areas still have
many fewer lifts than Western ones, they
are getting more sophisticated. Some now
oﬀer summer pastimes like mountainbik
ing, hiking and rafting. China’s 36 indoor
ski centres—it has more of these than any
other country—accounted for a ﬁfth of all
ski visits in the country in 2020. Sunac
China is the world’s largest operator of
such venues. Indoor ski slopes contributed
to the success of the developer’s culture
andtourism business (which also in
cludes malls, watersports venues and ho
tels), where revenues grew by 166% year on
year in the ﬁrst half of 2021.
Even so, Chinese skiresort operators
are vulnerable to two industrywide uncer
tainties. The ﬁrst is climate change. Since
milder temperatures mean less snow, ski
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resorts everywhere are hostage to global
warming. Doubts over suﬃcient snowfall
have prompted Olympic organisers this
year to rely entirely on artiﬁcial snow for
the ﬁrst time. But making the white stuﬀ
artiﬁcially uses an awful lot of water—a
scarce resource in China’s droughtprone
north, home to half its population and
most of its resorts. The Olympic games
alone may need 2m cubic metres—enough
to ﬁll 800 Olympicsize swimming pools—
to produce suﬃcient snow cover, accord
ing to Carmen de Jong, a hydrologist at the
University of Strasbourg. Oﬃcials reckon
the event will use up to a tenth of all water
consumed during the ski events in the
Chongli district, which will host them. In
door slopes, for their part, need less snow
but all of it is artiﬁcial.
The second uncertainty has to do with
future demand. China still has room to
catch up with big skiing nations. Chinese
skiers hit the slopes once a year in the win
ter of 202021, on average, compared with
half a dozen times for those in Austria or
Switzerland. Optimists also point out that
many Chinese skiers are young, and so in
principle have plenty of skiing left in their
legs; whereas in America more than one
ﬁfth of skiers are over 55, about 80% of Chi
na’s are under 40 years old, according to
Laurent Vanat, a consultant on the global
ski industry.
However, precisely because China lacks
a strong tradition of skiing, absolute be
ginners are exceptionally common on its
pistes. Around 80% of skiers in China are
ﬁrsttimers this season, up from 72% in
2019, according to Mr Vanat. In Europe and
America the share is less than 20%. China’s
ski industry is counting on a strong show
ing from Ms Gu and the rest of the national
team to convert such neophytes into regu
lars. Like her, though, resort owners face
tough terrain ahead. n

Ready for a bumpy ride

Spotify v singers

Blockin’ in
the free world
A controversial podcaster kicks oﬀ a
new battle on content moderation

N

eil young was ﬁve years old when, in
1951, he was partially paralysed by po
lio. Joni Mitchell was nine when she was
hospitalised by the same illness around
the same time. Both grew up to become
famous singers—and, lately, prominent
campaigners against antivaccine mis
information. The two musicians, followed
by a handful of others, have withdrawn
their music from the world’s biggest
streaming service in protest at a podcast
that gave airtime to antivaxxers.
“The Joe Rogan Experience”, to which
Spotify bought exclusive rights in 2020 for
a reported $100m, hosted vaccine sceptics
and promoted dubious remedies such as
ivermectin, which Mr Rogan himself tried
out when he caught covid last year. At the
time of writing Mr Rogan, Spotify’s most
popular podcaster, had promised to “bal
ance things out” in future interviews, but
was still on air, to the irritation of his crit
ics (including some Spotify staﬀ, who in
the past have accused him of sins includ
ing transphobia). Mr Young, Ms Mitchell
and a few others were holding out.
The bustup looks like a gift to Spotify’s
rivals. Yet it has raised questions about
content moderation which could prove
tricky—and rather expensive—for all au
diostreaming platforms.
As the biggest streamer, with 180m paid
subscribers, Spotify has power over artists.
Mr Young says he gets about 60% of his
streaming income there. A rough calcula
tion by Will Page, a former Spotify chief
economist, based on ﬁgures from mrc, a
data ﬁrm, suggests the musician stands to
lose about $300,000 this year if he contin
ues his boycott (though it seems that, for
now, streaming of his songs is up by about
50%, owing to more plays on other plat
forms amid publicity from the spat). But
Spotify, too, is vulnerable. On February 2nd
it warned of slowing subscriber growth,
sending its share price tumbling. Its main
rivals, Apple and Amazon, have market val
ues some 70 and 40 times its own $37bn,
respectively, and bundle audio along with
tv, gaming and more. Mr Young and Ms
Mitchell are no longer Alist stars, but their
departure undermines Spotify’s claim to
oﬀer “all the music you’ll ever need”. Apple
and Amazon wasted no time in promoting
the pair on their socialmedia feeds.
Nonetheless, the Rogan aﬀair touches
on a sensitive subject for all streamers. Un
like “The Joe Rogan Experience”, which is
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professionally produced and owned by
Spotify, most of the tens of thousands of
new podcasts and songs uploaded to the
platforms every day are usergenerated.
Services like Spotify thus increasingly re
semble social networks like YouTube. A big
diﬀerence is that their oversight of what is
uploaded seems primitive by comparison.
Spotify, a 16yearold company, pub
lished its “platform rules” only after the
Rogan controversy erupted. Apple has con
tent guidelines for podcasts, but for music
only a style guide that asks artists to ﬂag
explicit lyrics and to keep album artwork

Business

clean. Amazon seems to have published
even less by way of rules for audio content.
And whereas most social networks
publish regular reports on what content
they remove, the audio platforms are mute
on the subject. Amid Rogangate, Spotify re
vealed it had deleted 20,000 podcast epi
sodes over covid misinformation. The rest
is guesswork. Facebook employs 15,000
content moderators. How many work for
the audio streamers? None will say. (Insid
ers suggest the answer is not many.)
“It’s always been baﬄing to me how
podcasts have ﬂown under the content

moderation radar,” says Evelyn Douek of
Harvard Law School. “It’s a massive blind
spot.” It could also prove to be a pricey one.
As audio platforms host more usergener
ated content, the moderation task will ex
pand. It will probably involve lots of hu
man moderators; automating the process
with artiﬁcial intelligence, as Facebook
and others are doing, is even harder for au
dio than it is for text, images or video. Soft
ware ﬁrms’ valuations “have long been dri
ven by the notion that there’s no marginal
cost”, says Mr Page. “Content moderation
might be their ﬁrst.” n

Bartleby Body of research
Online working has changed the nature of non-verbal communication

C

ommunication is an essential part
of leadership. And body language is
an essential part of communication. On
these slim pillars rests a miniindustry of
research and advice into how executives
can inﬂuence, encourage and ascend
without needing to say a word. The pan
demic has made much of it redundant.
Plenty of studies have looked into the
nonverbal behaviour that marks out
“emergent leaders”, people who do not
have a speciﬁed role in the hierarchy but
naturally assume a position of authority
in groups. They are a bag of tics. They
nod; they touch others but not them
selves; they gesture; they furrow their
brows; they hold themselves erect; their
facial expressions are more animated.
Other research suggests that, to win
votes in an election, candidates should
deliver speeches with their feet planted
apart. The secondmost popular ted talk
claims that two minutes of private,
handsonhips “power posing” can in
fuse a job candidate with conﬁdence and
improve others’ perceptions of them.
Gazing can foster a sense of psycho
logical safety as well as confer authority:
in a recent paper, a trio of researchers
from Harvard Business School found that
receiving more eye contact from a bigwig
led to greater participation in group
interactions. Leaders who adopt open
body positions, with arms and legs un
crossed, are also more likely to encour
age contributions.
There are three problems with this
body of research on nonverbal commu
nication. One is that so much of it is
blindingly obvious. Nodding at someone
rather than shaking your head in incre
dulity when they are speaking to you—
this does indeed send a powerful signal.
But so does punching someone in the
face, and no one thinks that requires a

journal publication.
A second problem is that people look
for diﬀerent things from their bosses.
Frowning is seen as a mark of emergent
leaders but not of supportive ones; the
reverse is true of smiling. (The eﬀect of
smiling with lowered eyebrows cries out
for study.) A recent paper found that male
recipients regarded bosses who used
emojis, a form of notquiteverbal com
munication, in an email as more eﬀective,
but that female recipients perceived them
as less eﬀective.
The third problem is newer. Almost all
of the research on body language dates
from a time of inperson interactions.
Even when the pandemic wanes and
oﬃces in the West reﬁll, most buildings
will not return to full capacity. Employees
will keep working remotely for at least
part of the week; Zoom will remain in
tegral to whitecollar working lives. And if
there is one thing for which online inter
actions are not suited, it is body language.
That is partly because bodies them
selves are largely hidden from view: what
ever language they are speaking, it is hard

to hear them. You will know the partners,
pets and homedecor choices of new
colleagues before you will know how tall
they are. And although faces ﬁll the
videoconferencing screen, meaningful
eye contact is impossible.
Once past a basic threshold of atten
tiveness—not looking down at your
mobile phone, say—most people have
the same glassyeyed stare. If several
faces appear on screen, these partici
pants have no way of knowing that you
are gazing speciﬁcally at them. (Anyway,
admit it: the face you are looking at with
most interest is your own.) If your cam
era is in the wrong place, you may think
you are looking meaningfully at your
team but you are actually just giving
them a view of your nostrils. Animated
expressions are hard to spot, particularly
when people attending hybrid meetings
in the oﬃce are Lowrylike ﬁgures seated
metres away.
There are no good ways to compen
sate for these problems. One tactic is to
go all in on expressiveness, nodding
furiously and gesturing dementedly—a
small tile of caged energy somewhere in
the bottom lefthand corner of the
screen. Another is to do a “Zoom loom”,
placing yourself so close to the camera
that you will give everyone nightmares.
The simpler option is not to think too
hard about body language. At a few spe
ciﬁc moments, like job interviews and
setpiece speeches, ﬁrst impressions
matter and a bit of selfconscious posing
pays oﬀ. But posture is not leadership. If
you want to give people a break from
staring at a screen, turning oﬀ your
camera is a good way to do it. If you want
to waggle your eyebrows, up or down, let
them loose. And if you need to be told
that looking at someone makes them feel
valued, you have bigger issues.
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Schumpeter Epic battle

How Sony can outmanoeuvre Microsoft in the console wars

F

or the uninitiated, which includes your columnist, there are
two things to know about video gaming. The ﬁrst is that some
things never change. For all the virtual worlds they can create,
gamers, a mostly male bunch, like nothing better than to blow
their onscreen opponents to smithereens. The second is that
everything else is in ﬂux. Gaming is moving from consoles, pcs
and smartphones to streaming and the metaverse. It is not just av
atars that are being shot to shreds. Business models are, too.
Bear both points in mind when making sense of recent deals
involving the two biggest rivals in the console wars, Microsoft,
maker of the Xbox, and Sony, producer of the PlayStation (Ninten
do is in its own orbit). To cater to those itchy triggerﬁngers, both
want to expand their bestselling “ﬁrstperson shooter” rosters.
Microsoft’s $69bn acquisition of Activision Blizzard, a publisher,
would give the tech giant ownership of “Call of Duty”, one of the
most successful shoot’emup franchises of all time. Sony’s $3.6bn
takeover of Bungie brings it “Destiny 2”, another popular shooter.
The large sums of money changing hands highlight the second
point: that everything is up in the air, even the relative strength of
each ﬁrm. For years Sony has had the advantage. Its latest con
soles, PlayStations 4 and 5, have far outsold equivalent Xboxes. It
has more exclusive games, which draw in ﬁercely loyal players.
Yet Microsoft’s acquisition of Activision, if it fends oﬀ antitrust
concerns, could alter the balance of power. According to Newzoo,
a datagatherer, it could put Microsoft’s gamesoftware revenue
ahead of Sony’s, even combined with Bungie. It underscores
Microsoft’s commitment to a subscription and streaming service,
funded by a mountain of cash and supported by its Azure cloud
business. It reﬂects a willingness to be open to a range of devices
and business models, including freetoplay games and adsup
ported ones. It could, literally, be a gamechanger.
Like Netﬂix in video, Microsoft hankers after vast subscriber
growth. That ﬁts with the current zeitgeist that everything in busi
ness, from media to Microsoft’s Oﬃce 365 programs, should be
based on subscriptions, rather than onetime sales—and reliant
on the cloud. But while it is tempting to think Sony should chase
after Microsoft, it has neither the money to outspend it on content
nor, despite a foray into streaming called ps Now, the infrastruc

ture to compete with it in the cloud. The Bungie deal, which is big
for Sony, makes the gap between the two companies’ ﬁnancial
ﬁrepower starkly clear. Thomas Aouad of Drawbridge Research, an
analysis ﬁrm, likens it to taking a spoon to a gunﬁght rather than a
knife. To outmanoeuvre Microsoft, Sony must do something dif
ferent—and uncharacteristically bold.
For starters, it could make the case that streaming and sub
scription services are no guaranteed road to riches. Yes, streaming
dispenses with the need for a costly console, which could draw in
casual gamers. But unlike Netﬂix viewers, players interact with
streamed material, often at speeds measured in the milliseconds
when their ﬁngers are on the trigger. Low latency, or lag, over an
internet connection is a lifeanddeath matter for a player’s avatar.
The business model is unproven, too. Sony and Microsoft have
long used consoles as lossleaders to sell highmargin games to
which they often hold exclusive rights (think Gillette razors and
razor blades). The approach has beneﬁted their overall gaming
businesses, as well as independent game developers. In contrast,
selling blockbuster content via monthly subscriptions involves
vast outlays and fewer barriers to entry. It may attract lots of new
users. Microsoft’s Game Pass service, which grants access to a li
brary of games to run on consoles for up to $14.99 a month, has
25m subscribers; Netﬂix is getting into games. But such services
could face brutal competition and need constant replenishing
with blockbuster titles to reduce customer churn. Indeed, Sony,
with a deep catalogue of music and ﬁlms, has proﬁted from being
the source of such replenishment for video and musicstreamers.
As an alternative gaming strategy, on February 2nd it outlined
plans to double down on “live service” games such as “Destiny 2”,
which are regularly upgraded and hence easy to monetise. That is
not enough, though. It also needs to outline a strategy that draws
on its eﬀorts to break down the silos between its gaming, music,
ﬁlm, electronics and imagesensor businesses. As Kato Mio, who
publishes on Smartkarma, an investmentresearch site, puts it,
while other ﬁrms, such as Meta, talk of building the metaverse,
Sony already has many of the ingredients for immersive enter
tainment (including virtual reality) at its ﬁngertips. It needs to
turn its conglomerate structure into a virtue.
That means crossfertilising its entertainment business, by re
leasing games as ﬁlms, for instance. More ambitiously, it should
put its cuttingedge technologies in better service of the future of
entertainment. Here, its small stake in Epic, a maker of hit games
such as “Fortnite”, and gamemaking technology such as Unreal
Engine, could be a building block. If Tencent, a Chinese tech giant,
were ever minded to sell its 40% stake in Epic, Sony should con
sider raising its investment. With Epic as a partner, Sony could
hold its own much better against Microsoft.
Mutually assured destruction
In the near term, Sony needs a strong enough slate of content to re
taliate if Microsoft tries to deprive the PlayStation of Activision
titles (Microsoft says it won’t). It has other problems to confront,
such as a slowdown in PlayStation 5 sales due to the supplychain
crunch, and game developers’ demands that consolemakers cut
the commissions they charge. In the longer run, Sony’s strength is
that gaming, which accounts for over a quarter of its revenues, is
crucial to its future. For Microsoft, it is less existential. That is an
incentive to think big—and laterally. Sony has a panoply of enter
tainment and technology businesses to turn to, as well as a poten
tial partner in Epic. To safeguard its future, it should do so. n
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Capital spending

The urge to splurge

Why the impressive pace of investment growth looks likely to endure

F

or years after the global ﬁnancial crisis
the world economy was starved of in
vestment. The aftermath of the covid19
downturn has been drastically diﬀerent. In
America private nonresidential invest
ment is only about 5% below its prepan
demic trend, compared with a shortfall of
nearly 25% in mid2010, the equivalent
point in the previous economic cycle (see
chart on next page). The country has en
joyed the fastest rebound in business in
vestment in any recovery since the 1940s,
according to Morgan Stanley, a bank. In the
rich world as a whole, predicts the World
Bank, total investment will have overtaken
its prepandemic trend by 2023.
The lacklustre investment of the 2010s
was largely blamed on slow output growth
and dismal prospects for the economy. By
contrast, the vibrant recovery this time is
part of a vshaped rebound encompassing
growth, employment and—less happily—
inﬂation. It helps, too, that investment fell
less steeply than it did in 200809, even as
gdp sank at rates not seen since the De

pression. Economies shrank in spring
2020 mainly because consumption disap
peared as people stayed home.
Yet the investment rebound is not pure
ly a cyclical bounceback. The changes
wrought by the pandemic have necessitat
ed more investment, too. The extent to
which such investment continues will de
pend on whether those changes endure.
One feature of the pandemic, for instance,
has been soaring demand for everything
digital. As a result, investment in comput
ers in America is 17% above its precovid
→ Also in this section
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trend. Roughly a year ago the Taiwan Semi
conductor Manufacturing Corporation an
nounced that it would spend $100bn over
three years to expand its chipmaking out
put. In midJanuary 2022 it upped the
stakes, saying it would spend $40bn44bn
this year alone. Days later Intel, another
chipmaker, said it would invest more than
$20bn in two factories in Ohio.
Blockages in the global supply chain for
goods have also led to a splurge on new ca
pacity. In 2021 shipping companies or
dered the equivalent of 4.2m twentyfoot
containers—a record, according to Drewry,
a consultancy. Perhaps the archetypal
business investment of the pandemic is
being made by logistics companies testing
whether autonomous cranes can increase
throughput at ports and rail terminals.
As the heat of crisis has passed, the pace
of the investment rebound has subsided a
little. A composite indicator built by
JPMorgan Chase, a bank, suggests that glo
bal capital spending rose at a underwhelm
ing rate of 2.2% in the fourth quarter of
2021. Economists have recently marked
down their forecasts for global gdp growth
in 2022 owing to the spread of the Omicron
variant of coronavirus and the prospect of
tighter monetary policy, both of which
might weigh on bosses’ willingness to
splash out on risky projects.
There are, however, three reasons why
business investment might be stronger in
the 2020s than it was in the 2010s. The ﬁrst
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is that companies are likely to keep spend
ing on their supply chains as they seek to
strengthen and diversify them. During the
pandemic many have discovered the in
convenience of distant suppliers shutting
down when lockdowns or staﬀ shortages
strike: factory closures in Vietnam last
year, for instance, imperilled America’s
supply of tennis shoes and yoga pants.
Firms must also cope with increasingly
fraught geopolitics, which increases the
chances of tariﬀs on trade and state med
dling. This may not be good news for eco
nomic growth, because fragmentation
means duplication and ineﬃciency. But it
does mean tying up more capital.
The second reason to expect more in
vestment is the growing optimism about
the potential of new technologies to boost
productivity growth. Not long ago econo
mists fretted that the world was running
out of useful ideas. Yet ﬁrms are increas
ingly betting on technological progress.
Intellectual property now makes up 41% of
America’s private nonresidential invest
ment, compared with 36% before the pan
demic and 29% in 2005. In 2021 the big ﬁve
technology ﬁrms—Alphabet, Amazon, Ap
ple, Meta and Microsoft—alone spent
$149bn on r&d.
Impressive technological advances are
everywhere, from synthetic biology and
the “messenger rna” vaccines with which
the world is battling covid19, to areas such
as virtual reality and decentralised ﬁnance.
The advances in some frontier ﬁelds are
headlinegrabbing. In December Syn
chron, a medicaltechnology ﬁrm, re
vealed that a man with one of its chips im
planted next to his brain’s motor cortex
had sent a tweet just by thinking it. In Janu
ary surgeons announced that they had suc
cessfully implanted a pig’s heart into a
man for the ﬁrst time.
The third force driving investment
higher is decarbonisation. A number of
countries, together making up 90% of the
world economy, have pledged to reduce
carbon emissions to net zero over the com
ing decades in order to ﬁght climate

change. If that goal is to be achieved, the
world will need everything from electric
vehicle charging infrastructure to battery
storage and energyeﬃcient housing.
Punters are pouring money into green
tinged investment funds, the assets of
which amounted to $2.7trn in the fourth
quarter of 2021, according to Morningstar,
a data provider. Global investment spend
ing on the transition away from fossil fuels
reached $755bn last year, about half of
which was spent on renewable energy, ac
cording to Bloombergnef, a research ﬁrm.
Spending on electric vehicles has risen
particularly quickly, by 77% since 2020 to
$273bn, helped along by rapidly shifting
consumer preferences and big orders from
delivery and carrental companies.
If netzero targets are to be met, how
ever, then the greeninvestment boom still
has a long way to run. The Oﬃce for Budget
Responsibility, Britain’s ﬁscal watchdog,
estimates that achieving the country’s tar
get by 2050 requires investment worth
about 60% of its gdp today, threequarters
of which would have to be stumped up by
the private sector. If that share were to ap
ply across the rest of the rich world too,
then its need for privatesector green in
vestment would exceed $20trn at present
values. Other estimates of what is needed
are higher still.
An investment boom is hardly nailed
on. The mass upheaval of supply chains is
still a subject that is more often talked
about than seen in the statistics. There
were plenty of notable advances in the pre
vious economic recovery, which began on
ly two years after the launch of the ﬁrst
iPhone in 2007. Yet investment remained
tepid (perhaps because many new technol
ogies seem not to need much capital). Net
zero targets could always be missed.
But the payoﬀs to r&d investment, at
least, may be rising. In a recent research
note Yulia Zhestkova of Goldman Sachs,
another bank, found that in America be
tween 2016 and 2019 there was a positive
correlation between an industry’s invest
ment in intellectual property and its la

Capital spending in the 21st century
United States, private non-residential investment, % change from five-year trend pre-crisis
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bourproductivity growth. It would not
take much of a productivity revival to sig
niﬁcantly boost the outlook for growth,
which is being weighed down by popula
tion ageing (see Brieﬁng). Socalled total
factor productivity growth, which mea
sures increases in gdp that cannot be at
tributed to more capital or hours worked,
averaged 1.2% a year between 1880 and
2020, notes Ms Zhestkova. By contrast, the
ﬁgure was only about 0.5% in the 2010s.
Simply returning to the historical average
would create the prospect of a larger econ
omy in the future, giving ﬁrms yet another
reason to invest. n
Economic warfare

Taking aim
America and Britain eye up tough
economic sanctions on Russia

H

aving all but ruled out engaging mili
tarily with Russia, directly at least,
were it to invade Ukraine, the West’s main
weapons are economic. This week America
and Britain vowed measures on a scale
never seen before. “The mother of all sanc
tions”, was how Bob Menendez, chairman
of the us Senate’s foreignrelations com
mittee, described the package being as
sembled by the chamber. President Joe Bi
den says Vladimir Putin, his Russian coun
terpart, has “never seen sanctions like the
ones I promised will be imposed”. For
sanctions to work, though, Western allies
will need to show unity, and be willing to
shoulder some economic pain themselves.
History suggests that this may be their
greatest challenge.
The Senate is expected to approve its
package any day now. Some of the sanc
tions being drafted could be implemented
before any invasion, in response to activi
ties Russia has already undertaken, such as
cyberattacks. The administration’s sanc
tions would target ﬁgures and companies
in or close to Mr Putin’s inner circle as well
as the relatives they sometimes use as as
setowning proxies. The aim would be to
cut targets oﬀ from the global ﬁnancial
system and go after money they have
parked in the West.
Britain is working closely with Ameri
ca. On January 31st its foreign secretary, Liz
Truss, announced a new sanctions law. The
goal is to widen the group of Putin cronies
who can be penalised. Britain has sanc
tioned 180 Russian individuals and 48 enti
ties since Russia’s annexation of Crimea in
2014. The new penalties, Ms Truss prom
ised, can be slapped on anyone “providing
strategic support” to Mr Putin’s regime.
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Britain’s stance is closely watched because
rich Russians have strong ﬁnancial ties to
the country. London is a key capitalraising
centre for oligarchs and their companies.
These measures are expected to form
part of a broader package of sanctions fo
cused on ﬁnance, energy and technology.
America may target Russian statelinked
banks, including Sberbank, a savings
giant. Mr Biden also wants to keep open the
option, resisted by some European coun
tries, of excluding Russian banks from
swift, the interbank messaging system
used to make crossborder transfers.
In energy, the talk in Washington is of
broadening sanctions to target not just
current production but investment, too.
One way would be to restrict capitalrais
ing by Russian oilandgas giants in New
York and London. America has also threat
ened to prevent the opening of Nord
Stream 2, a pipeline that would send Rus
sian gas to Europe.
Technology is arguably America’s most
powerful lever. It could, for instance, block
more exports of hightech gear on the
Commerce Department’s “entity list”. This
would restrict Russia’s access not only to
items used by its defence sector, but also to
parts used in many phones and appliances,
inconveniencing Russia’s consumers as
much as its weaponsmakers.
The last economy of any size to be hit
with broad sanctions was Iran, which was
targeted with “maximumpressure” sanc
tions in 2018 over its nuclear ambitions.
Punishing Russia poses a more daunting
challenge as its economy is more interna
tionally connected than the Islamic Re
public’s. For sanctions to be eﬀective, they
will have to cause pain to the West itself.
The most obvious blowback would be
in energy. Europe relies on Russia for over
a third of its imported natural gas. Some
large European lenders also have close ties
to Russia. Among the most exposed are So
ciété Générale of France and UniCredit of
Italy. The European Central Bank has re
portedly asked the most heavily exposed of
the 115 large eurozone banks it supervises
to provide details of how they would navi
gate various sanctions scenarios.
These risks leave some of America’s
European allies feeling queasy. Germany
gets over half of its imported gas from Rus
sia and has wobbled on sanctioning Nord
Stream 2 (though many think it will end up
agreeing to do so). Even Britain’s commit
ment is uncertain. Campaigners say it has
failed to use its leverage as a major ﬁnan
cial centre. Its Crimearelated sanctions of
201415 contained scant restrictions on
Russians raising capital in London.
The other big question is how much
even severe sanctions would hurt the Rus
sian economy. Mr Putin’s oﬃcials have
gone to great lengths to sanctionproof it.
Centralbank reserves have been beefed up
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to more than $600bn; the share in dollars
has fallen steadily in recent years, to 16%.
Only a ﬁfth of Russia’s sovereign bonds are
held by foreigners.
Nevertheless, insulating the economy
fully is impossible. Russian oﬃcials have
boasted of riding out the Crimearelated
sanctions relatively comfortably. Yet one
study suggests the sanctions may have tak
en more than 2.5 percentage points oﬀ av
erage annual Russian gdp growth since
they were imposed. The sanctions Mr Bi
den is contemplating could therefore
cause intense pain, if he can get his allies
on board. n
Oil

A slippery patch
NEW YORK

opec grapples with a precariously
balanced market

O

il and philosophy rarely mix. But
when David Fyfe of Argus Media, a
publisher, calls production quotas set by
the Organisation of Petroleum Exporting
Countries (opec) and its allies a “Platonic
ideal”—more of a theoretical model than a
practical guide—he captures the sense of
selfdoubt now gripping energy markets.
Every month since July, the group has
agreed to raise its output by 400,000 bar
rels per day (bpd). But experts cannot de
cide whether that is too little or too much—
and whether the target means much at all.
The cartel’s latest meeting, on February
2nd, took place against the backdrop of
heightened fears about a Russian invasion
of Ukraine (Russia, the world’s secondbig
gest oil exporter, is a member of the ex
tended cartel, known as opec+). Only the

In search of balance

week before the price of a barrel of Brent
crude had spiked above $90, its highest
level in seven years. The alliance promised
to raise output again, by the usual amount.
That calmed markets a bit. The question is
what happens next.
Many Wall Street analysts have lifted
their oilprice forecasts for this year above
$100 a barrel. War in Ukraine, they say,
could push it well past $120. Conﬂict
would probably not physically disrupt sup
ply. By contrast with the gas it pipes to Eu
rope, Russia mostly exports oil by sea. In
stead, a fear of potential sanctions on trade
may set prices ablaze.
Geopolitics aside, the bull case rests on
resurgent demand. The International En
ergy Agency reckons oil consumption will
rise from its present level of about 97m bpd
to 100m bpd—a return to precovid levels—
by the end of the year, even before global
aviation fully recovers. Damien Courvalin
of Goldman Sachs, a bank, says consumers
switching to oil from gas (prices for which
have been skyhigh in Europe) may have
boosted demand by up to 1m bpd, leading
to “critically low inventory levels”.
Supply is tight, too. Paul Sheldon of s&p
Global Platts, a data ﬁrm, reckons global
spare production capacity is only about
2.6m bpd. And pledges by opec+ cannot be
counted on. Many members have struggled
to raise output owing both to underinvest
ment and covidrelated bottlenecks.
Bloombergnef, a research ﬁrm, notes that
in December the club produced 747,000
fewer barrels a day than its quotas allowed.
The bear case rests on patience, a Per
sian restoration and a Permian boom. If
Russian exports are not cut oﬀ, then the
impact of geopolitical tensions should dis
sipate by the summer. By then America
will probably have raised interest rates,
cooling growth and oil demand—just as
extra supply from opec+ hits the market. A
resumption of Iran’s nuclear deal, mean
while, looks likelier than at any point since
2017, when it was torn apart. The associat
ed lifting of sanctions could release anoth
er 1m bpd.
The real wild card is shale. Until 2014,
when opec orchestrated an oilprice crash,
shale drillers raised cheap ﬁnance to ramp
up output, turning America into the
world’s biggest producer of oil. But inves
tors, who went on to lose perhaps $300bn,
are now demanding high returns.
Oil bosses have talked of stern capital
discipline. Yet lofty prices are hard to re
sist. Baker Hughes, an oilservices ﬁrm,
counts 610 active rigs in America in late
January, 226 more than a year ago. bnef
predicts output in the Permian basin could
rise by as much as 1m bpd by the end of
2023; ExxonMobil, an oil major, plans to
increase output there by a quarter this year.
As energy philosophers like to say, the best
cure for high prices is high prices. n
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Interest rates

The bill balloons

The world paid $10trn in interest last year. As rates begin to rise,
we work out how high the bill might go

N

ever before has the world economy
been so indebted. The stock of global
debt has gone from $83trn in 2000 to
around $295trn in 2021—a rate nearly dou
ble the pace of world gdp growth. Debt rose
from 230% of gdp in 2000 to 320% on the
eve of the pandemic, before covid19 pro
pelled it to the even greater height of 355%
last year.
Part of the reason for this explosion has
been the steady decline in borrowing costs
over the past two decades. In early 2000 a
tenyear Treasury oﬀered a yield of 6.5%.
Today it pays 1.8%. The Federal Reserve’s
eﬀective policy rate has fallen from 6.5% to
around 0.08% in that time. Benchmark
rates in the euro area and Japan are subze
ro. Declines in governmentbond yields
and central banks’ policy rates have fed
through to loan rates for private borrowers.
As a result, even though global debt has
rocketed over the years, the world’s inter
est costs, as a share of gdp, are well below
their peak in the 1980s. In America, for in
stance, they stood at 12% of gdp in 2021,
compared with 27% in 1989.
All this could soon change. The era of
supercheap money is ending. Central
banks are battling a surge in inﬂation.
Those in some emerging economies have
been raising interest rates for some time
already: Brazil’s central bank raised rates
by 1.5 percentage points after a meeting on
February 2nd, its third consecutive such
increase. At the time of writing, the Bank of

England was expected to deliver its second
interestrate rise. The central bank with
the most inﬂuence on global capital
ﬂows—the Fed—has signalled that it will
probably put rates up as soon as March,
and investors expect four further quarter
percentagepoint increases this year. Real
borrowing costs for governments, though
still negative in many places, are inching
up. In America the yield on the ﬁveyear
Treasury inﬂationprotected security
(tips), which hovered around 1.7% for
much of 2021, now stands at 1.2%.
The scale of the global interest bill is
vast. The Economist estimates that house
holds, companies, ﬁnancial ﬁrms and gov
ernments worldwide paid $10.2trn in in
terest in 2021, equivalent to 12% of gdp. As
a guide to the potential impact of rate rises
to come, we consider a scenario where the
interest rates faced by ﬁrms, households
and governments in 58 countries rise by a
percentage point over the next three years.
(By way of comparison, the ﬁveyear Trea
sury yield has risen by a percentage point
since spring 2021.)
Our calculations suggest that the global
interest bill would exceed $16trn by 2026,
equivalent to 15% of projected gdp in that
year. And if rates were to rise twice as
quickly, say because inﬂation persists and
forces central banks to take drastic action,
the interest bill could rise to about $20trn
by 2026, nearly a ﬁfth of global gdp.
Working out the eﬀect of rate rises on

the interest bill is not straightforward.
Some debt is tied to a ﬁxed interest rate,
such that higher borrowing costs are
passed through only when it is rolled over.
The median maturity of government debt,
for instance, is ﬁve years. Companies tend
to borrow for a twoyear term; households
typically borrow over a longer period. In
comes change over time, aﬀecting borrow
ers’ ability to aﬀord debt payments.
Borrowers could respond to higher in
terest costs by paying oﬀ debt, so lowering
their debtinterest costs. But in aggregate,
according to research by the Bank for Inter
national Settlements (bis), a club of central
banks, higher rates raise total debt pay
ments (ie, including interest and princi
pal) relative to income. The higher the level
of debt, the greater the squeeze, suggesting
that the economy has only become more
sensitive to rate rises.
Our calculations assume that interest
rate rises feed through over the course of
ﬁve years to government and household
debt, and over two years to company bor
rowing. We also assume that nominal in
comes rise in line with the imf’s forecasts.
As the fund’s projections assume that pub
lic debt rises at broadly similar rates, we let
debttogdp ratios stay ﬂat. This implies
annual budget deﬁcits of around 5% of
gdp—narrower than in the years immedi
ately preceding the pandemic.
Picking up the tab
A higher interest burden would not fall on
all borrowers equally. Privatesector bor
rowers in a country tend to foot a much
bigger share of the bill than the govern
ment, which can borrow more cheaply, for
instance. Financial ﬁrms and savers, such
as wealthier households, receive as well as
pay interest. The more exposed the bor
rower is to rate rises, in terms of higher
debt levels, the bigger the interest bill they

Bearing the burden
Measures of debt, selected countries, 2021 or latest available data
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Stocks in India

Roaring tiger
Examining the stockmarket’s
stellar run

I

face, and the more likely it becomes that
they cut back spending in order to meet
their higher debt costs, or, in more extreme
cases, that they fall into distress. That
would in turn weigh on economic activity.
To see which borrowers may be more
sensitive to interestrate rises, we rank the
household, corporate and government sec
tors for our countries along two dimen
sions (for this exercise we exclude the ﬁ
nancial sector, which intermediates lend
ing). The ﬁrst measure is the debttoin
come ratio, which gauges the extent to
which debt is aﬀordable. The second is the
change in the ratio over the past decade,
which captures the extent to which expo
sure to interest rates has increased over
time. We then produce an overall ranking
for each sector in each country (see chart
on previous page).
Start with governments. Lebanon,
which already defaulted on some of its
debt at the start of the pandemic, tops the
list, with a high debttorevenue ratio that
has rocketed over the past decade. Despite
being a big exporter of oil, Nigeria’s gov
ernment revenues only just cover its inter
est costs. Fortunately, most borrowing by
emergingmarket governments during the
pandemic has been in their own curren
cies, notes Emre Tiftik of the Institute of
International Finance, a bankers’ group,
which may make them less exposed to
ﬂighty foreign capital.
Our next set of borrowers comprises
households. Those in South Korea, Norway
and Switzerland have the most debt, rela
tive to their income, in our group of coun
tries. Mortgage debt in Sweden is also size
able. House prices rose by 11% in 2021, and
well over half of mortgage lending is done
with variable interest rates. When rates
rise, therefore, mortgage bills follow suit.
Debttoincome ratios have more than
doubled in China and Russia.
Companies are the third set of borrow
ers. Those in France and Switzerland have
the most debt as a share of gross operating
proﬁt, leaving them exposed to rate rises.
Among emerging markets, Chinese and

Russian ﬁrms are also weighed down by
their bills. Overall, our ﬁndings for the
private sector are broadly consistent with
an early indicator of ﬁnancial stress, the
credittogdp gap, calculated by the bis,
which measures the degree to which bor
rowing exceeds its longrun trend. On this
measure, the Swiss and South Korean priv
ate sectors rank among the ﬁve most
stretched in the world.
Our rankings help illustrate who is
most exposed to rising interest rates. But
they cannot predict which sectors or econ
omies will experience trouble as interest
rates rise. That is a far more complex pic
ture, which depends among other things
on the prospects for economic growth and
the reaction of policymakers. Strains in
one part of the economy could interact
with those in others, say by weakening the
banking system.
Although households in rich countries
are highly indebted, the interest rates they
face are low in historical terms. Debt levels
in Argentina, by contrast, may not look
particularly high, but eyewatering inter
est rates, of 35% for the private sector,
mean that borrowers are experiencing an
intense squeeze. Poor countries with gloo
my growth prospects may struggle. Rapid
rate rises in America could hamper their
recoveries, says Gene Frieda of pimco, a
bondfund manager. Incomes may not rise
fast enough to meet interest costs.
China faces a combination of threats:
the property market has deﬂated as Ever
grande, a large and heavily indebted devel
oper, unravels. Banks have become saddled
with bad household debts. But the coun
try’s policymakers have also responded to
these risks. The resulting drag on econom
ic growth probably helps explain why the
People’s Bank of China is lowering interest
rates, not raising them.
Policymakers in the rest of the world
may be starting to move in the opposite di
rection, but the potential of highly indebt
ed borrowers to drag down the economic
recovery will nonetheless be weighing on
their minds. n

ndians can be excused for looking east
ward with more than a little envy. In 1980
India’s gdp per person, in purchasing
powerparity terms, was nearly twice that
of China. Then the dragon took oﬀ. By 2021
Chinese incomes per person were more
than double those in India. Yet when it
comes to the performance of the stock
market over the past year, at least, India
can declare triumph. The Sensex 30 index
of stocks rose by nearly 22% last year, out
performing not just the Shanghai bourse
but the msci emergingmarkets index, and
indices in many rich countries, too. As we
wrote this, the Sensex was up so far this
year, compared with declines elsewhere.
The healthy showing has been enough
to lure Indian retail punters to the market.
According to Mint, a newspaper, bank ac
counts opened by customers with the in
tention of investing in stocks and bonds
rose above 77m last year, compared with
39m in 2019. What lies behind the market’s
extraordinary performance?
After a desultory decade, proﬁts are
roaring back. Company earnings were
lacklustre even before the pandemic, as
ﬁrms coped with high inﬂation, patchy ac
cess to bank loans and obstructive regula
tion. The spread of covid19 in 2020, and
the strict lockdowns of that year, dealt an
other blow. But the economy is now on the
mend. The imf expects gdp to grow by 9%
this year and 7.1% in 2023, more than any
other big economy.
Plenty about regulation in India is still
forbidding, from the complexity of its tax
system to the sheer number of its import
tariﬀs. Yet some modest tweaks over the
past three or so years may be beginning to
India shining
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bear fruit. That includes a cut to the cor
poratetax rate and a promise, at last, to
end the government’s practice of whacking
companies with retroactive tax bills. Fi
nancial incentives for manufacturers may
also have buoyed small ﬁrms in particular,
which have beneﬁted from the bullish
mood as much as large ones. Overall, reck
ons Ridham Desai of Morgan Stanley, a
bank, a new earnings cycle has begun. He
predicts annual proﬁt growth of 24% over
the next three years.
Big informationtechnology consultan
cies, such as Tata Consultancy Services and
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Infosys, have fared well in the boom. In
vestors had been cooling on their growth
prospects in the years before the pandem
ic. Covidinduced digitisation, however,
rekindled their interest. The share prices
of the two ﬁrms more than doubled be
tween March 2020 and December last year
(although they have since fallen a little
from their peaks).
The striking thing, however, is that the
recent pickup in the Sensex has been
broadbased, says Neelkanth Mishra of
Credit Suisse, a bank, as he rattles through
one industry after another showing strong

returns. Homebuilders, for instance, have
been boosted by increasing demand from
buyers and accelerating credit growth.
That has in turn buoyed the share prices of
cement and equipment makers.
The share prices of clothing ﬁrms, to
gether with cotton and yarn producers,
have done well, as have chemical compa
nies. The hunch is that these might have
beneﬁted not just from general optimism
about the domestic economy, but also
from manufacturing tilting away from its
highercost, and increasingly geopolitical
ly divisive, neighbour to the east. n

Buttonwood Sting in the tail
Why high-yield-bond investors should worry

W

riting in july 2007, the fund
manager and bubble spotter Jeremy
Grantham likened the stockmarket to a
brontosaurus. Although credit markets
were collapsing around him, share prices
remained stubbornly high. It was as if
the great sauropod had been bitten on
the tail, but the message was still “pro
ceeding up the long backbone, one ver
tebra at a time” towards its tiny brain. It
took its time arriving: America’s s&p 500
index did not reach its nadir for another
20 months.
The story so far this year has been
diﬀerent. Equities, particularly the more
speculative ones, have had a brutal start
to 2022. The techheavy Nasdaq Compos
ite index fell by about 16% in January,
before rallying a little. The ark Innova
tion fund, a vehicle devoted to young,
highrisk tech stocks, declined by 20%
last month, and is 53% below its peak in
early 2021. Yet even the wilder parts of
the credit markets remain comparatively
serene. Bank of America’s us highyield
index, a popular barometer for the price
of “junk” bonds issued by the least
creditworthy borrowers, has fallen by
just 2.4% since late December.
The contrast is less surprising than
you might think. The value of a stock
stems from a stream of potential earn
ings extending far into the future. By
contrast, the value of a bond depends on
the issuer’s ability to pay interest until
the security matures, and then to ﬁnd the
cash to repay the principal (probably by
issuing another bond). That makes bond
holders less starryeyed than share
holders. If a ﬁrm wants to change the
world, great—but avoiding going broke
for a few years is ﬁne, too. So bond mar
kets tend to be less susceptible to swings
in sentiment and price. In other words,
2007 was the exception, not the rule.

Moreover, the creditworthiness of junk
bonds as a category improved during the
pandemic. The diﬃculties of 2020 has
tened the descent of “fallen angels”: com
panies, such as Kraft Heinz, that were
previously rated investmentgrade but
were then downgraded. Such issuers tend
to sit at the safest end of the junk market.
Nonetheless, there are good reasons for
investors to be watchful. One is that the
shock of monetarypolicy tightening
could be yet to feed through. The record
amount of junk bonds that were issued
over the past two years will eventually
need reﬁnancing. For American ﬁrms
such issuance amounted to $869bn, or
around half of the outstanding stock of
junk bonds, according to Reﬁnitiv, a data
provider. Ensuring that ﬁrms did not
ﬂounder for lack of credit was a key aim of
the Federal Reserve’s pandemicprompted
bondbuying. But its asset purchases are
soon to end. Borrowers will have to either
repay the debt or reﬁnance it in a market
that is no longer ﬂooded with liquidity.
More fundamentally, the investment
case for highyield debt has changed as

interest rates have declined. Michael
Milken, an American investment banker,
pioneered the use of junk bonds in the
1980s by arguing that their yields were
high enough to compensate investors for
the odd default. In that decade, he was
right: junk yields averaged 14.5% and just
2.2% of issuers defaulted each year. But
the phrase “highyield” has since lost its
meaning. Although centralbank rate
rises are on the cards, yields are still
anaemic. In America and Europe, average
junkbond yields, of 5.1% and 3.3%, re
spectively, are well below inﬂation. The
credit market’s resilience amounts to a
belief that few of even the riskiest bor
rowers are likely to go bankrupt. Yet
when the yield is in the low single ﬁg
ures, it takes only a handful of defaults to
break the investment case.
And borrowers that do default are
likely to be in worse ﬁnancial health,
leaving creditors nursing heavier losses.
Lender protections have weakened over
the past decade, as yieldstarved in
vestors chased returns at any cost. Main
tenance covenants, which allow lenders
to seize the wheel if the borrower’s ﬁ
nancial position deteriorates, have long
been absent from bonds (and have large
ly disappeared from private loans, too).
Incurrence covenants, which limit bor
rowers’ ability to issue new debt or pay
dividends, have lost their teeth.
Its proponents might point out that
bond investors have few attractive al
ternatives to junk debt. Yields on Trea
suries are still low; ﬁnancial markets
expect the Fed’s benchmark rate to peak
no higher than 1.8%. But credit markets
are priced for a world in which nasty
surprises don’t happen and liquidity
ﬂows eternal. Those assumptions
increasingly look like they belong with
the brontosaurus.
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Free exchange The high kingdom

This year may be China’s last as a middle-income country

C

hina is haunted by the spectre of the “middleincome trap”,
the notion that emerging economies grow quickly out of pov
erty only to get stuck before they get rich. “During the next ﬁve
years, we must take particular care to avoid falling into the mid
dleincome trap,” said Li Keqiang, China’s prime minister, in 2016.
Lou Jiwei, then China’s ﬁnance minister, once put the odds of Chi
na becoming ensnared at 50%.
The trap was named by Homi Kharas and Indermit Gill, two
economists, in 2006, when they were both at the World Bank. It
raises an obvious question: what counts as middle income and
what would qualify as surpassing it? Mr Kharas and Mr Gill adopt
ed the bank’s own income classiﬁcations. These were established
in 1989 when the bank drew a line separating highincome coun
tries from the rest. The line had to accommodate all of the coun
tries that were then considered “industrial market economies”. It
was drawn at a national income per person of $6,000 in the prices
prevailing in 1987, just low enough to include Ireland and Spain.
That line is now $12,695. It rises in step with a weighted average of
prices and exchange rates in ﬁve big economies: America, Britain,
China, the euro area and Japan. Eighty countries met that thresh
old in 2020, three fewer than the year before. The pandemic rele
gated Mauritius, Panama and Romania to the middle division.
Despite its leaders’ fears, or perhaps because of them, China is
now on the cusp of becoming a highincome country by this deﬁ
nition (see chart). Based on the latest available forecasts from
Goldman Sachs, we calculate that China could cross the line next
year, helped in part by its strong currency. (The transition would
not be oﬃcially announced until mid2024, when the World Bank
updates its classiﬁcations based on the previous year’s data.) If we
are right, then 2022, the year of the tiger, could be China’s last as a
middleincome country. It will be a fatter cat thereafter.
The threshold, of course, is arbitrary. Several countries (includ
ing Argentina, Russia and even Venezuela) have surpassed it only
to ﬂounder or fail in subsequent years. A lasting escape from the
middleincome trap requires a more fundamental transition.
Countries at this intermediate stage of development can encoun
ter a variety of pitfalls. They may face diminishing returns to cap
ital. They typically run out of workers to move out of agriculture.
And they must invest heavily in education, beyond the basic
schooling a factory hand needs to follow instructions. The truer
test of a highincome country is how well it copes with such
threats to its growth. How is China faring on these three counts?
China is still accumulating capital at a furious pace. It invested
43% of its gdp in the ﬁve years before the pandemic. The highin
come countries averaged only half that percentage. But China’s
high investment rate is perhaps not as fruitless as is often as
sumed. Just as its investment remains high by the standards of
rich countries, so does its gdp growth rate. Indeed, the ratio be
tween its investment share in output and its growth rate (some
times called the incremental capitaloutput ratio, or icor) still
looks favourable in comparison with highincome countries.
What about other sources of growth? In its annual checkup of
China’s economy, released on January 28th, the imf noted with
concern that China’s “total factor productivity” growth, which
measures changes in output that cannot be attributed to more
capital or labour, fell in the past decade, compared with the ten
years before. It attributed this slackening to “a stalling” of struc
tural reforms, especially of stateowned enterprises. “Market dy
namism has been losing steam recently,” it argued. But this kind of
productivity is notoriously hard to measure. And according to one

gauge from the Conference Board, a business group, it is rising no
tably faster in China than in highincome countries (see chart).
China’s employment patterns still diﬀer markedly from those
of more prosperous countries. Surprisingly, perhaps, the share of
its workforce in construction is lower than the highincome aver
age. The percentage in manufacturing is higher (19% compared
with an average of13%) and the share still in agriculture is far high
er—about 25% compared with a highincome average of 3%. From
one perspective, this residual rural workforce is a reason for opti
mism. If China can achieve highincome levels with a quarter of
its workers marooned in agriculture, imagine what it will do as
they escape into more productive employment? The worry, how
ever, is that these workers have not left the farms because they
cannot. Perhaps they do not want to forfeit their claims on com
munal land. Or perhaps they are too old or poorly educated to take
advantage of better opportunities in cities.
China’s stock of human capital is indeed a cause for concern.
According to its latest census, its adult population had an average
of 9.9 years of schooling in 2020. That would put it near the bot
tom of the heap of highincome countries, which have11.5 years on
average, according to Robert Barro of Harvard and JongWha Lee of
Korea University.
The high-income trap
This problem can only be ﬁxed one cohort at a time. China’s older
citizens grew up in a much poorer country and were educated ac
cordingly. A child now entering China’s school system could ex
pect to receive13.1years of education, according to the World Bank.
The quality does not yet match the quantity: based on how well
children score on standardised tests, 13 years of school in China is
equivalent to less than ten years in a country like Singapore, the
bank calculates. Nevertheless, things have improved.
The “stock” of human capital reﬂects China’s impoverished
past, then, but the “ﬂow” of investment in new human capital is
more beﬁtting of a highincome future. The problem is that this
costly investment of money and time is deterring parents from
having children, a demographic deadlock that is sadly characteris
tic of many rich parts of the world. China’s population increased
last year by only 0.03%. Judging by Japan’s experience, an ageing,
declining population can contribute to depressed spending, low
growth and low interest rates. China’s policymakers must now
worry about a diﬀerent kind of trap. n
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Heavenly power

Faster, higher, stronger
Space is about to enter its nuclear age—fission-powered engines will make
satellites speedier and more versatile

I

n november last year Russia blew up a
defunct satellite, creating shrapnel that
will orbit the Earth for decades. The “direct
ascent” missile test was a first for Russia
and echoed a similar weapons test carried
out by China in 2007, which also created an
enduring cloud of debris. India and America have shot at inoperative satellites, too,
although fortunately without creating as
much associated long-lasting space junk.
All this target-practice concerns American defence chiefs, who would struggle to
fight a war if critical satellites were
knocked out. The Pentagon, therefore,
wants its next generation of satellites to
have enough power to be capable of evading attacks. It thinks the answer lies with
nuclear-powered propulsion.
Two initiatives will investigate the concept. The first, led by the Defence Advanced
Research Projects Agency (darpa), will test
a technology known as “nuclear thermal
propulsion”. Working with American
firms, including Blue Origin, General
Atomics and Lockheed Martin, darpa
spacecraft will carry a small nuclear reactor. Inside, uranium atoms will be split to

generate tremendous heat. That heat will
be absorbed by liquid hydrogen sucked
from a tank on board the spacecraft. The
hydrogen, which will start at a storage temperature colder than -253°C, will rapidly expand as it warms. As that hot gas shoots out
of a nozzle at the back of the spacecraft, it
will produce thrust.
Such a spacecraft could climb to a geostationary orbit above the Earth, nearly
36,000km up, in mere hours. Satellites that
burn normal rocket fuel need several days
for the same trip. Nuclear-powered satellites with abundant power would also be
hard to destroy—their trajectories could be
changed often enough to become unpredictable. darpa wants to test its spacecraft,
dubbed draco (Demonstration Rocket for
Agile Cislunar Operations), in orbit in
→ Also in this section
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2025. This is an ambitious timetable, given
that nuclear thermal propulsion has never
been tried out in space.
The Pentagon’s Defence Innovation Unit (diu) runs the second nuclear initiative.
In September 2021 it solicited proposals for
nuclear systems for satellite propulsion or,
alternatively, to power onboard electronics. Companies pitching ideas need to
meet a few conditions: they should steer
clear of the nuclear-thermal-propulsion
technology that darpa is already working
on; they should be able to build a prototype
within three to five years; and they need a
credible plan for testing in space. Out of
the dozens of proposals received by the
diu, the first two winners are set to be announced later this month.
Beyond the dragon
Ryan Weed, a captain in the United States
Air Force (usaf) who leads the diu programme, says the submitted proposals fall
into distinct categories. Some incorporate
nuclear reactors, but not to heat liquid hydrogen. Instead, the heat will be used to
generate electricity that will then be applied to a propellant gas such as xenon.
This will ionise the gas which, thanks to an
electric or magnetic field, will zip out of a
nozzle to produce thrust.
Ion thrusters are not a new idea but a
nuclear reactor could produce far more
electricity to power them than even a large
solar array. Satellites without solar panels
would, usefully for military purposes, also
be harder for enemies to track and disable.
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Many of the designs for nuclear electric
propulsion call for the same process of
splitting atoms used in terrestrial nuclearpower plants. The kit for space would
weigh at least a tonne, so it would only
power big satellites.
Other proposals are for radioisotope
thermoelectric generators (rtgs). These
kinds of “nuclear batteries” have long been
used to power probes sent into deep space,
where solar power is especially feeble. Instead of building a nuclear reactor, an rtg
uses devices called thermocouples to produce a modest wattage from heat released
by the decay of radioactive isotopes. Plutonium-238, which is a by-product of weapons development, has been used by nasa
to power both the Voyager probes,
launched in the 1970s and still functioning, as well as the Curiosity rover currently
trundling around Mars.
Plutonium-238, however, is heavily regulated and in short supply. And with a halflife of 87.7 years, the heat it produces from
radioactive decay is spread over a long
time. The diu is therefore looking for alternatives with a shorter half-life and a
“much higher thermal power density”, says
Captain Weed. Cobalt-60, with a half-life of
5.3 years, is a promising alternative and
available commercially. He would like
rtgs to provide electricity for thrust and
also the onboard electronics for satellites
that are the size of a washing machine.
First, do no harm
How safe is it, however, to send nuclear devices, especially reactors, into space? Nathan Greiner, a major in the usaf who
leads darpa’s programme, says that one
concern he often hears is about the potential explosion of a draco spacecraft on the
launchpad. He says that such an event
would not present any more danger than
the explosion of a conventional spacecraft—because the reactor would not have
been switched on at that point, its uranium
fuel would pose no radiological hazard.
A bigger problem would be if the nuclear reactor crashed into the sea. Water can
encourage the start of a nuclear chain reaction in which uranium atoms split and release neutrons that can go on to split further uranium atoms. If uncontrolled, this
chain reaction can lead to a meltdown.
draco is therefore configured so that even
if submerged in water, “poison wires”
made from boron will remain in place. Boron is used in nuclear reactors to moderate—or even stop—nuclear fission.
Another danger is accidental atmospheric re-entry. The Soviet Union flew at
least 33 spy satellites with nuclear reactors
for onboard power (but not propulsion). In
one accident, the reactor in a satellite
named Kosmos 954 failed to ascend into a
high-enough “disposal orbit” at the end of
its mission. In 1978 it ended up spraying ra-
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dioactive debris over a swathe of Canada’s
Northwest Territories. To avoid a similar
accident, darpa’s nuclear reactor will not
be flown in low orbits, says Tabitha Dodson, draco’s top engineer.
The recent swell in interest in nuclear
power for space can be directly traced to
improvements in engineers’ ability to use
computers to model their reactor designs.
For a long time, scientists believed that, for
a nuclear reactor to be able to fit on a rocket, it would need to run on fuel that was
highly enriched with uranium-235, an isotope of uranium that easily splits apart.
The fuel for the Soviet Kosmos 954, for example, was 90% uranium-235, similar to
the material used in the atom bomb detonated over Hiroshima in 1945.
Given the fuel’s worrying potential for
dual use, therefore, scientists have had to
deal with thick bureaucracy, long delays
and huge costs when building nuclear reactors. And, even if all went well, “a lot of
guards and guns”, says Michael Eades,
head of engineering for usnc Advanced
Technologies, a Seattle subcontractor involved in draco. But better computer
modelling has, in recent years, allowed scientists to design reactors in which the fuel
is enriched to less than 20% uranium-235.
That is below weapons grade, so government restrictions will be less onerous.
America is not alone in its nuclear
quest. China and Russia are also developing nuclear power for space. China’s wish
list includes a fleet of nuclear-powered
space shuttles. Russia is designing an electric-propulsion cargo spacecraft called
Zeus, which will be powered by a nuclear
reactor. Roscosmos, Russia’s space agency,
hopes to launch it in 2030.
The prospect of more capable satellites
will, no doubt, raise suspicions among
spacefaring nations. Nuclear spacecraft
with abundant electrical energy could be

used to jam satellite communications.
Documents from kb Arsenal, a St Petersburg firm at work on Zeus and, reportedly,
another nuclear spacecraft called Ekipazh,
refer to the possibility of using large antennae to flood an area with lots of electromagnetic radiation—this could overwhelm the relatively weak radio signals
normally sent and received by communications satellites. Such stirrings may have
focused minds. In 2019 the then president,
Donald Trump, issued a memorandum declaring that nuclear-powered space systems were “vital” to America’s dominance
in space. In that and subsequent presidential actions, Mr Trump simplified regulations. His successor, Joe Biden, has not
changed course, fuelling subsequent research and development in both government and the private sector.
To boldly go
And not all of the interest in nuclear power
comes from the armed forces. nasa, keen
to put astronauts on Mars one day, is
studying reactor-powered electric propulsion and is also working on a project to develop nuclear thermal propulsion. The second system is named padme—Power-Adjusted Demonstration Mars Engine—and
its prototype is slated for testing in 2026.
padme will weigh about 3.5 tonnes and,
once in orbit, will be able to accelerate a
large spacecraft to 12km a second in around
15 minutes. Such a craft could reach Mars in
under six months, three less than with
chemical propulsion. nasa wants to test it
on a possible cargo mission to Mars in the
2030s. By the end of this decade, nasa also
wants a nuclear plant to power a base on
the Moon. Proposals for a ten kilowatt “fission surface power” facility are due in to
the space agency by the middle of February.
All this means that one way or another,
space is entering its nuclear age. n

Want to reach Mars faster? First, split some atoms
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Scientific publishing

Drug delivery

Handsome prints

Trypanophobics
rejoice!

Preprints on the coronavirus have been
impressively reliable

A new way to deliver delicate drugs,
no jabbing required

S

P

cientific publishing moves slowly.
Depending on the academic ﬁeld, it can
take years for a single paper to get pub
lished in a wellregarded journal. In that
time, a paper might undergo several
rounds of peerreview by academic volun
teers, followed by corrections—and possi
bly rejections—before a new scientiﬁc re
sult sees the light of day.
This rigmarole is meant to ensure that
the research that enters the scientiﬁc re
cord is reputable, rigorous and trustwor
thy. That is admirable—and the system
generally works well—but it also intro
duces a bottleneck, delaying the circula
tion of new scientiﬁc results. To get around
this, scientists can release a “preprint”: a
manuscript of a paper posted to a public
server online before it has completed a for
mal peerreview process.
Preprints are commonplace in physics
and mathematics. During the covid19 pan
demic, these publications took oﬀ in bio
logy, genomics and medicine too, reﬂect
ing the urgency of communicating corona
virusrelated ﬁndings to other scientists,
government oﬃcials, and the public.
Some have expressed concerns over the
quality of preprints, however, arguing that
publishing research prematurely risks un
dermining the integrity of science if con
clusions may later need to be revised, after
comments from peerreviewers, say. For
tunately, a study published in the journal
plos Biology this week suggests that they
have little to worry about.
A team of researchers led by Jonathon
Coates, a biologist at Queen Mary Universi
ty in London, decided to analyse how re
liable preprints were early in the covid19
pandemic. They compiled a set of 184 re
search papers in the life sciences that had
initially been posted as preprints on bio
Rxiv and medRxiv—two large preprint
servers—and later published in one of 23
major scientiﬁc journals in the ﬁrst four
months of the pandemic.
They compared each preprint with its
more polished version that had later ap
peared in a journal. They looked for con
tent that had been added or removed from
the body of the manuscript, tables or ﬁg
ures that had been rearranged, and when
key wording had been changed.
Dr Coates’s analysis found that 82.8% of
coronavirusrelated preprints and 92.8%
of noncoronavirusrelated preprints saw
no material change to their conclusions

Clouds of suspicion

upon journal publication. Of the changes
that were made, most involved only
strengthening or weakening of conclu
sions. Only one paper out of 184 saw one of
its conclusions reversed. “This is a wel
come ﬁnding,” says Dr Coates. “Ultimately,
scientists share preprints because they
think the work is ready, not simply to rush
it out—the results of our study reﬂect that.”
That more coronavirusrelated papers
saw changes upon publication than non
coronavirus papers could reﬂect two fac
tors, suggests Dr Coates. The ﬁrst is that
scientists were moving as quickly as possi
ble to make coronavirusrelated results
public to aid the early pandemic response,
meaning that the language in early co
vid19 preprints was more likely to require
a ﬁnal edit. Dr Coates adds that, in his ex
perience, journal editors were also being
more rigorous in their treatment of early
covid19 research, precisely because the
stakes were so high.
These ﬁndings support arguments
made by advocates of “open science”, who
say that new scientiﬁc results should be
made available to other researchers and
the public freely and quickly. Dr Coates’s
work suggests that the usual gatekeepers
of the research, scientiﬁc journals, may
add little scientiﬁc value to the original re
search manuscripts. Their large subscrip
tion fees, therefore, look increasingly at
odds with the value they provide.
Dr Coates also discovered an annoying
wrinkle in the publishing and sharing of
data in the life sciences. Whenever his
team tried to gain access to the supplemen
tary data for a journalpublished version of
an article, all too often the links were dead
or did not lead to the data they were look
ing for. That seems troubling, not least
during a publichealth crisis in which ac
cess to timely data has been critical in
working out what to do and when. n

lenty of people hate needles. Indeed,
it is probably the case that a portion of
those refusing to be vaccinated against
sarscov2 might be doing so simply be
cause they do not want the discomfort of
being jabbed. A new invention could
help—for those who are needleshy, how
about taking a pill instead?
Two of the most successful covid19
vaccines, from PﬁzerBioNTech and Mo
derna, need to be administered via injec
tions because their active ingredients are
fragile molecules of mrna. These vaccines
cannot be administered orally, since the
mrna would be quickly destroyed by acids
in the stomach.
Aware of these challenges, Robert Lang
er and Giovanni Traverso, engineers at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(mit), wondered if it might be possible in
stead to smuggle mrna into the stomach
inside a protective capsule that is engi
neered to jab patients from the inside,
where they would feel nothing.
This is not new ground for the research
ers. Several years ago they collaborated to
create a starshaped structure that could be
folded up inside a capsule and then re
leased when the capsule dissolved in the
stomach. Once free, the structure re
mained in the stomach for a month, slowly
releasing contraceptives, malaria drugs or
hiv treatments as needed by a patient.
With this in mind, Dr Langer and Dr Tra
verso wondered whether they could design
something that could linger in the stom
ach and then inject its medication there.
The device they invented is the size of a
large pill, encased in gelatine and shaped
like the shell of a tortoise. It carries a nee
dle that is engineered to penetrate the lin
ing of the stomach only when the device’s
ﬂat section sits ﬂush against it. So aligned,
the needle can then inject its payload pain
lessly into the stomach wall.
The researchers knew, however, that
this trick alone would not be enough for
safe passage of the delicate molecules.
Naked mrna is not readily taken up by
cells, but needs to be encased inside a pro
tective envelope to gain entry.
The mrna molecules of covid19 vac
cines are delivered into cells inside tiny
bubbles of fat. But the sort of delivery
mechanism needed for Dr Langer’s and Dr
Traverso’s device was not immediately
clear. To investigate further, the engineers
worked with colleagues at mit to test sev
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eral hundred specially shaped polymers
that they thought might be able to protect
their mrna molecules as they transferred
into stomach cells. They found three po
lymers that could carry the mrna payloads
successfully and also support a transfer
into living cells.
The engineers loaded these polymer
encased mrna molecules into their turtle
shell pills, which were then swallowed by
six mice. As expected, they subsequently
found evidence that the mrna had trans
ferred successfully into the stomach tissue
of all the mice.
The researchers then went on to test
their technology on pigs, which have stom
achs that are very similar to those found in
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humans. They introduced their turtle
shell pills into three animals and studied
their stomachs a day later. Two showed
clear evidence of the mrna having entered
their cells. One did not.
Dr Traverso and Dr Langer published
details of their work this week in the jour
nal Matter. Their device shows the poten
tial to get mrna into the body without the
need for an uncomfortable jab in the arm.
More work is needed, however, both to
understand why one trial in the pigs failed
to yield results and also to work out if the
mrna molecules like those found in co
vid19 vaccines can also be successfully de
livered via something like Dr Langer’s and
Dr Traverso’s turtleshell pills. n

Climate change

Methane mission

Targeting “ultra-emitters” of a potent greenhouse gas would be a cheap way to
reduce the oil-and-gas industry’s climate impact

O

n february 15th 2018 a gas well blew
up in Ohio’s Belmont county. Flying
overhead shortly before 1pm, a state high
waypatrol helicopter captured images of a
column of ﬂames and a billowing plume of
soot and gases rising high into the sky from
the rolling hills. Although the ﬂames were
soon put out, the bust wellhead was not
patched up for 20 days. A subsequent study
using satellite data calculated that during
that time, some 58,000 tonnes of methane
was released, equivalent to onequarter of
what Ohio’s entire oilandgas infrastruc
ture reportedly produces every year and
more than the annual methane emissions
of similar fossilfuel infrastructure in
most European countries.
Methane is a colourless, odourless
greenhouse gas that makes up the bulk of
the natural gas burned to heat homes, cook
food and generate electricity. It is also the
second largest driver of global warming
after carbon dioxide, responsible for at
least onequarter of the rise in global aver
age temperatures since the Industrial Rev
olution. Once emitted, methane molecules
degrade in around a decade so they do not
pile up in the atmosphere in the same way
as carbon dioxide, which can persist for
hundreds of years.
Slashing methane emissions, there
fore, could help reduce the overall atmo
spheric volume of greenhouse gases and
slow the pace of global warming in the near
term. Patching up leaky oilandgas infra
structure, responsible for 22% of all man
made methane emissions, would help
meet those goals. This has led to eﬀorts to
quantify methane leaks.

According to a new study published this
week in the journal Science, lengthy blow
ups on pipelines and at wellheads—as hap
pened in the Belmont county explosion—
are behind the release of roughly 8m
tonnes of methane every year. That is
equivalent to between 8% and 12% of the
estimated total released from the global
oilandgas infrastructure each year. By
identifying and mapping the leaks in such
detail, the study oﬀers an opportunity: fo
cus on tackling these big leaks and a signif
icant chunk of the world’s greenhousegas
emissions could be removed.
Thomas Lauvaux, an atmospheric sci
entist at the University of Saclay in France,
and his colleagues used imagery and data
collected in 2019 and 2020 by the Tropo
spheric Monitoring Instrument (tropomi)
which is ﬂying aboard an Earthmonitor
ing satellite launched by the European

Space Agency. The researchers found more
than 1,800 single “ultraemitting” events,
deﬁned as producing 25 tonnes or more of
methane each hour. Some events released
several hundred tonnes of the greenhouse
gas per hour, generating plumes that
spanned hundreds of kilometres.
Twothirds of the ultraemitting events
were colocated with oil and gas produc
tion sites and pipelines; the rest came from
coal production, agricultural or waste
management facilities. Accounting for
1.3m tonnes of methane per year, Turkme
nistan was home to some of the largest
sources. Dr Lauvaux and his colleagues
noted that the events they documented
were not included in national emissions
inventories and suggest that oﬃcial num
bers may underestimate total emissions by
half. After Turkmenistan, the largest emis
sions were found over Russia, America,
Iran, Kazakhstan and Algeria.
The 8m tonnes of methane picked up in
the latest study have the same warming ef
fect as the carbon footprint of 18m Ameri
cans. Eliminating all these emissions
would avoid between 0.003°C to 0.007°C of
warming over the next one to three de
cades, according to Dr Lauvaux.
Improving monitoring and patching up
leaky infrastructure would also be in the
interests of fossilfuel producers in places
including Algeria, America, Kazakhstan,
Russia, Turkmenistan. The researchers
calculated that companies forgo revenue
of between $100 and $400 per tonne of
methane that leaks out.
At the United Nations cop26 climate
negotiations, held last November in Glas
gow, leaders of more than 100 countries
made a pact to reduce global emissions of
methane by 30% by 2030. The cheapest,
most costeﬀective way of doing this will
be to patch up oilandgas infrastructure,
starting with the ultraemitters identiﬁed
by Dr Lauvaux. Inventories like his, and
further data from a new generation of sat
ellites capable of detecting point sources
of methane, are important steps in meet
ing those global ambitions. n
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Methane from ultraemitting oil and gas leaks*
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Source: Kayrros analysis, contains
modiﬁed Copernicus data, 2022

*During maintenance or equipment failure. Non-quantiﬁed leaks
a not shown
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Fundamental rights

The megaphone and the muzzle

A history of free expression charts a pattern of crackdowns and advances

A

global firestorm erupted in 2005
after the publication in a Danish news
paper of 12 provocative cartoons of the
Prophet Muhammad. Jacob Mchangama, a
Dane and then a young lawyer, was dis
mayed. In the Muslim world he watched
states that rarely allowed protest of any
kind encourage violent demonstrations.
Those governments also redoubled their
diplomatic eﬀorts to deﬁne “defamation of
religions” as a humanrights violation that
should be banned everywhere.
He found the response elsewhere even
more alarming. Respectable people across
the Western world blamed the cartoonist
and his editors, not the repressive forces
that drove the newspaper staﬀ into hiding.
This was not what Mr Mchangama, the
product of a conﬁdently secular Nordic
democracy, had expected.
As his new book recalls, free expression
was suﬀering setbacks on other fronts, too.
In the late 1990s, when he was a student,
the internet presaged a glorious era of lib
erty for people who otherwise lacked mon
ey or power to speak and organise. The vic

Free Speech. By Jacob Mchangama.
Basic Books; 528 pages; $32 and £25

tory in 2008 of Barack Obama, an erstwhile
outsider, marked a high point of those
expectations. Even then, though, digital
freedom was already in retreat. Authoritar
ian regimes proved adept at exploiting and
policing social media for their own malign
ends. Western governments were often
heavyhanded in their regulation of ex
tremist discourse. And the gigantic power
wielded by a few tech companies was trou
bling, regardless of how they used it.
All this led Mr Mchangama (whose
paternal forebears came from the Comoro
Islands) to apply his legal mind to support
ing intellectual liberty: by podcasting and
founding a thinktank, and by studying
free expression’s ﬂuctuating fortunes over
the past 25 centuries. His conclusions, pre
sented in a crisp and conﬁdent march
through Western history, are sobering.
His view that freedom of speech is
under threat from many directions—and,

politically, from both right and left—is not
original. More distinctive is his determina
tion to show the ebb and ﬂow of liberty as a
dynamic process, under way at least since
the era of ancient Greece. Accordingly,
stringent repression of thought and
speech becomes selfdefeating and stimu
lates brave opponents. But great bursts of
freedom also prove ﬁnite.
For example, the intellectual energy
unleashed by the printing press and the
Protestant Reformation was dissipated in
waves of sectarian wars and mutual perse
cution. After the shock of the American
and French revolutions, and the rise of Na
poleon Bonaparte, Britain’s establishment
became severely repressive in the early
19th century. But a countervailing move
ment of liberal thought and debate, carried
along by technological and social change,
proved more powerful.
Yet that trend, too, had its limits and its
hypocrisies. John Stuart Mill was a brilliant
Victorian advocate of intellectual freedom,
but he participated in, and defended, the
colonial administration of India. And as
Britain became more open and tolerant at
home, it curbed liberty of expression in its
overseas possessions, especially amid the
rise of independence movements.
The eﬀects of colonial repression con
tinued to be felt long after colonialism
ended, as the book shows. Laws dating
from the British Empire have been used to
stiﬂe dissent in modern India, and recent
ly in Hong Kong. Measures that strangle
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freedom can easily outlive the conditions
that engendered them—as, luckily, can
laws and constitutions that entrench liber
ty. In America, where the possibility of
frank, productive debate seems threatened
by cultural warfare, the constitution’s First
Amendment sets a limit on any faction’s
ability to muzzle its opponents.
The important thing, Mr Mchangama
argues, is to read history correctly. For in
stance, in his view modern Germany has
erred on the side of draconian regulations
for “hate speech” on digital platforms, in
part out of a wellmeaning belief that the
Weimar Republic was too complacent in
allowing the poisonous ideology of Na
zism to be aired. But that analysis of Hit
ler’s rise is not borne out by the facts: in
reality, the book maintains, the Weimar
authorities did try, rather haplessly, to rein
in the Nazis through curbs on freedom of
expression. By contrast, they failed to act
when Hitler’s thugs committed acts of vio
lence that should have led to prosecution.
Keep it in the family
The historical lessons closest to the au
thor’s heart come from the classical era. He
contrasts the robust freespeech culture of
Periclean Athens with the mannered ex
changes of ancient Romans, which were
conﬁned to a small elite. Central to the
Athenian system, he says, were the con
cepts of isegoria—an equal entitlement to
speak, for all classes of men—and parrhesia, the right to express even the most
outrageous thoughts. He thinks these
laudable notions, absent in ancient Rome,
provide a yardstick to judge modern societ
ies. (He might have added that the decline
of Athenian democracy is as telling as its
zenith: the city’s internal aﬀairs were ma
nipulated by outsiders who exploited its
openness—just as trolls, spies and lobby
ists for autocrats do in democracies today.)
These parallels are instructive, but they
raise a wider question about the circum
stances in which virtually unbridled
speech can ﬂourish and be tolerated. Many
groups, including families and friends,
remain intact—and can absorb the noisiest
of arguments—because of unspoken and
often unconscious limits on the sayable,
even the thinkable. That kind of informal
system works best in smallish communi
ties, such as the citizenry of ancient Athens
or the political class of modern democra
cies. In a digital universe of billions, incor
porating many religions and ideologies, no
such commonality exists.
The result is that a cartoon which seems
fair game to a Scandinavian intellectual
can look, on the streets of Islamabad or
Cairo, like an invitation to riot or even kill.
Keeping legal restrictions on free expres
sion to a minimum is a vital principle that
ought to be sacrosanct. But it will not close
that yawning gap. n
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A thousand natural shocks
Death cannot be defeated. Stalling it is another matter, says an upbeat history
This Mortal Coil. By Andrew Doig.
Bloomsbury; 384 pages; £25

F

or over 200 years, France has diligent
ly recorded the lifespans of its citizens.
Since 1816 their average life expectancy has
more than doubled: long skewed by high
infant mortality, it jumped from 41.1 years
to 85.3 for French women, and from 39.1
years to 79.3 for men. In other words, it
“has increased on average by ﬁve hours per
day”, writes Andrew Doig in “This Mortal
Coil”, a study of how people die. “So, every
day, the date of a French person’s death
gets closer by 24 hours due to the passing
of time, but recedes by ﬁve hours, thanks
to medicine, nutrition, sanitation, good
government, trade, peace and so on.”
You might expect a book on this morbid
theme to be forbidding or sombre. This one
is neither. Instead Mr Doig, a biochemist at
the University of Manchester, tells an em
powering story of human ingenuity.
For most of human history, life expec
tancy hovered around 30. The oldest ana
tomically modern humans, who lived
around 200,000 years ago, often died in
accidents—in falls, say, or by drowning—
or were killed by large animals during
hunts or by other people. About 10,000
years ago humans discovered agriculture,
and previously nomadic populations set
tled to grow ﬁelds of wheat, barley and
maize. Farmers could suddenly produce a
lot more food than people had before; but,
counterintuitively, that did not translate

What dreams may come

into an explosion in the species. The
world’s human population increased only
from 4m in 10,000bc to 5m in 5000bc.
Farming, it turned out, had some big
downsides. Not only did it involve back
breaking labour; it brought new diseases to
people. Most of the infections that plague
humans today come from bugs that once
lived in animals and crossed the species
barrier. Measles derives from the rinder
pest virus in cattle and inﬂuenza from
poultry. Living in close quarters with ani
mals meant a higher chance of catching
their lurgies. Dense settlements and cities
let new ailments spread quickly. Their ap
pearance repeatedly obliterated human
communities; it took generations for natu
ral resistance to evolve and spread.
The ﬁght against infectious diseases
made a stepchange around 250 years ago
in Europe and North America. Mr Doig
devotes chapters to some of the major in
fections of the medieval era, including
bubonic plague, smallpox, typhoid and
cholera. His gutwrenching descriptions of
disease and death—stinking, weeping
boils, diarrhoea and worse—serve as back
ground to the larger story of how people
began to apply reason to their understand
ing of illnesses. In the process, they in
vented the seeds of modern medicine.
In 1747 James Lind, a Scottish doctor, de
signed a systematic experiment to show
that citrus fruits could cure scurvy. Fifty
years later, Edward Jenner, an Englishman,
discovered that people could be protected
from smallpox if they were inoculated
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with pus from the blisters of milkmaids
who had contracted a related disease, cow
pox. In 1854 John Snow, a doctor in London,
was studying cholera, the “most terrifying
disease of the 19th century”, which could
plunge a person from good health to death
in only 12 hours. He gathered data on where
choleraaﬀected households in Soho had
been getting their water. Around the same
time in Vienna, Ignaz Semmelweis, a
Hungarian, showed that cleanliness in
maternity hospitals could save the lives of
new mothers.
Such were the respective origins of
clinical trials, vaccination, epidemiology
and good hygiene. At last, humans were ac
quiring decisive weapons against infec
tions and, from the mid19th century, life
expectancy began to rise. Death, however,
remained inevitable. As some versions of it
fade, others take their place.
The early 21st century might be the
healthiest time ever to be alive; modern
medicine has given people in developed
countries tremendous lifespans. But all
bodies fail eventually. The top causes of
death today are coronary heart disease,
stroke and lung diseases including asth
ma, emphysema and pneumonia. Cancers
are now known to comprise several types
of disease, but, if grouped together, they
kill almost as many people as heart trou
bles. Human behaviour has exacerbated
some of these aﬄictions: processed junk
food, smoking, alcohol and lack of exercise
all damage human bodies.
The whips and scorns of time
A looming spectre is dementia. The num
bers of elderly people are rising so fast that
the incidence of debilitating, costly condi
tions such as Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s
is growing rapidly. Here science is still
stumped: in contrast to the arsenals avail
able to fend oﬀ other causes of death, there
are no drugs to slow or halt these terrifying
brain diseases. Mr Doig’s conclusion is
grim but realistic: “We seem to be heading
for a world of elderly people with function
ing bodies, but demented minds.”
Nevertheless, he is an optimist. He
points to medical marvels that may lie
ahead—such as 3dprinted organs that
could make it routine to go into hospital at
60 to “freshen up” with new lungs, kid
neys, liver or pancreas, grown from stem
cells and optimised by genetic editing. “We
could then have hearts like Usain Bolt and
lungs like Serena Williams,” he writes.
“Many more of us would only die when our
brains can no longer function.” The “years
of living with chronic disability”, which
now blight old age, would be over.
These are remarkable prospects. But, as
Mr Doig knows, ultimately they are
distractions from the immutable fact that,
however ingenious medicine becomes,
one day, it will all end. n
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GameStop revisited

The house always wins
The Revolution That Wasn’t.
By Spencer Jakab. Portfolio; 300 pages;
$28. Penguin Business; £20

A

year ago, on January 28th 2021, the
price of a single share in GameStop, a
struggling purveyor of video games,
climbed to an alltime high of $483. That
was nearly 200 times the low it had hit
ten months previously, and almost 30
times its price at the start of the year.
GameStop was the mosttraded stock in
America on one of its busiestever trad
ing days. The surge in activity left retail
brokers unable to meet capital calls from
the settlement system, forcing them to
suspend buying in a handful of stocks. A
congressional hearing was held to in
vestigate. How did this happen?
Spencer Jakab, a columnist at the Wall
Street Journal, unknots the threads of this
complex ﬁnancial tale. His is a pacey and
comprehensive account that takes in the
structural changes in ﬁnance and the
media that made the turmoil possible.
The ingredients included the promi
nence of a chatboard on the Reddit web
site called r/wallstreetbets; the rise of
Keith Gill (pictured), a buccaneering
investor; a “Gamestonk!!” tweet by Elon
Musk; and the political outrage of both
Alexandria OcasioCortez and Ted Cruz.
Produced at impressively high speed, the
book ends with some sage advice for
retail investors: stick to lowcost diversi
ﬁed funds, and sit on them.
Its thrust is that a widespread in
terpretation of the GameStop episode—
as a triumph of Davids (retail investors)
over the Goliath of Wall Street—is mis
taken. The narrative of little guys taking
on the establishment was indeed widely

peddled at the time, with some reason.
Mr Gill, better known by his YouTube
alias “Roaring Kitty”, or his Reddit handle
“DeepFuckingValue”, was a longterm
booster of GameStop, and posted screen
shots of his account balance soaring into
the tens of millions of dollars. Mean
while some professional hedgefund
managers who had shortsold the com
pany lost billions.
Even at the time, though, it was obvi
ous that other hedge funds and ﬁnan
ciers had piled into the trade. And it was
clear that outﬁts like Citadel and Gold
man Sachs, which generally make meaty
returns from high trading volumes,
would do well. The idea that these bits of
Wall Street proﬁted is not quite the coun
terintuitive insight Mr Jakab implies.
He faces another obstacle. The best
books on ﬁnancial dramas take readers
behind closed doors—using hitherto
undisclosed details to shed light on, say,
the decisions to initiate quantitative
easing or let Lehman Brothers sink. But
the GameStop saga unfolded very pub
licly. The critical events were posts on a
public forum, tweets and a congressional
hearing. Those who followed them close
ly will ﬁnd little to surprise them here.
Still, Mr Jakab’s knowledge of Wall
Street shines in the historical context he
provides and the industry aphorisms he
relays (the retail investors who can lose
out when hedge funds prosper are type
cast as “a lot of dentists”). Despite the
density of the subject matter, which
includes “rehypothecation” and “gamma
squeezes”, the story is deftly told. If the
ﬁrst draft of history was not quite on the
money, as Mr Jakab contends, his second
go has set the record straight.
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World in a dish

More fish in the sea

Lucky new-year foods embody a benign view of good fortune

“W

hy steam ﬁsh”, asked Andy Ricker,
an author and restaurateur who
ran several acclaimed Thai restaurants in
America, “when you can batter chunks and
immerse them in hot oil? When you can
grill it over charcoal?” As he discovered
while travelling around Thailand, one an
swer is that steamed ﬁsh can be delicious.
A recipe Mr Ricker developed includes gin
ger, spring onions, celery leaves and oyster
mushrooms, which bolster the pure
marine sweetness of the ﬁsh without con
tamination by the taste of oil or smoke.
Another reason is that, in the right context,
steamed ﬁsh can be lucky.
The Chinese words for “ﬁsh” and “plen
ty” are homonyms; a whole ﬁsh, eaten on
the eve of the lunar new year—which this
year fell on February 1st—represents a wish
for abundance to come. It can be braised,
deepfried or roasted in a pan, but if you
live on a coast, or have access to ﬁrstrate
ﬁsh, steaming is the way to go. These new
year meals are suﬀused with symbolism.
Enough ﬁsh should be cooked to ensure
leftovers, which signify hopes for a surplus
in the year ahead. Spring rolls, with their
fanciful resemblance to gold bars, repre
sent hopes for wealth. Uncut noodles sym
bolise longevity; sweet rice cakes antici
pate a better future.
Such customs are not unique to the Si
nitic world. On the Jewish new year, Rosh
Hashanah, Jews bake their challah, a tradi
tional enriched bread, in a round shape to
signify the cycle of life and creation. The
bread, and often apples too, are smeared
with honey, symbolising the wish for a

sweet year. Pomegranates, with their many
seeds, embody a desire to do many mitzvot—literally “commandments”, but more
commonly understood as “good deeds”—
in the coming year.
On New Year’s Day in America, black
southerners have long eaten Hoppin’ John,
a delicious dish of rice and blackeyed peas
or cowpeas, cooked with salt pork or
smoked ham hock (interest in African
American culture has made the recipe pop
ular elsewhere). The peas symbolise coins,
and the greens that are usually served as
well stand for dollar bills. Some people put
a clean dime in the pot; whoever gets it on
their plate will enjoy a glut of good luck.
Whether anyone actually believes in a
causal relationship between eating these
foods and receiving the promised beneﬁts
is unclear. Mainly, these culinary tradi
tions continue for the same reason that
other traditions do: people have fond
memories of observing them with their
parents, and want to pass them down to
their own oﬀspring.
Diverse as these dishes are, they all im
ply an optimistic and democratic view of
good fortune. Fish and noodles, bread and
apples, beans and greens appear regularly
on Chinese, Jewish and southern tables.
They are neither costly nor exotic, suggest
ing that luck is not something bought ex
pensively or sought with diﬃculty. Rather
these foods are ordinary, yet suﬀused with
benevolent meaning when eaten at the
right time and in the right frame of mind.
Good fortune, they suggest, lies all around,
and is always within reach. n

Playground lore

Jabbed you
The pandemic has given children new
words to play with

“A

t school, i’ve invented a game with
my friends,” says Griﬃn, a nineyear
old Australian boy. The rules of Corona Tip
are simple. One child chases the others,
touching as many as he can. Anyone
caught is “in corona”. They join the chaser
in pursuit of those remaining, as do all the
children they tag in turn—a neat demon
stration of exponential growth. The game
ends when everybody has been caught.
Griﬃn’s account was collected by the
Pandemic Play Project, one of several
groups researching children’s behaviour in
the covid19 era. Children in many coun
tries were kept apart for long spells in 2020
and 2021. When they returned to school,
they were often banned from touching.
Playgrounds have been segregated by year
group and some equipment removed. How
have these changes aﬀected play?
It is partly an anthropological question.
Some of the researchers are inspired by
Iona and Peter Opie, who wrote a series of
books about children’s games, songs,
rhymes and jokes beginning in the late
1940s. The Opies argued that primary
school children had a distinct oral culture,
which they transmitted to each other un
der the noses of adults. Much of their lore
was decades, even centuries old. Chil
dren’s culture, they wrote, is as special as
that of “some dwindling aboriginal tribe”.
Today’s researchers have spotted many
examples of covid19 permeating play. Aus
tralian children invented a game in which
they chase each other with stones, which
stand in for vaccines. Thomas Enemark
Lundtofte of the University of Southern
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Denmark has heard children singing about
covid—sometimes echoing pop songs,
sometimes making up their own. The Brit
ishbased Play Observatory has collected
accounts of children playing covid
themed games at home. In one video a
young girl swabs the nose of her toy horse
with a plastic screwdriver.
In some ways the pandemic seems to
have made children’s play more modern.
More of it takes place online: during lock
downs children spent more time playing
video games like “Animal Crossing” and
“Roblox” than was allowed before. That

The Economist February 5th 2022

helped them keep in touch with each other,
and also coloured their oﬄine play. When
one group of Australian children saw each
other again, they tried to reenact “Among
Us”, a multiplayer video game in which
some characters attempt to kill the others.
But in other ways play became more
oldfashioned. Alison Stenning of Newcas
tle University found that in 2020, during
England’s ﬁrst lockdown, children recolo
nised streets that they had ceded to cars ov
er the years. They drew pavement games in
chalk, just as their grandparents had done.
When balls were banned in school play

grounds, children adopted a venerable
dodge and used rolledup gloves instead.
Julia Bishop of the University of Shef
ﬁeld suspects that references to covid and
“corona” will linger in children’s lore, al
though they might become detached from
the disease itself. “They like weird words,”
she says. A killjoy would point out that
Griﬃn’s game is almost identical to others
(such as Infection) that were played before
covid19. But one characteristic of chil
dren’s lore, which the Opies noticed, is that
its practitioners often claim to have just in
vented things that are in fact very old. n

Back Story The parable of Taras Bulba
As Gogol shows, literature oﬀers a better way to think about Russia and Ukraine

H

e is dauntless in battle, deﬁant in
adversity and loyal to his comrades.
With his last words, he foresees the
coming of an invincible tsar. Taras Bulba,
hero of Nikolai Gogol’s novella of the
same name, is an avowed Russian patri
ot. Yet something in the picture is askew.
Taras wears trousers “wide as the Black
Sea”; he carries the gunpowder for his
Turkish pistol in a dangling horn. This
ideal Russian is actually a Ukrainian
Cossack. His story, and Gogol’s own, are a
reminder of the nuances of identity in
their tense region—and of lost possibili
ties in Russia’s relations with Ukraine.
All modern Russian literature, Dos
toyevsky reputedly said, came out of
Gogol’s “Overcoat”, a mesmerising short
story about a clerk in St Petersburg and a
coat with a catfur collar. But Gogol
himself came out of Ukraine. Born there
in 1809, he moved to St Petersburg, the
imperial capital, and wrote in Russian.
“Taras Bulba”, the tale of a Cossack war
lord bent on ﬁghting the Poles, was one
of the fables of the steppe with which he
ﬁrst beguiled his Russian readership.
As his reputation grew, Gogol revised
the narrative to emphasise its Russian
ness. The Cossacks live to ﬁght—no one
dies of old age—and, when they are not
ﬁghting, they “drink and carouse as only
a Russian can”. Slain in battle, one ex
claims, “May Russia ﬂourish for ever!”
Taras’s son, Andriy, falls in love with a
Polish princess; as bad luck has it, she
winds up trapped in a city that the Cos
sacks besiege. Andriy saves her and
betrays his father. Taras duly kills him.
Like his protagonist’s, Gogol’s politics
grew more nationalistic over time. In
“Dead Souls” he famously portrayed
Russia as a horsedrawn troika barrelling
through history. He became fanatical,
went mad, and died in 1852.

Yet neither Gogol nor “Taras Bulba”
quite pull oﬀ their nationalist shtick.
Some critics said the writer had a “double
soul”, both Russian and Ukrainian. Gogol,
an outsider even in his pomp, sometimes
agreed. “I myself don’t know what soul I
have,” he told a friend. Some bibliophiles
in Kyiv claim Mykola Hohol (the Ukrainian
version of his name) as their own.
As for Taras and the Cossacks, they
make pretty delinquent poster boys. Their
boozing proves ruinous, and they rampage
around the countryside like a barbaric
mob; their grotesque antiSemitism taints
the whole story. In any case, Gogol’s em
phasis on their freedom undercuts their
fealty to Russia. And then there is Andriy.
From a certain point of view, his fate is a
timely warning of the dangers of betraying
the Slavic brotherhood and turning West.
But for most modern readers, and doubt
less many earlier ones, Andriy’s compas
sion and selfdetermination make him a
hero rather than a traitor.
Gogol’s novella, and his life, suggest a
way of thinking about Russia and Ukraine
rooted in the ironies and contradictions of

art, rather than the deathly binaries of
autocracy. The same goes for other writ
ers buﬀeted around the tsarist and Soviet
empires by force, opportunity or caprice.
The house in which Mikhail Bulgakov
lived during the Russian civil war—and
where he set “The White Guard”—is a
museum on Kyiv’s prettiest street. Vasily
Grossman, author of the secondworld
war epic “Life and Fate”, was born in
Ukraine. Taras Shevchenko is revered as
the father of Ukrainian literature (and
was exiled to Siberia for his eﬀorts). But
he sometimes wrote in Russian and
spent years in St Petersburg.
Together their work oﬀers an app
roach to relations in which Ukrainian
and Russian identities are linked but
distinct. More than that, they form an
overlapping canon that transmutes a
dark shared past into a golden joint
inheritance. Through literature if not in
politics, the entwined histories of the
two countries can engender both mutual
respect and a benign cultural aﬃnity.
With his tantrums and tanks, Vladimir
Putin has violated not just peace and
borders, but the humane bonds that art
can forge. To many in the region, he has
made the idea of a shared culture seem
tragically improper.
Hollywood made a ﬁlm of “Taras
Bulba” in 1962. Compared with the origi
nal, there are more orgies and fewer
pogroms. As Andriy, Tony Curtis is a
suave sort of Cossack. Most importantly,
they changed the ending: Taras (Yul
Brynner) is triumphant and merciful,
whereas in the book he is vengeful and
burned alive. Read it closely, in fact, and
you see that all the talk of national pride
and interests is a cynical cover for his
bloodlust and ambition. War, Gogol
knew, can be sparked by the ego and
scheming of a single man.
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Economic data

United States
China
Japan
Britain
Canada
Euro area
Austria
Belgium
France
Germany
Greece
Italy
Netherlands
Spain
Czech Republic
Denmark
Norway
Poland
Russia
Sweden
Switzerland
Turkey
Australia
Hong Kong
India
Indonesia
Malaysia
Pakistan
Philippines
Singapore
South Korea
Taiwan
Thailand
Argentina
Brazil
Chile
Colombia
Mexico
Peru
Egypt
Israel
Saudi Arabia
South Africa

Gross domestic product

Consumer prices

% change on year ago
latest
quarter* 2022†

% change on year ago
latest
2022†

5.5
4.0
1.2
6.8
4.0
4.6
5.7
5.6
5.4
1.4
13.7
6.4
5.2
5.2
3.0
3.7
5.1
5.5
4.3
5.7
4.1
7.4
3.9
5.4
8.4
3.5
-4.5
6.0
7.7
5.9
4.0
4.9
-0.3
11.9
4.0
17.2
12.9
1.0
11.4
9.8
4.5
-4.1
2.9

6.9
6.6
Q3
-3.6
Q3
4.3
Q3
5.4
Q4
1.2
Q3
14.6
Q4
2.0
Q4
2.9
Q4
-2.9
Q3
11.3
Q4
2.5
Q3
8.7
Q4
8.3
Q3
3.6
Q3
4.3
Q3
16.1
Q3
9.5
Q3
na
Q4
5.7
Q3
6.8
Q3
11.3
Q3
-7.5
Q3
0.5
Q3
54.1
Q3
na
Q3
na
2021** na
Q4
13.0
Q4
10.7
Q4
4.5
Q4
11.1
Q3
-4.2
Q3
17.3
Q3
-0.4
Q3
21.0
Q3
24.9
Q4
-0.4
Q3
15.0
Q3
na
Q3
2.7
2020
na
Q3
-5.8
Q4

Q4

3.4
5.3
3.2
4.3
3.7
3.9
4.1
3.3
3.9
3.3
4.5
4.3
2.8
5.5
4.3
3.0
3.4
4.9
2.4
3.0
3.0
3.4
3.3
2.9
7.0
5.3
4.5
3.4
5.3
3.8
2.9
3.2
2.8
2.3
0.3
3.0
5.0
2.6
2.8
5.4
4.3
5.0
2.1

7.0
1.5
0.8
5.4
4.8
5.1
5.1
7.6
2.9
4.9
5.1
4.8
5.7
6.0
6.6
3.1
5.3
8.6
8.4
3.9
1.5
36.1
3.5
2.4
5.6
2.2
3.2
13.0
3.6
4.0
3.7
2.6
2.2
50.9
10.1
7.2
5.6
7.4
5.7
5.9
2.8
1.2
5.9

Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan
Dec
Jan
Dec
Jan
Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec
Q4
Dec
Dec
Jan
Dec
Jan
Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec
Jan
Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec

4.9
2.3
1.3
3.7
3.3
3.0
2.4
2.2
2.2
3.5
3.2
2.7
3.8
3.2
4.6
1.6
3.0
6.2
5.0
2.4
1.1
31.4
2.6
2.2
4.6
3.5
2.8
8.0
3.9
2.8
2.3
2.4
1.8
51.6
7.6
6.9
4.2
5.3
5.7
6.3
2.8
1.8
4.8

Unemployment
rate

Current-account
balance

Budget
balance

%

% of GDP, 2022†

% of GDP, 2022†

3.9
5.1
2.7
4.1
6.0
7.0
4.9
5.7
7.4
3.2
12.7
9.0
3.8
13.0
2.2
2.5
3.5
5.4
4.3
7.3
2.4
10.9
4.2
3.9
6.6
6.5
4.3
6.9
7.4
2.4
3.5
3.7
1.5
8.2
11.6
7.2
11.0
4.0
6.4
7.5
4.3
6.6
34.9

Dec
Dec‡§
Dec
Oct††
Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec‡
Dec
Nov‡‡
Dec§
Nov§
Dec§
Dec
Nov§
Dec
Dec‡‡
Jan
Q3§
Nov§
2019
Q4§
Q4
Dec§
Dec
Dec§
Q3§
Nov§‡‡
Dec§‡‡
Dec§
Dec
Dec§
Q3§
Dec
Q3
Q3§

-3.5
2.3
3.1
-2.6
0.1
3.2
1.8
0.6
-1.3
6.5
-4.0
3.5
9.0
1.3
2.1
8.5
8.5
0.5
7.1
3.7
5.0
-1.7
1.6
1.3
-1.6
-0.5
3.2
-5.6
-2.9
17.3
4.1
14.6
1.8
0.9
-0.7
-2.4
-4.9
-1.4
-2.7
-3.9
4.8
6.3
-0.7

-7.7
-4.7
-7.0
-6.5
-7.5
-4.0
-3.1
-4.3
-4.9
-2.7
-4.3
-5.5
-4.1
-5.4
-5.1
-0.2
0.2
-3.1
0.7
-0.3
0.5
-3.6
-4.6
-1.5
-5.9
-4.9
-6.1
-6.4
-7.2
-1.8
-2.9
-0.7
-6.9
-3.2
-7.3
-3.5
-6.5
-3.5
-2.6
-6.9
-3.2
2.0
-6.3

Interest rates

Currency units

10-yr gov't bonds change on
latest,%
year ago, bp

per $
Feb 2nd

1.8
2.4 §§
nil
1.3
1.8
nil
0.3
0.4
0.4
nil
1.8
1.4
-0.2
0.8
3.3
0.3
1.4
4.0
9.3
0.4
0.1
22.0
1.9
1.6
6.9
6.4
3.7
10.9 †††
4.8
1.8
2.6
0.7
1.9
na
11.0
5.6
8.7
7.6
6.2
na
1.6
na
9.3

66.0
-60.0
-8.0
91.0
85.0
53.0
65.0
65.0
69.0
53.0
109
78.0
36.0
63.0
194
63.0
76.0
282
271
31.0
54.0
939
78.0
72.0
75.0
30.0
102
104
184
77.0
83.0
38.0
64.0
na
355
302
380
243
244
na
76.0
na
74.0

6.37
114
0.74
1.27
0.89
0.89
0.89
0.89
0.89
0.89
0.89
0.89
0.89
21.4
6.58
8.80
4.03
76.3
9.20
0.92
13.6
1.40
7.79
74.8
14,358
4.19
176
51.0
1.35
1,206
27.8
33.2
105
5.30
810
3,934
20.6
3.86
15.7
3.17
3.75
15.4

% change
on year ago

1.4
-8.1
-1.4
0.8
-6.7
-6.7
-6.7
-6.7
-6
-1.9
-7.4
-0.8
5
2
9
7
5
5
3
-3.6
-9.1
-5.9
-1.5
-7.3
0.6
-9.7
-16.6
1.1
-9.7
-10.3
-2.1
-5.7
0.1
4.1
nil
-2.4

Source: Haver Analytics. *% change on previous quarter, annual rate. †The Economist Intelligence Unit estimate/forecast. §Not seasonally adjusted. ‡New series. **Year ending June. ††Latest 3 months. ‡‡3-month moving
average. §§5-year yield. †††Dollar-denominated bonds.

Commodities

Markets
% change on:
In local currency

United States S&P 500
United States NAScomp
China Shanghai Comp
China Shenzhen Comp
Japan Nikkei 225
Japan Topix
Britain FTSE 100
Canada S&P TSX
Euro area EURO STOXX 50
France CAC 40
Germany DAX*
Italy FTSE/MIB
Netherlands AEX
Spain IBEX 35
Poland WIG
Russia RTS, $ terms
Switzerland SMI
Turkey BIST
Australia All Ord.
Hong Kong Hang Seng
India BSE
Indonesia IDX
Malaysia KLSE

Index
Feb 2nd

4,589.4
14,417.6
3,361.4
2,262.4
27,533.6
1,936.6
7,583.0
21,362.4
4,222.0
7,115.3
15,613.8
27,388.7
765.6
8,713.2
68,875.7
1,463.9
12,360.4
2,002.2
7,399.6
23,802.3
59,558.3
6,707.6
1,512.3

one
week

5.5
6.5
-2.7
-2.9
1.9
2.4
1.5
3.7
1.4
1.9
1.0
2.9
1.7
1.1
1.2
10.5
2.2
2.6
2.1
-2.0
2.9
1.6
-0.2

% change on:

Dec 31st
2020

22.2
11.9
-3.2
-2.9
0.3
7.3
17.4
22.5
18.8
28.2
13.8
23.2
22.6
7.9
20.8
5.5
15.5
35.6
8.0
-12.6
24.7
12.2
-7.1

index
Feb 2nd

Pakistan KSE
Singapore STI
South Korea KOSPI
Taiwan TWI
Thailand SET
Argentina MERV
Brazil BVSP
Mexico IPC
Egypt EGX 30
Israel TA-125
Saudi Arabia Tadawul
South Africa JSE AS
World, dev'd MSCI
Emerging markets MSCI

46,119.2
3,249.6
2,663.3
17,674.4
1,667.8
89,662.7
111,894.4
51,766.2
11,691.8
2,057.1
12,192.6
75,190.8
3,113.8
1,213.2

one
week

2.6
-0.7
-1.7
nil
1.5
4.5
0.5
1.4
1.7
1.2
0.1
1.9
4.5
0.1

Dec 31st
2020

5.4
14.3
-7.3
20.0
15.1
75.0
-6.0
17.5
7.8
31.2
40.3
26.6
15.8
-6.0

Investment grade
High-yield

2015=100

latest

132
369

Dec 31st
2020

136
429

Sources: Refinitiv Datastream; Standard & Poor's Global Fixed Income
Research. *Total return index.

Jan 25th

Dollar Index
All Items
Food
Industrials
All
Non-food agriculturals
Metals

% change on
Feb 1st* month
year

171.4
142.6

175.8
146.9

7.2
4.4

14.9
18.2

198.3
165.8
207.9

202.7
164.6
213.9

9.1
0.3
11.4

12.7
25.0
10.3

Sterling Index
All items

194.0

198.6

7.5

15.9

Euro Index
All items

168.6

173.3

7.8

22.8

1,847.3

1,806.4

-0.4

-1.8

88.3

89.2

11.4

55.1

Gold
$ per oz
Brent
$ per barrel

US corporate bonds, spread over Treasuries
Basis points

The Economist commodity-price index

Sources: Bloomberg; CME Group; Cotlook; Refinitiv Datastream;
Fastmarkets; FT; ICCO; ICO; ISO; Live Rice Index; LME; NZ Wool
Services; Thompson Lloyd & Ewart; Urner Barry; WSJ. *Provisional.

For more countries and additional data, visit
Economist.com/indicators
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Share of model’s predicted outcomes
February 2nd 2022

Marine Le Pen 48 in 100

Eric Zemmour

Valérie Pécresse 32 in 100

Emmanuel Macron 92 in 100

Chance of progressing to round two

Jean-Luc Mélenchon

Top two candidates go through

Pécresse v Mélenchon
Macron v Zemmour
18 in 100

Others

Chance of round-two match-up
Macron v Pécresse 26 in 100

Macron v Le Pen 45 in 100

Le Pen v Pécresse

Le Pen

Pécresse

6 in 100

13 in 100

Chance of winning the presidency
Macron 79 in 100

Elysian stakes

Our French presidential election model augurs well for the incumbent

E

mmanuel macron once longed for a
more “Jupiterian” presidency. This
April he may realise his dream by securing
a rare second term in the Elysée. At the
launch of The Economist’s statistical model
for the French election, Mr Macron’s lead
in the polls suggests that he has a 79%
chance to come away victorious. In politi
cal terms, there is still an aeon until April
10th, when the ﬁrst round among a dozen
candidates takes place, let alone the two
candidate runoﬀ to be held on April 24th.
Updated daily, our model will keep track of
his and his rivals’ fortunes until the votes
are cast. If Mr Macron were to succeed, he
would be the ﬁrst president to win reelec
tion since Jacques Chirac achieved the feat
two decades ago.
Although there are many rich traditions
in France, sophisticated modelling of elec
tions, common in America and Britain, is

not yet one of them. That is not because it
is impossible. The essential input—repu
table polls—have existed there for decades.
Since 1965, when our historical data be
gins, polls taken in the ﬁnal week of the
presidential campaign for either round
have deviated from the actual vote shares
achieved by candidates by an average of
just 2.5 percentage points. Our eﬀorts rest
on this rich record of polling, both past and
present.
As several recent elections have shown,
polls cannot eliminate uncertainty. Nei
ther can our model. We try to take the ful
lest account possible of the error in French
election polling, but our model oﬀers no
Our interactive election model is
updated daily. To see it, scan this QR
code on a mobile device, or go to
economist.com/France2022

guarantees. It uses statistics to put candi
dates’ positions in the polls today in the
context of the evolution of past campaigns
and the errors of past polling—no more
and no less. Our assessment of Mr Macron,
for example, does not assure him victory. It
simply observes that, four times out of ﬁve,
presidential candidates with a lead of this
magnitude ten weeks from election day
have gone on to win. That is roughly the
chance that a professional footballer suc
cessfully scores a penalty kick.
For many people, election modelling is
a black box, and its statistical methods a
dark art. Ours is not, in a literal sense, since
we are releasing the underlying code po
wering our predictions. The thinking be
hind our methods is readily intelligible,
too. The underlying approach can be sum
marised simply: we combine the current
polls with historical error to create proba
bilities. The rest of this walkthrough ﬁlls
in the details.
We start by aggregating all current polls
for the presidential campaign. We then
construct a polling average for every candi
date, which is more accurate than any indi
vidual poll. We use a modestly fancy statis
tical tool to do this by employing a curve of
best ﬁt called a “spline”, which resembles
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the linear regressions familiar to statistics
students. So that we do not put too much
weight on the past and build overconﬁdent
models, we use a machinelearning tech
nique called crossvalidation.
The next step is to calculate the histori
cal error of the polls. We use a “timeline”
method popularised by the political scien
tists Will Jennings and Christopher Wle
zien, whose remarkable polling database
we also rely on. As one gets nearer and
nearer to an election day, the diﬀerence be
tween the polling estimate and the ﬁnal re
sult narrows. Six months before the elec
tion date, for example, French presidential
polls deviate an average of ﬁve percentage
points from the ﬁnal result. We can com
pute this average “absolute error” for every
point in the campaign: three months from
the election, say, up to the day before.
This is a diﬀerent sort of measure from
the “margin of error” that is sometimes re
ported by pollsters, which reﬂects the
chance that the people surveyed are unrep
resentative of the French electorate. The
margin of error also does not account for
equally worrisome potential pitfalls, such
as the chance that certain kinds of voters
are systematically shying away from poll
sters, that questions are poorly worded or
that pollsters’ methods for correcting for
known biases are faulty. The historically
rooted “absolute error” method therefore
gives a better sense of overall accuracy.
Like manufacturing paint or whisky,
the art of blending is the allimportant ﬁ

nal step for election models. With a start
ing point (the candidate’s position in the
polls on a given day) and a guide (the
amount of uncertainty that history im
plies) we are able to make conjectures
about the destination. Our preferred meth
od when the maths get complicated, as it
does here, is to employ simulation and let a
computer answer our questions by brute
force. Where the simulations ought to start
is provided by today’s polls. How widely
spread apart they ought to be is provided by
the historical error.
There is one ﬁnal quirk—the large num
ber of candidates—to straighten out. When
elections only feature two candidates, stat
isticians can conveniently simulate error
by taking votes from one candidate and
transferring them directly to the other
(such is the nature of a zerosum system).
But in a race with many candidates, this
process is not so simple. One candidate’s
lost supporters are not equally distributed
among the other options. For example, Mr
Macron’s standing in the polls has tended
to fall as support for Valérie Pécresse, the
centreright Republican candidate, has ris
en. We solve this by observing the trade
oﬀs in polling averages over the campaign
and estimating a covariance matrix—a ta
ble that stipulates how each candidate’s
votes move in relation to everyone else’s.
At last, we are able to quantify these re
lationships between all pairs of candidates
and simulate 10,000 potential ﬁrstround
outcomes based on these critical factors:

candidates’ current estimated standing,
the observed ﬂuctuations between pairs of
candidates and the historical uncertainty
in the polls. With these simulations in
hand for the ﬁrst round, we repeat the pro
cess for the (much simpler) second round.
For every single ﬁrstround simulation, we
generate 1,000 secondround simulations
using the patterns in secondround polling
for the top two votegetters. Together, we
get 10m total simulations for the French
election—refreshed each day.

→ Step one: current polling

→ Step two: historical polling

→ Step three: modelling vote shares

French election 2022, round-one polling, %

Difference between candidate’s polling average
and final vote share, 1965-2017, % points

Distribution of electionday vote shares, %

Average with 80% confidence interval

Election day 10

30

Bonne chance
As we launched our model, Emmanuel
Macron won in about 7.9m of those simu
lated elections—giving him the command
ing (but by no means certain) probability
of being reelected of close to 79%. Mrs Pé
cresse is the second likeliest to win, albeit
with a relatively slender chance of13%. Ma
rine Le Pen, a farright candidate, trails in
third with a chance closer to 6%. According
to the polls today, the other candidates are
extreme longshots, sp
g the remain
ing 2% among themsel
George Box, an e
t statistician,
once quipped that “All
els are wrong
but some are useful”.
an exercise as
complicated as an election, a model like
ours must necessarily be simpliﬁed. But it
will prove useful if it correctly measures
uncertainty. Mr Macron may like his start
ing chances, but he should not take false
conﬁdence. Who hasn’t seen a profession
al footballer miss a penalty kick? n

Macron
Median 24

Macron
7.5
Le Pen

Le Pen
17

20
Macron in 2017
round two

5.0

Pécresse
17

Zemmour
Pécresse

Zemmour

10

Average error

Mélenchon

2.5

Others
round one

0
Sep
2021
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Nov

13

Mélenchon

Dec

Jan
2022

We aggregate this year’s polling data to estimate
the vote share for each candidate. The polling
aggregate is tuned with machine-learning
techniques to neither overreact to outlier polls
nor be too conservative when the polls do change.

200
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Greater chance ↑

0
0

Days until election

Then, we analyse historical data to quantify how
reliable French pre-election surveys are. We
measure the average difference between
candidates’ polling and actual election results
in the ten elections going back to 1965.

0
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Vote share, %

Our model then simulates 10,000 different paths
for the first-round election. These faux elections
yield predictions—assuming polls are as accurate
as they have been historically. Repeating this
process for round two gives our final probabilities.

Sources: “Election polling errors across time and space”, by Will Jennings and Christopher Wlezien, Nature and Human Behaviour, 2018; Alexandre Léchenet, NSPPolls; The Economist
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Obituary Jean-Jacques Savin

To sea in a barrel

The intrepid adventurer died on January 21st while
rowing solo across the Atlantic, aged 75

E

dward lear’s Jumblies, seeking the hills of the Chankly Bore,
went to sea in a sieve. They had a beautiful peagreen sail tied
with a ribbon to a tobaccopipe mast, and slept in a crockery jar. In
201819 JeanJacques Savin, aiming for the Caribbean from the Ca
naries, crossed the Atlantic in a Bordeaux tonneau made of ply
wood and painted a gaudy orange. It had no sail or engine, but ﬂew
the ﬂag of France. Inside, in a space scarcely bigger than a crockery
jar, he installed a bunk, a sink, a captain’s chair, a cardtable and a
porthole in the ﬂoor through which to watch the ﬁsh. His barrel
baby, as he thought of it, was baptised on the beach after mass in
Arès, his home town in the Gironde, and named Audacieux, be
cause it was. It would drift to America in the arms of the ocean,
with no manmade power at all.
The Jumblies, after landfall over the Western Sea, stocked up
with an owl, a useful cart, a pound of rice, a cranberry tart and “no
end of Stilton Cheese”. Mr Savin was equipped with two solar pan
els, a desalinator, gps, a Globalstar spotlight to make him tracka
ble on the internet, gel batteries and a ﬂoating anchor and no end
of nylon rope. He also carried his favourite adventure books, a
mandolin, a bottle of SaintEmilion, another of champagne, a bot
tle of Sauternes and a tin of foie gras, to celebrate the new year and
his birthday at sea.
The birthday, on January 14th, was his 72nd. At an age when
many men take to gardening, he was setting out on a voyage where
he almost collided with two ships, was knocked oﬀ his barrel in a
storm (swinging like a yoyo on his rope, underwater and out
again), spent days lashed to his bunk and lost four kilograms,
“Quite risky”, he confessed. But it earned him worldwide celebrity
and thousands of Facebook followers, as the tiny orange craft
ﬂoated its way west on ocean currents and the trade winds.
His father had been a prosperous oysterfarmer in Arès, which
was famous for them. Outside town lay the Bay of Arcachon, mile
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after mile of muddy sand and huge shifting dunes, where the
young JeanJacques larked about rather than bother with school.
Beyond stretched the immense Atlantic, beckoning to be crossed.
He tried other adventures ﬁrst, though. As a teenager he scaled the
belltower of the church in Arès by way of the lightning conductor.
He did military service as a paratrooper in elite units, prospected
for gold in Africa and became a nearchampion in triathlon. Back
home he threw himself into whatever needed doing, whether div
ing to ﬁx boats, repairing roads with oyster shells or harvesting
the cordgrass that covered the dunes. With his jaunty cap and gap
py teeth he never looked his age, or felt it. Late in his 60s he
climbed Mont Blanc and swam four times across the local bay,
combining the feat with mudskating. But his greatest défi to age
and a boring life was to set out on that blue, open ocean.
Four times he sailed across. What he really wanted, though,
was to do it as a man adrift after a shipwreck, at the mercy of the
sea. His favourite boyhood book was “The Voluntary Castaway” by
Alain Bombard, a French doctor who had crossed the Atlantic in an
inﬂatable dinghy, with a sail and oars, in 1952. (He was a mere 28,
and took Shakespeare and Rabelais with him.) “Docteur Fou”, as
his countrymen mostly called him, set out to prove that castaways
could live for several weeks on what the ocean provided: water,
plankton and ﬁsh. Plankton, ﬁltered through a special net, was
full of vitamin C to ward oﬀ scurvy. Sea water was ﬁne to drink if
taken in small doses. As for ﬁsh, Bombard had learned from Poly
nesians that big ﬁsh, tuna and sharks, had a liquid just beneath the
skin that could be drawn oﬀ and mixed with sea water, making a
drink at least as pleasant as Vichy water. All these became Captain
Savin’s diet. But the part of Bombard’s book that most seized him
was a single sentence: “A barrique [225 litres, half the size of his
tonneau] launched in the Canaries will take three months to reach
the Caribbean.” He took 127 days.
The voyage was not just a boy’s dream but also, he stressed, sci
entiﬁc. He recorded his observations daily and minutely. Doctors
were going to measure his vital signs. Even the Sauternes would be
subtly compared with a bottle left on shore. He also noted his mo
rale, since Bombard had said it was the key to survival, and his was
resoundingly good. He was free on the ocean, completely free. Out
there, in a bobbing barrel, there were no rules beyond instinct and
common sense. In his paratrooper days he had struggled with tak
ing orders: where to go, what to do. But if you chose to put yourself
through tough times and solitude, it changed everything. His
voyage became a holiday.
That was why, three years later, he decided to cross the Atlantic
in an 8metre rowing boat shaped like a canoe. This too was called
Audacieux, because he still was. There was more space on board,
and the it had improved. The main drawback was that the sea was
no longer gently carrying him over, but had to be rowed through
for eight hours a day. And he was older—if he made it, the oldest
person ever to row across. On the barrel voyage, à la cool, he had
played a lot of bluegrass on his mandolin and written large chunks
of his book, “127 Days Adrift: The Atlantic in a Barrel”. Now, with
the sea between Portugal and the Azores bucking and plunging
like a rollercoaster, there was no time for music or books, only the
Three Rs: ramer, ravitailler, ronfler, row, stoke up, snore. On his
75th birthday the champagne and foie gras came out again. On Jan
uary 19th his solar panel stopped working, but his message ended
on a merry note: his morale was ﬁne, and he was absolutely not
giving up. On the 21st he triggered two distress ﬂares.
Had he failed? Not necessarily. The voyage had hardly begun,
and he had more or less decided to get repairs done in the Azores
and start again. It had been his choice to build the canoe, his
choice to set out alone, his choice to ﬂick away old age like a noth
ing. He had notched up all those successes in any case, revelling in
freedom. But freedom also meant, as on his barrel voyage, that he
chose to entrust himself to the ocean in which his craft now ﬂoat
ed without power towards the west, and in which he was lost. n
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CSC:Miami
Content Supply Chains must be forensic in their detail.
Television broadcasters have long relied on instinct,
market knowledge and spreadsheets to forecast
TV viewership - but instinct needs to partner with
information; market knowledge is never enough;
and spreadsheets are no way to excel.
As witness to these challenges, Fractal undertook
its own detective work.
By combining AI, data engineering and user-centric
design, Fractal created an industry-first TV forecasting
system for Europe’s leading media and entertainment
company. The result? Up to 30% improvement in
forecast accuracy.
Fractal: perfectly targeted and timed TV, no drama.
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TOWARDS A DREAM

